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ABSTRACT 

This study uses a feminist political economy frarnework and Foucault's (1 99 1 : 102) notion 
of "govemance" to examine 1) problems, issues and tensions created for 15 women as 
primary family caregivers of 17 chronically mentally il1 farnily members and 2) govemance 
by these women of their farnily mernbers, and 3) resistance of their family members. The 
subjects reported a never-ending burden of caregiving, domestic and wage labour coupled 
with social isolation, stressed interpersonai relationships and stigma. CaregiWig was 
fiaught with crises and uncertainties including: abuse of the family member and caregiver, 
alcohol and dmg abuse by the family member and the potential danger to themselves 
and/or others. Caregivers exercise ski11 and governance of family mernbers through 
monitoring and controliing: manic and depressive episodes, medical cornpliance, 
outpatient hospital treatment, hospitalization, medical file information with reported 
resistance by family members. The study concludes with recomrnendations for reforms, 
innovations and suggestions for funher research. 
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1.0 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

The provision of mental health care services in Canada, Iike health care services in 

general, is a provincial responsibility whereby each province and temtory develops its own 

policy responses relative to its own fiscal circumstances. The procurement of mental 

heaith care services has become an increasing challenge for many Canadians faced with 

chronic mental illness and their farnily caregivers. The ongoing process of 

deinstitutionalizatio~ cutbacks to mental health seMces and expectations of the health 

promotion fiamework contnbute to these challenges. Further, the codicting nature of 

mental health policy directives, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the 

Uniform Mental Health Act and provincial mental health legislation also contribute to 

these challenges. 

Mental health legislation was originally intended to remedy past abuses and 

violations of the rights of the mentally ill. However, there are contradictory liberal rights 

and medical mode12 discourses embedded wiirhin and between mental health policy, and the 

1 The term "deinstitutionalization" will be used in this thesis in a conceptual manner so as to 
encornpass three usages of the term that have evolved in contemporary sociological literature on mental 
illness and include: rehabilitation of the mentally il1 from institutiona1 dependence, removal of patients 
from hospitals that case for the mentally il1 and care ?stems providing noninstitutional alternatives. 

The "medical rnodel" tlpically employed in clinical practia and research assuma that diseases 
and mentai iIlness are universal biological or p~chophysiological entities, resulting from somatic Iesions 
or dysfunctions (Engel 1994). These produce "signs" or ph~sioIogica1 abnormalities that can be measured 
by c l inid  and laboratoq- procedures, as well as "qmptoms" or expressions of the experience of distress. 
mmrnunicated as an ordered set of cornplaints (Engel 1994). The primary tasks of clinical medicine and 
psychiatry are diagnosis, that is, the interpretation of the patient's symptoms by relating them to their 
fimctional and structural sources in the body and to underlying disease enti ties and rationai t r ament  
aimeci at intervention in the disease mechanisms (Engel 1994). While the purpose of medicai treatment is 
to alter the stnicture and functions of the bod! to influence favorably the course of a physical disease, the 
purpose of psychiatrie treatment is to alter mood. thought and beha\ior (Leifer 1992). The remedy within 
the medicd mode1 for disability-related probtems is cure or normalization of the individual and the agent 
of remedy is the medical professional (Hanna I996a:200). 



Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. the Uniform 

mental health legislation on the chronically mentally ill. 

and medical model discourses reinforce the rights of the 

2 
Mental Health Act and provincial 

These contradictory liberal rights 

mentally il1 both to receive and to 

refuse treatment, and recognize the nght to refuse care as more important than the right to 

care even in situations where intervention is required. They simultaneously reinforce and 

reject the medical model of madness. and they present a paradox that may exacerbate the 

challenges that face wornen in their roles as primas. family caregivers of the chronically 

mentally il1 and as state designated mental 'health promoters" (Epp 1988: 17) for their 

family members. 

Deinstitutionalization and the shifi to community care in Canada began as early as 

the 1960s and 1970s in several provinces with the stated objective of placing as many 

psychiatric patients as possible in the cornniunir>-; (Grier 199228. 29) The state's 

increased efforts at deinstitutionalization have intensified the trend of decreasing mental 

hospital populations and although more of the mentally il1 are remaining in the community, 

the question increasingly becomes. "[ulnder what conditions?" (Conrad and Schneider 

1992:68) Overall, the process of deinstitutionalization has had mixed results. According to 

researchers Conrad and Schneider ( l992:68) and Armstrono and Armstrong (1 996:86-88) 

the process, to date, has had both positive and negative outcornes. More of the mentally il1 

3 According to Armstrong and Armstrong (1996:86-87). the ongoing process of 
deinstitutionaiization in Canada was justified in the following: new drugs and changing attitudes in the 
general population allowed people to leave the institutions: the move would allow people to become more 
independent, to Iive more dignified )ives. and 10 be better integrated into the community; it was what 
people wanted and it would save money. The sanie justifications are being used today to cut back even 
fiiruier on the nurnber of people admitted to long-temi pqchiatric senices and to reduce the numbers of 
people in e~qended and rehabilitati~e care. 



are receiving treatment in outpatient facilities. fewer are becoming "institutionalized", a 

few previously unserved populations are being served and some reforms have taken hold 

in mental hospitals. Hospitalization of the mentally il1 is shorter and the team approach has 

included more nonpsychiatrists such as occupational therapists in treatment programs. 

However, there has been no apparent success in preventing mental illness; difficulties have 

been encountered in the continuity of care of the chronically rnentally il1 in communities; 

patients have been "dumped" from mental hospitals without the availability of appropriate 

alternatives and rehabilitation has been minimal (Conrad and Schneider I992:68; 

Armstrong and Armstrong 1996:86-88). Consequentlp, the caregiving needs of the 

chronically mentally il1 have been neglected The conditions which ensue impose personal 

and financial costs on family caregivers. more t han likely to be women, the state's mental 

health and legislative systems to which they turn to for assistance and ultimately on society 

as a whole. 

Although the process of deinstitutionalization in Canada "is descnbed as sending 

people back to the community", Armstrong and Armstrong ( 1 W6:88) maintain that "this 

cornmunity largely exists in the imagination of those justifyine the policy. In most cases, 

back to the community means shifiing responsibility to women who do the unpaid canng 

work in their own homes." Similady, Waerness ( 1  987225) argues that "women provide 

most of the care giving work as unpaid family work and the bulk of the helping that in 

western societies is reponed as community care turns out on doser scmtiny to be care by 

close female relatives, a point which is seldom clearly stated." 



1.1 Objective of Study and Structure of Argument 

Despite over thirty years of sociological research on mental illness in the farnily, 

linle is known about the post- 1960s deinstitutionalization experiences of women as 

primary family caregivers of those with chronic mental illness. Female farnily caregiving 

and the rationality involved in caregiving are issues that until recent years have scarcely 

received any attention in the sociological literature This has occured even though the 

concept of rationality has been a central issue in sociology since the time of the founding 

fathers. What caregiving means for wornen and how caregiving services are to be camed 

out in the welfare states of the western world today has. only recenrly, attracted the 

interest of sociologists. This interest is. in pan. due to the challenges emerging fiom 

ferninism and the search for a women's perspective in social theory; and, in pan, because 

of the more recent shift in social policy debate dealing with the public services (Waerness 

l987:207). This shift toward a belief in communitp care is spreading rapidly because it is 

supposed to be less costly and morally preferable to the public caregiving services. 

However, public policy fails to consider the impact of community care on the lives of 

women as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 (Waemess 1987207). 

Contemporary sociological research on chronic mental illness has neglected to 

examine, fiom a feminist perspective. the consequences of post- 1960s 

deinstitutionalization for female farnily caregivers More extensive research is required in 

that "[c]lanfying the specific identity of those rnost involved with the care of mentally il1 

adults may have 
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important implications for delivery of mental health senices, pakular ly  in how we 

perceive the families of the mentally il1 and how we help thern." Further, ''[ilt may also 

direct our attention to their needs and facilitate fûnher study of their long-term stressors 

and burdens" (Ascher-Svanum and Sobel l989:843). 

The sociological inquiry of how women, as primary family caregivers of the 

chronically mentally ill, learn how to navigate caregiving relationships and acquire 

relational intelligence under quite irrational tensions on both rnacro and micro levels is not 

at al1 simple. The study of female family caregivine and the "govemance" (Foucault 

1991: 102) of their chronically mentally il1 family members is far more complex than what 

is ofien understood of caregiving as micro human connections of patting family members 

on the head, passive listening or ceaseless production of soothing utterances (Gordon et 

al. 1996:xiv). As Gordon et al. (1996:siv) assen "[claregiving is extensive as well as 

intensive work." The use of Foucault - s  ( 199 1 ,103) notion of governance as a "very 

specific albeit complex form of power". used in this thesis. transcends the pnvate sphere 

understanding of caregiving as emotions and espressiveness; govemance offers a broader 

understanding of the rationality and instmmentality involved in the management of private 

troubles and public issues facing women as prima? family caregivers of the chronically 

mentally il1 . 

This qualitative sociological study will examine: 1 )  the problems, issues and 

tensions created for 15 women as primary family caregivers of eight chronic manic 

depressive family members and nine chronic manic depressive family members with 

schizophrenic tendencies (or schizoaffectives) by macro level deinstitutionalization, 
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cutbacks to mental health senices, expectations of the health promotion framework and 

mental health policy, and the contradictory liberal riehts and medical rnodel discourses 

embedded within and between mental health policy and Iegislation and 2) the govemance 

by these women of their chronically mentally il1 farnily members to manage the 

contradictions in their roles as primaiy family caregivers and as state designated mental 

health promoters, and the resistance of their chronically rnentally il1 family members to this 

governance. 

The cntical and complex issue of female family caregiver governance of their 

chronically mentally il1 family members remains Iaoely uninvestigated in contemporary 

sociological literature within the context of a feminist analysis of broader political and 

econornic changes. This thesis is an attempt to help fil1 in this gap, bridging theory and 

practice, within a feminist political economy framework and using the notion of 

govemance. Consequently, this thesis makes siyificant contributions to contemporary 

sociological literature on mental illness with new theoretical and practical insights into the 

consequences of post- 1960s deinstitutionalization for female family caregivers. 

This thesis supports Smith's (1987:99) contention that, as sociologists and 

feminists "[mlaking the everyday world our problematic instmcts us to look for the Ymer' 

organization generating its ordinary features. its orders and disorders, its contingencies 

and conditions, and to look for that inner organization in the externalized and abstracted 

relations of economic processes and of the rulins apparatus in general." Further, ferninist 

sociologica1 inquiry "then can begin from the position of women, in whatever relation 

determines their experience as it is. It can begin from the position of any member of the 
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society, explicating the problematic of her or his expenence as a sociological problematic." 

As Smith (1 987:99) maintains. the implications of a sociology for women in contemporary 

corporate capitalistic society pose again, though with a different grounding, the 

problematic originally formulated by Marx and Engels (1 973:30) that is "[i]ndividuals 

always started, and always stan, from themselves. Their relations are the relations of their 

real life. How does it happen that their relations assume an independent existence over 

against them? And that the forces of their own life overpower them?" 

The central argument of this thesis is that deinstitutionalization. cutbacks to mental 

health senices, expectations of the health promotion framework and mental health policy. 

and the contradictory liberal rights and medical mode1 discourses embedded within and 

between mental health policy and le@slation on a macro level or what 1 term the "macro 

caregiving contea" has created problerns. issues and tensions on a micro level for female 

farnily caregivers. Through female family caregiver governance of chronically mentally il1 

family members, caregivers try to manage these problems. issues and tensions, and the 

contradictions in their roles as pnmary family caregivers and as state designated mental 

health promoters with resistance from these family members. 

With a ferninist political economy framework and notion of governance in place in 

this study, several central questions emerge. What are the problems, issues and tensions 

created for women as primary farnily caregivers of chronic manic depressives and 

schizoaffectives by macro level deinstitutionalization, cutbacks to mental health services, 

expectations of the health promotion framework and mental health policy? What are the 

problems, issues and tensions created for these women by the contradictory liberal rights 
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and rnedicai model discourses embedded within and between mental health policy and 

legislation? What is the nature of the governance of chronic rnanic depressive and 

schizoaffeaive family members by these women in managing these problems, issues, 

tensions, and the contradictions in their roles as pnrnary family caregivers and as state 

designated mental health promoters? What is the nature of the resistance of these family 

members to this female family caregiver govemance? 1 will address these questions 

through a cornprehensive analysis of my study findings in this thesis. 

1.2 Health and Mental Health Policy 

Women as primary family care~ivers of the chronically rnentally il1 are faced with 

managing the tensions that exist between the espectations of health and mental health 

policy and the health promotion framework and their liberal rights and medical model 

discourses. The state's position is that mental health promotion is pnmady a 'kommunity 

and private responsibility" (Armstrong and .4rmst rong 1 996: 87). In the framework, the 

state's view of health and mental health is one that 'kecogtizes freedom of choice and 

emphasizes the role of individuals and communities in defining what health means to 

them" (Epp l986:3). Further, in the framework. the nate defines m enta1 health as 'the 

capacity of the individual, the group and the environment to interact with one another in 

ways that promote subjective well-being. the optimal development and the use of mental 

abilities (cognitive, affective and relational). the achievement of individual and collective 

goals consistent with justice and the attainment and preservation of conditions of 

fundamental equality" (Epp 1988: 7). 
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Mental heait h policy and promotion is clearly centered around medical compliance 

and the medical model of madness. The state maintains that although little can be done in 

terms of primary prevention of the onset of mental illness, the prevention of relapse of 

mental illness can be easily promoted through the management of syrnptoms that has been 

facilitated by ')~harmacological and other modalities" (Epp l988:8). Funher, according to 

the state, mental disorders result 'fiom biolo~ical. developmental andior psychosocial 

factors, and can in principle. at least - be mana-ed using approaches comparable to those 

applied to physical disease (that is. prevention. diagnosis. treatment and rehabilitation)" 

(Epp 198833). This mental health policy approach and definition is centered around the 

medical model of madness and dominated by allopathic medicine' in which the primary 

approach is a service delivery system that is 'focused on penetration of the body physically 

by surgery and chemically by drugs" such as psychiatry and medication in the case of the 

chronically mentally il1 (Armstrong and .4rmstrong 1996: 19) Given the health promotion 

ffamework7s strong emp hasis on "cornmuni ty and private responsibility", medical 

compliance and the medical model of rnadness. tvornen as prirnary family caregivers of the 

chronically mentally il1 are expected to assume the responsibility of monitoring their family 

members for symptoms and medical compliance while ensuring that their basic needs such 

as food, shelter and clothing are being met. 

The heaith promotion framework (Epp 1986) proposes three health and mental health 

promotion mechanisms and three implementation strategies that within a mental health contexi 

4 For an escellent indepth. critical discussion of the five central assumptions and challenges to 
the allopathic approach see Armstrong and Armstrong ( 1906:20-4 1 ). 



reflect themes of 'komrnunity and private responsibility" and the medical mode1 of madness. 

These three mechanisrns are considered to be 'intrinsic to health promotion"(Epp 1986:7) and 

mental health promotion and include: self-are. munial aid and the creation of healthy 

environrnents ï h e  three stntegies 'br processes whereby we [the nate] cm act decisively in 

response to the health challenges confiontin_e Canadians" (Epp 1986:9) include: fostering 

public participation, strengthening cornmunit y heal t h-services and CO-ordinating healthy public 

policy. Although the fiamework links the three micro level mechanisms to the three macro 

level aate arategies, a stronger emphasis is placed on mechanisms for health and mental health 

promotion. The first mechanism, self-care. is defined as 'the decisions and actions individuds 

take in the interest of their own health" (Epp 1986 7). Self-care, as conceptualised in health 

promotion poiicy, refers largely to individual lifestyle decisions and practices specificaily for the 

preservation of health. Tnis mental health promotion mechanism is being lefi to the initiative of 

women as primary caregivers who are expected by the frarnework to assume much 

responsibility for taking decisions and actions in the interest of the mental health of their 

chronically mentally il1 family members 

The second mechanism. mutual aid. is defined as 'the actions people take to help each 

other copeY'(Epp 1986:7). From the mental healt h promotion perspective, mutual aid is seen as 

an informai complement to professionally provided care and services available in the formal 

mental healt h-care system. However. wh h the onçoing process of deinstitutionalization and 

cutbacks to mental heaith care senices it should be pointed out that self-care, mutuai aid and 

the creation of healthy environments as mental health promotion mechanisms may also be seen 
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as alternatives to professional services from the formal mental heaith-care system (Bolaria 

1994). Increasingiy, as these mental health promotion mechanisrns are seen as less costly and 

more effective and as alternatives to professionally provided health-care senrices, female f d y  

caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 will be expected to assume greater caregiving 

responsibilities in the name of these mechanisms The third mechanism, the creation of healthy 

environments, is defined as 'the creation of conditions and surroundings conducive to health" 

(Epp 1986:7). This mental heaith promotion mechanism is being lef€ to the initiative of women 

as primary caregivers who are expected bu the framework to assume much responsibility for 

creating and maintainhg mental hedth. 

The first strate=, fonering public panicipation. is defined as 'helping people assen 

control over factors which affect their hea1th"iEpp 1986.9). This is achieved through the two 

mechanisms of self-help and mutual aid The second strateg. strengthening community health 

senices, is defined as making 'torrnuniry semices become more active in helping people to 

cope with disabilitiesl'(Epp 1986: 10). The third strate= of CO-ordinating healthy public policy 

is essentially a recognition that since a broad spectrum of policy decisions cm and do affect 

people's behaviours and hence affect heaith. mental health and illness (such as income secunty. 

ernployrnent, education, housing business, agriculture. transponation, justice, and technotom), 

public policy in al1 realms should be CO-ordinated in line with health and mental health 

promotion (Epp 1986: 10). 

For the state, there is a clear advantaze to an overall emphasis on 'tommunity and 

private responsibility", medical cornpliance and the medical mode1 of madness in the 

framework. First, this overall emphasis is a relatively low cost strategy. Second, the 
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emphasis on private responsibility and persona1 behavior leaves pharmaceutical cornpanies 

relatively free of state intefierence and creates new markets for selling 'bonder" 

medications such as Prozac (Armstrong and Armstrong 1996:43). Third, the emphasis on 

'tommunity and pnvate responsibility" and personal behavior in the promotion of mental 

health creates the appearance of govemment action on mental health promotion while 

placing the responsibility firmly on the individual and women as primary family caregivers. 

Founh, it promotes an ideolog of individual responsibility rather than of collective 

responsibility that serves as a diversion from govemment inaction (Armstrong and 

Armstrong 199643). 

The fiamework's emphasis on 'tommunity and private responsibility", medical 

compliance and the medical mode1 of madness in the prevention of mental illness has 

implications for women as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally ill. First, 

with this overall emphasis, it is women who are expected by the state to improve the 

health and mental health practices of not only themseives. but also their family members 

who may have chronic mental illness (Armstrong and h s t r o n g  1996:43). Second, the 

emphasis on 'tommunity and private responsibility" blames the victims of what may often 

be social conditions beyond their control that increases the stress levels on individuals with 

chronic mental illness and women as their primary family caregivers who may not have the 

power to change their situation (Armstrong and Armstrong I996:43). Third, mental health 

promotion or prevention defined primarily as a tommunity and private responsibility" 

does little about the major determinants of mental health in that many of what are defined 

as persona1 practices are structured by social and economic circumstance and by working 
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conditions, and are reflected in the inequalities of health status related to class, race, sex, 

and location (Armstrong and Armstrong 1996.43). 

Finally, the fiamework places significant demands on these women since mental 

health policy and legislation simultaneously reinforces the rights of their chronically 

mentally il1 farnily members both to receive and to refuse treatment. Paradoxically, 

according to the state (Epp 1988: 18) "[alIl Canadians have equal rights to participate in 

Canadian society, including the right ro health and social services, education, employment, 

housing and recreation, and the right to be protected by the law" however "the first 

prionty must always be to restore the individual as quickly as possible to the full exercise 

of al1 nghts and responsibilities" (Epp 1988 19) According to current legislation. the 

chronically mentally il1 have been granted the contradictory neht to state care and the right 

to refbse state care. These contradictory rights in addition to the ongoing process of 

deinstitutionaiization and cutbacks to mental health services constrain the nature and 

extent of care that the state provides to the chronically mentally il1 with real costs and 

consequences for women as their prima? farnily caregivers 

1.3 Mental Health Legislation 

The safeguarded contradictory liberal rights of the chronically mentally il1 to 

receive and refuse treatrnent, among other rights. were granted with the adoption of the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1987. Every provincial and federal law 

including al1 mental health legislation must comply with the Chaner, which is the supreme 

law of Canada. If a coun finds that a provincial or federal law penaining to the nghts of 

the mentally il1 violates a right under the Charter. that law rnay be found to be invalid and 
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stmck dom.  Although there are limits placed upon Charter nghts, these must be 

reasonable and justifiable in a free and democratic society A potentially unconstitutional 

law will remain valid until it is successfully challenged or until it has been established, in a 

judicial decision, that the law is in violation of the Charter. 

In the contea of mental health issues and the rights of the chronically mentally ill, 

the pertinent sections of the Charter are 7. 9, 12. 15 and 1 (Gaudet 1994:4). For women 

as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 and the panoply of state agents 

such as psychiatrists, doctors, social workers and police who are frequently involved in the 

care and/or manasement of their symptoms 'àchieving and maintaining the intricate 

baiance of rights rernains an ongoing challen_re" (Gaudet 1994130). Under section 7, an 

individual cannot be deprived of life. libeny or security of the person unless that 

deprivation is in accordance with the principles of fündarnental justice; under section 9, a 

person is guaranteed the nght no< to be arbitrarily detained or impnsoned; under section 

12, a person has the nght not to be subjected to cruel and unusual treatment or 

punishrnent and under section 15. every person is equal under the law and has the right not 

to be discriminated against on the basis of mental disability (Gaudet 1994:4). Although the 

Chaner guarantees certain rights under the secticns mentioned, a qualification under 

section 1 serves to limit the absolute scope of those guarantees (Gaudet 1994:4). Under 

section 1, Charter nghts are subject to reasonable. justifiable limits and a court rnay decide 

that the violation of a right that is euaranteed under the Charter is reasonable and 

therefore justified in today's society (Gaudet 1991:1). Despite section 1 and its potential 

to limit the nghts of chronically mentally il1 individuais who may pose a h a m  to 
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themselves or others, the Charter primarily stnves to safeguard their rights and protect 

them from involuntary detention and treatment. 

These contradictory liberal rights for the chronically mentally il1 are also embedded 

within the 1987 Uniform Mental Health Act that serves as a guide for the legislative 

incorporation of the requirements of the Chaner of Rights and Freedoms into provincial 

and temtorial mental health legislation. The Act was intended to serve as a vehicle for 

change and the ultimate standardisation of mentai health legislative provisions in Canada, 

related, for example, to treatment and cornmitta1 (Gaudet 1994: 17). The main principles 

that f o m  the essence of the proposed Cniform Mental Health Act include: 1 )  a system 

which promotes voluntary admission and det ent ion. and treatment with infonned consent 

that is preferred to compulsory seniices 2 )  where there is no alternative to compulsory 

services which iimit a person's liberty or r i ~ h t  to rnake decisions, these limitations must 

confonn with the Charter 3 )  a range of appropriate treatment options, including the least 

restrictive and intrusive alternatives are offered and esplained to the person 4) the duty of 

confidentiality of medical file information is heightened by the vulnerability of a mentally il1 

person and the potentially severe consequences of improper release of such information 5) 

the patient has a nght to view documents eathered for the purpose of accuracy and 6) if a 

person's rights and fieedoms are affected by legislation, an independent body or a court 

can review the decision to determine whether or not the decision was reached fairly 

(Gaudet 1994: 18). 

Many of the provinces and territories have le_eislation that conforms with the 

fundamental principles of the Uniform Mental Health Act. Provincial and territorial mental 
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health legislation in Canada, as with the Charter and the 1987 mode1 Act (Unifonn Mental 

Health Act) reflect contradictory rights and concems of involuntary admission and 

detention cntena; infonned consent; capacity to consent; substitüte consent; compulsory 

treatment; confidentiality and disclosure of clinical records; and review conditions. The 

care, treatment and admission to mental health facilities of the 17 family members of the 

female caregivers participating in this study are govemed by provincial mental health 

legislation in both Ontario and Quebec .Ail aspects of provincial mental health legislation 

are of critical importance in determinin- the estent. nature and duration of care that an 

individual with chronic mental illness will receive from the state and their fernale family 

caregivers. 

Provincial and territorial mental health legislation in Canada require a diagnosis of 

mental disorder as one of the critena for involuntary admission. Relevant to the concems 

of female family caregivers in this studp are the legislated definitions of 'hental disorder" 

in Ontario and Quebec in that thineen women and their family members resided in Ontario 

and two women and their family members resided in Quebec. While Quebec mental health 

legislation does not have a Iegal definition of mental disorder, Ontano defines 'hental 

disorderT" vaguely as 'hny disease or disability of the mind" (Gaudet 1994: 19). Given the 

absent and vague definitions of 'mental disorder" in Ontario and Quebec mental health 

legislation, any attempts by the women in this study to involuntanly admit their chronically 

mentally il1 family members may be challenged and met with resistance and may prove to 

' Under the Uniform Mental Healih Act. the term .*mental disorder" is vaguely defined as "a 
substantiai disorder of thought. mood. perception. orientation or rnemory that grossly impairs judgement. 
behabiour, capacity to recognize realin or abilin io mect the ordina5 demands of life" (Gaudet 1994: 19). 
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be hstrating for these women. 

The current cornmon involuntary admission practice in Canada is to have one 

physician complete a cenificate indicating that the mentally disordered person has been 

exarnined and meets the cnteria for involuntary admission. Involuntary assessments are 

usually authonsed by a physician who has examined the penon, a judicial warrant, or a 

police officer without a warrant under specific circurnstances (Gaudet 1994:20). In al1 

provinces and territones, a psychiatric examination is required before a person is 

involuntarily admitted and detained. Under Quebec legislation, a person cannot be 

adrnitted invoIuntanly without a psychiatric esamination; however, if a physician finds that 

the person poses a serious threat to himselflherself or others, that person can, under 

section 21, be held for 24 hours in order to undergo a psychiatric examination (Gaudet 

199420). Involuntary admission in Quebec requires two psychiatric assessments (with the 

same conclusion) within 96 hours (Gaudet 199420. 21). In Ontario, however, one 

physician may give authority for involuntaq admission based on the potential danger 

posed by the person6 (Gaudet 1994.2 1 ) .  Thus. in Ontario and Quebec, efforts to 

involuntarily admit a chronically mentally il1 family member by the women in this audy 

rnay be challenged and met with resistance and rnay yrcï r  to be hstrating for these 

women. 

In temis of involuntary admissions and detention crileria for the mentally ill, the Uniforni 
Mental Health Act provides authony to desigiiaied health professionals and physicians to require that the 

- 
mentally il1 person undergo psychiatric assessnieni. but auihorip to involuntarily admit the person is 
restricted to physicians (Gaudet 1994). A ph~sician n.ou1d ha1.e the authoriq to determine whether a 
person shouid be assessed in a psychiatric facilip for possible admission as an involuntaq patient and 
upon assessment. the p~chiatr is t  must be of the opinion that the person is M e r i n g  fiom a 'hental 
disorder." and must have a 'kasonable" cause ro belie1.e that the person is at risk of injury to 
himseWherself or that another person is likcl! to suffer an injun. 
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In terms of 'informed consent" in Ontario and Quebec, mental health legislation in 

these provinces has established the following principles to decide whether consent fiom a 

person who is mentally il1 is valid: the patient has been provided with the information that 

a reasonable person in his position would require to assess the particular risks in the 

proposed treatment; the patient is mentally competent to authonse treatment; the consent 

has been fkeely given; the authorisation for treatment is specific to the procedure to be 

perfonned and the patient has had the opportunit); to ask questions and to receive 

comprehensive answers (Gaudet 1993 2 2 )  These principles do not include an obligation 

to ensure that the mentally il1 person understands the treatment that they are consenting to 

nor the potential long-term effectiveness and side effects of the treatment d e r  discharge,' 

despite the importance of this understanding to al1 chronically mentally il1 family members 

as well as the women in this study 

Cunentlp, consent is necessans before a mentally il1 person can receive treatment in 

Quebec (Gaudet 1994.22). In Quebec. treatment can be given without consent only in an 

emergency situation, where a psychiatrist believes. 'bn reasonable and probable grounds': 

that the patient is in imminent danger. Similady. in Ontario. treatment can be given by a 

psychiatnst without consent from a person who is mentally il1 only if the person is 

suffering and is at risk if the treatment is  not administered promptly (Gaudet 199423). 

Thus, in Ontario and Quebec, efforts to administer treatment to chronically mentally il1 

family members by women in this study without their consent may be challenged and met 

' under die Uniform Mental Health Act. a person nho is ..mentaIl?. incompetent" is not able to 

give an informed consent (Gaudet 1994). 
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with resistance and may prove to be fmstrating for these women who are left to rely solely 

on the judgement of a psychiatnst in determinine 'heed" in order to administer involuntary 

treatment, as required by the provincial mental health legislation of both provinces.8 

The legitimate authonty to diagnose mental illness and prescribe medications rests 

with psychiatrists and medical practitioners rvhile the women in this study are given the 

responsibility of managing symptoms and behaviours of their chronically mentally il1 family 

members. As Foucault (1980205) esplains. the medical mode1 of madness views mental 

illness as ". . . not foreseeable by any of those persons of good sense who daim to be able 

to recognise it. Only a docror can spot it. and thus madness becomes exclusively an object 

for the doctor, whose right of intervention is grounded by the same token." 

In Ontario and Quebec. the substitute consent-giver must base consent on the best 

interests of the mentally incompetent patient with more detailed criteria of duties and 

responsibilities (Gaudet l993:21) .Any wishes the mentally incompetent person may have 

expressed at an earlier time while comperent are to be honoured in these provinces 

(Gaudet 199424). In Ontario (under the new Health Care Directives Act) a mentally 

competent person may make an advance designation as to the substitute consent-giver in 

the event the person becomes mentally incnrnpetentg(~audet 1994:24). 

8 Undcr the Unifonn Mental HeaIth Act. an in\,oluntaq patient has the right not to be given 
psychiatrie treatment or other medical treatment uithout his consent. a consent made on the behalf. or an 
order of the rexiew board authorising such trea m e n t  (Gaudet 1994). Before authorisation, the review 
board must be satisfied that the mental condition of the patient \\-il1 either be substantially improved by the 
treatment or will not improve without the treatmeni. and that the benefit of the patient will outweigh the 
potenual risk of harm. Medical treatment ma!. be gixen uithout consent where the physician has 
reasonable and probable grounds to belie\.e that thcre is imminent and serious danger to the life. a lirnb or 
a vital organ of the patient requinng immediatc medical treatment. However the opinion of a second 
physician should be required before the treatment ma! begin. 

9 Under the Uniform Menu1 Health Acr. an adult patient of a psychiauic facilie who is mentally 
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The legislation of Ontario presents a definition of 'hentally cornpetent" as the 

ability to understand the nature of the illness for which treatment is proposed as well as 

the ability to appreciate the consequences of giving or withholding consent (Gaudet 

1994:24). There are no specific provisions for establishing mental competence to consent 

to treatment in ~uebec"  (Gaudet 199+25). Thus. in Ontano and Quebec, efforts by the 

women in this study to determine mental competence in order to obtain consent to 

treatment fiom their chronically mentally il1 family members may be challenged and met 

with resistance and may prove to be fnistratine for these women given the vague or absent 

definitions of 'hental compet ence" in the provincial mental health legislation of both 

provinces. 

Currently, most provinces and territories include confidentiality provisions in their 

mental healt h le_eislat ion, despite the fact t hat confidentiality is required under professional 

codes of medical ethics. Information about hospital patients is gathered and provided to 

facilitate effective treatment for the parient. in some cases afier the patient has been 

discharged to a community facility. Hospital staff have a strict duty to keep al1 information 

. 

comptent to do so has the right to appoint. in writing. a pcrson to make decisions on behalf of that 
involuntary patient (Gaudet 1994). Consent to treatment ma! be giwn or refised by a mental1y cornpetent 
adult who is villing to act on behalf of the in\-oluntaq- patient \\.ho is mentally incompetent. This person 
may be a guardian appointed under the Act or by the coun. or rnay be a person living in a conjugal 
relationship with the patient. or an' close relati\.c. The responsibilities of the substitute decision-maker 
are bat ,  where the uishes of the patient are clearlj- knon-n. the decision-maker mus: give or refuse 
consent in accordance uith those itishes; or. if the wishes are not knoim. the decision-maker has an 
obligation to give or refuse to consent on the basis of the best interests of the patient. Substitute consent 
prokisions are included in the legislation of a11 pro~.inces and territories (with the exception of British 
Cohnbia and Nenfoundland) and can sen.e as a htghlj effective manner of involking a fernale family 
caregiver in the care of their chronicalIy meiitnll~ i l l  fariiil~ member. proiiding that they seme their 
family memben best interests. 

10 In terms of mental competence to consent to treatmcnt. a mentally "competent person," under 
the Uniform Mental Health Act. is one who is able to understand the subject matter of the consent and is 
able to appreciate the consequences of giving or refusing consent (Gaudet l99-l:23). 
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nom psychiatnc records confidential. in consideration of the mentally il1 person and the 

potentially severe consequences of the improper release of inf~rmation.'~ Thus, in Ontano 

and Quebec, efforts to monitor the medical file information of chronically mentally il1 

family members by the women in this study without their consent may be challenged and 

met with resistance and rnay prove to be fmstrating for these women who are lefi to rely 

solely on their own current and previous obsewations of manic and depressive episodes 

and any communication with psychiatrisrs andior physicians that the chronically mentally 

il1 farnily members permit. 

In Ontario, a person is entitled to esamine and copy hisher chical record. This 

applies only to a person who is mentally competent (Gaudet 199425). As well, clinical 

records in psychiatnc facilities may not be disclosed to third parties except with the 

consent of the competent patient or a substitute on behalf of the incompetent patient as 

authorised under the Mental Health Act (Gaudet 199425) .  Disclosure without consent is 

restricted to a few specified purposes such as research and coun orders (Gaudet 199425). 

Even when a clinical record is invoked. the court will only require disclosure if. afier an in- 

carnera heanng, it determines that disclosure is essential in the interest of justice (Gaudet 

l994:X). 

In Quebec. an involuntary patient rnust be told of the arrangements regarding 

Under the Unfiorm Mental Healtli Act. a men taIl' cornpeten1 adult has the right to esamine 
and copy the chical record of his esamination. assessnient. care and treatment in a psychiatric 
facili~(Gaudet 1994). The chief administrator must gke thc person access to the record sithin seven dais 
of the request (Gaudet 1994). The re\iei\ board nia!- ~vithliold information from the person if the 
disclosure is likely to result in serious harm 10 the trament or recoven of the person. or is likely to result 
in serious phyical harm to another person (Gaudct 1994 1. 
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hisher treatment and recovery, unless hisher mental condition precludes the use of such 

information, or if it would be harrnfùl for h i d e r  to have knowledge of h i s  condition 

(Gaudet 1994:26). Although in many jurisdictions access to a psychiatric clinical record is 

a right, under certain circumstances a mental health facility cm refuse to provide the 

information (Gaudet 199426). In Ontario. the criteria for withholding clinical records 

fiom a patient include the likelihood of serious hann to the treatment or recovery of the 

patient, and the likelihood of senous physical or senous emotional harm to another 

person. The onus is on the psychiatric facility to apply to the review board for permission 

to withhold records from the patient (Gaudet 139426). Thus, under the provincial mental 

health legislation in Quebec and Ontario. women in this study would require consent of 

the competent patient or a substiture on behalf of the incompetent patient in order to 

review clinical records in psychiatric facilities This request for consent by the women in 

this study may be challenged and met with resistance and may prove to be Fnistrating for 

these women. 

There is the general right to the review of any decisions in Quebec for every 

person who is dissatisfied with a psychiatric decision rendered (Gaudet 1994:26). In 

Ontario, a person who questions the opinion of the attending psychiatrist in declanng a 

patient mentally incornpetent may apply for a review of that opinion (Gaudet 1994:26, 

27). In Ontario, a person can also apply to the review board for a review of an involuntary 

admission and renewal of admission (Gaudet 1994:27). Not al1 of the review provisions in 

the vanous pieces of legislation refer to the right of the patient (Gaudet 1994:27). In 

Ontario, in the case of involuntary admission. there is a mandatory review afler each fonh 
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renewal of the involuntary admission with a maximum interval of about a (Gaudet 

1994:27). The review process of a patient's status to detemine whether the prerequisites 

for admission as an involuntary patient were met when the cenificate was issued and 

continues to be met, does not include the wornen in this study. This request to be involved 

in the review process by women in the study rnay be challenged and met with resistance 

and may prove frustrating for these women 

Mental health promotion and caregivins require that women as primary family 

wegivers ensure that chronicall y mental ly il l famil y members continue to comply with medical 

care, receive medical care when it is required. that they have adequate food, shelter and 

clothing and they must ensure the prevention of harm of the individual to thernselves, to family 

memben and others, through things like the prevention of violence, and dmg and alcohol 

abuse. How c m  the women in this study do this in the presenr context when female farnily 

caregivers are refused information from psyc hiat nst s and phy sicians? When they don' t have 

adequate infornation about the family member? When mental health seMces are inadequate? 

When female family caregivers accompany farnily members to emergency but are &en 

excluded fiom meeting with psychiatnsts and p hysicians? When female farnily caregiver 

knowledge is ignored much to the detriment of al1 family mernbers? When female f d y  

caregivers. psychiatnsts and physicians are bound by contradictory legislation and policy that 

I2 Under the Unirom Mental Health Act. the re\-iew board prornptly reviewr a patient's status to 
determine whether the prerequisites for admission as an in\.oluntae patient were met when the ~ e r t ~ c a t e  
was issued and continues to be met (Gaudet 1994). Each pa* is entitled to be represented by counseI in a 
hearing before the board. and is also entitIed IO appeal any decision made b~ the review board (Gaudet 
1994). By making medical decisions re\ieu.able. a mental health statute can pro~ide a means by which 
the patient's t i ens  may be weighed to assure that the objects and requirements of the statute and the 
requirements of fimiamenta1 justice in the Chaner are bcing met (Gaudet 1994). 
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recognises the right to refuse care as more important than the right to care even in situations 

where intervention is required? These cntical questions are only addressed and paid iip senice 

to every now and again; rnost often it takes a heinous crime or bizarre act by a chronically 

mentaiiy ill person to shock the public and inspire a spasm of govemmental concem about 

deinstitutionalization, cutbacks to mental health sewices and, mental hedth policy and 

legislation. It is a cycle of rnindfulness and forgethlness that plays out in cities across 

Canada, neglectful of long term financial costs to the state and personal and financial costs 

to the chronically mentally ill, women as their primaty family caregivers and society as a 

whole. 

1.4 Women as Pt-imal Family Caregivers of Chronic Manic Depressives 
and Schizoaffectives 

While I assen in rhis study thar women are the primary caregivers of mentally il1 

adults or children, their expenences have not 'et been previously studied as case studies of 

in-depth qualitative interviews in sociological research. However, indirect evidence 

supports the assertion that women are the primary caregivers of the mentally ill (Ascher- 

Svanum and Sobel 19892343). According to Ascher-Svanum and Sobel (19892343) in 

surveys of the needs of family members of psychiatric patients, up to 86 percent of the 

responses have been from women and sirnilarly. when patients were asked in interviews 

about the family caregiver most likely to be affected by their retuming home, the great 

majonty of caregivers were women. 

The tems caregiver(s) and caregiving are used interchangeably in this thesis in a 

conceptual manner as it ''frequently denotes situations in which someone may suffer or 
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even die if not provided with care. These relationships usually involve one healthy adult 

while the other is a child or sick, elderiy. or disabled person" (Baines 199 1 : 14, 15). The 

term 'thronic" is defined in this thesis according to Rosen (1990:2) as mental disorders 

that 7-eoccur penodically or exist over a long penod." The terms 'mental disorder", 

'mental illness" and 'hadness" are used interchangeably and defined consistently and 

conceptually in this thesis according to the definition provided by Epp (1988%) as 'i 

recognized, medically diagnosable illness t hat results in the significant impairment of an 

individual's cognitive, affective or relational abilit ies." Finally. the term 'hientai health 

problem" is defined in this thesis according to Epp (19883) as 'h disruption in the 

interactions between the individual. the group and the environment. Such a disruption may 

result fiom factors within the individual. including physical or mental illness, or inadequate 

coping skills. It may also spring from esternal causes. such as the existence of harsh 

environmental conditions. unjust social st mctures. or tensions within the community." 

Although the tenns 'mental health problem" and 'mental disorder" defined by Epp 

(1988:8) are socially constmcted and predicated upon the medical mode1 (see Amencan 

Psychiatric Association 1952, 1968. 1987. 1994) several health policy documents and 

researchers (see Epp 1986. 1988; h e r i c a n  Psychiatric Association 1952, 1968, 1987, 

19944 1994b; Rosen 1990 and Thompson et al. 1981) have identified problematic 

symptoms and episodes that contribute or emerge from these mental 't>roblems and 

disorders" as challenging the 'mental health" of both the mentally il1 and their family 

caregivers. 

The diagnostic categories and psychiatrie labels of mental illnesses including 
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"bipolar disorder" and "schizoaffective disorder" in the Amencan Psychiatrie 

Association's (1 952, 1968, 1987, 1994) diagnostic manuals are also socially constmcted 

and predicated upon the medical mode1 Sociology's labeling theonsts (Lemen 195 1; 

Becker 1963; Szasz 1967, 1973, 199 1 ; Scheff 1984) regard these categories and labels as 

social constmctions and the classification of psychiatnc disabilities a social act whereby 

the diagnostic psychiatnc label impans a defective personal identity to the patient. 

Labeling theonsts argue that each of these cateeories and labels in current diagnostic 

manuals that are affixed to the mentally il1 "tends to becorne a self-fulfilling prophecy as 

well as a lifetime sentence" (Johnson 1990 6 1 ) This "is one of those uncornfortable 

insights that never quite gets argued away bu its detractors [labeling theonsts], probably 

because it is essentially tme" (Johnson 1990:6 1 ) However, "even if accurate, the idea that 

mental illness is a stigmatizing label stuck on people for political reasons is not particularly 

helpfûl when one must deal with the flesh-and-blood patients. who may well be the victims 

of labeling. but whose problems are very real nonetheless" '' (Johnson 1990:6 1) with very 

l3  Several other publications (Epp 1986. 198s. Arnerican Pqchiairic Association 1952. 1968. 
1987, 199Ja. 199Jb; Rosen 1990 and Thompson et al. 1984) suppon Johnson's assertion that the 
problems of the mentally il1 are associated \vitIl tlieir qmptonis and the implications for their family 
caregivers are "very real" and present, as is the discourse around pqchiatric labeling. This thesis 
concerns itself with the "veq real" problenis of tlic chrotiicfili! mentallx il1 in that it esarnines of female 
family caregivers and the govemance of madness. turning to a materialist method as Mars and Engels 
formulated in The Gennan Ideologv (1970). As Smith (1987: 123) esplains "For theirs and Engels] 
is an ontology that first shifts us out of the discourse among tests as a place to start. The premises the'; 
declare are not in imagination. They insist n'e start in the same world as the one we Iive in. among real 
individuals, their activities, and the material conditions of their acthities. What is there to be investigated 
are the ongoing a d  acti\ities of real people. Nothing niore or Iess. We are taking about a world that 
acfual!v happen and a n  be obsemed. spoken of. and returned to check up on the accuracy of an account 
or whether a given version of it is faithhl to hov. it  acruall~ lvorks (in principle at lean: the practice may 
at times prove more complicated)." 



real coas and consequences for women as their primary family caregivers. 

The chronic mental illnesses that pose the greatest challenges to female family 

caregivers govemance of madness and to the coping resources of affected individuals and 

these caregivers are manic depression, schizophrenia and dementia (Epp 1988: 17). As 

Duke and Hochrnan (1992209) argue: 

. . -1 empathize with family members of anyone who is manic-depressive. 
They are the innocent bystanders who are being ravaged by this thing, and 
they dont have the benefit of the insight of the person who is feeling the 
extreme mood changes. They can't begin to understand how someone can 
cry for three months in a row or fly off the handle at the flip of a switch. 1 
see family members desperate to help and showing loyalty and love and 
starnina--and they're in the dark Until someone gives them the proper 
diagnosis, they are suffenng just as much as the person in depression or in 
mania. But they're not lying in bed. They have to go about their lives, and 
no one is paying a whole lot of attention to them. The person in depression, 
whether aware of it or not. is getting a great deal of attention. Not that it 
helps. But who's giving attention to the attention-giver? Who's 
replenishing that well? 

Approximately one percent of the population suffers from manic depression, a severe 

long-tem mental illness ( h e n c a n  Psychiatric .Association 1994a:16; Thompson at al. 

19845) and "by the time it is diaçyosed. it has already caused a great deal of grief and 

suffenng to the patient and his family That happens because the earlier or cyclothyrnic 

phases of the condition go unrecognized" (Duke and Hochman 1992:38). 

Although lay people ordinarily use the term "manic depressive illness", psychiatric 

professionals are increasingly using the term "bipolar disorder" as is demanded by current 

diagnostic manuals (Arnencan Psychiatric Association, 1952, 1968, 1987, 1994). Manic 

depression or "bipolar disorder" is a disturbance of a person's mood characterized by 

altemating episodes of depression and mania (American Psychiatric Association 
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1994a:3SO-363; Hilliard 1 W X ) .  Bipolar refers to the "two poles" of the continuum of 

moods with depression or feeling down at one end and mania or feeling high at the other 

end (American Psychiatnc Association 1 994a:3 50-3 63; Hilliard 1992: 3). Switching from 

depression to mania is referred to as an episode. Episodes are classified as mild, moderate 

or severe and these mood swings are accompanied by changes in thinking and behaviour 

(Arnerican Psychiatric Association 1 994a:3 50-363; Hilliard l992:3). 

Manic depressive patients suffer from different deerees of mania and psychiatrists 

classi5 the severe and heightened mania with swings to depression as Bipolar 1 and 

persons with Iess exaggerated foms of mania (hypomania) before swings of depression 

are classified as Bipolar II (American Psychiatric Association 1 994a:3 50-3 63, SerVaas 

1996:46). Manic depressives who have had four or more mood episodes in a twelve 

month period are classified as "rapid cyclers" according to the Arnencan Psychiatnc 

Association's DSM IV (1991a:390) Rapid cycling can be applied to individuals classified 

with Bipolar 1 and Bipolar II Disorder (American Psychiatric Association l994a:39 1). 

The chief syrnptom of a rnanic episode is an elevated and expansive mood. This mood 

is thought to progress dong a continuum which include: nomai states, moderate elations and 

mania. States of mania are those in which symptoms of moderate elations elevate beyond 

moderation and nan to interfere with social and physiological functions. 'Delinous" or 

psychotic mania is characterized by severe overactivity, hostile attitudes, destmction of 

property, assaultiveness, paranoid delusions and/ or hallucinations. Specific symptoms influence 

areas of feelings, thinking, body and behaviour which have a quaiity of being in high gear and 

bunting at the searns with feelings of elevated mood. feeling high, elated, euphoric and ecstatic. 
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Symptorns of episodes of mania include irritability. excessive anger over trivial things, hostile, 

overreacting to stimuli as weU, labile. rapid emotional changes as in feeling happy one minute 

and then angry the next for n o  apparent reason (Hilliard 19926). 

Symptoms of episodes of mania can affect thoughts of inflated selfksteem, grandiosity 

and thinking one is more powerflll than one really is Ideas pour in at an incredible pace and 

mental associations after associations occur so that speech can be fùli of jokes, plays on words 

and amusing irrelevancies. Symptoms of episodes of mania can dso affect thoughts in 

misinterpretation of events, distortion of the meaning of ordinary comments, distractibility, 

racing thoughts and flights of ideas uith thoughts jumping quickly fiom one topic to another. 

Symptoms of episodes of mania include poor judgement when one will probably not recopize 

that one is iii and is apt to refuse treatment and will blame others for things that go wrong. 

Symptoms of episodes of mania also include a loss of touch of reality, hearing voices 

(hallucinations) or having arange ideas (delusions) about being persecuted and being 

controlled. Symptoms of episodes of mania can also affect the body in excessive energy and 

decreased sleep with sometimes ody a couple of hours a night and a heightening of aii senses 

especiaily in the perception of colours and lighc (Hilliard 19926). 

Symptoms of episodes of mania can affect the behaviour through the involvement in 

grandiose money making schemes. overspendine giving money away, going on shopping 

sprees, hcumng h e a y  debts, moving fiorn one activity to another without stopping and a 

compulsive desire to be socially involved prornptine telephone calls to fiiends at ail hours of the 

Nght, ofien to discuss plans. In episodes of mania the individual may be socially intrusive, 

headstrong, targeting the self-esteem of othen. alienating family members, behaving angriiy 
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and demanding. As well, talking more than usual. sometimes loudly and quickly, taking a new 

interest in collection of clothes, possessions or other objeas, increased sexuai activity, wanting 

to engage in sexuai intercourse severai times a day or picking up pariners indiscriminately are 

symptoms of episodes of mania (Hilliard 1992: 7). 

The symptoms of depressive episodes inciude feelings of a depressed mood that are 

ofien characteNeci by feeling sad, low, blue, hopeless, helpless, useless, guilty, ashamed and 

remorsefùl. Since feelings of sadness, disappointment and haration are a part of normal 

living, the diagnosis of severe depressive states is made only if such states are intense, 

pervasive, persistent and interfere wirh usuai social and physiological functioning (Hiiliard 

1992:3). Syrnptoms of depressive episodes affect feelings, thinking, body and behaviour. The 

individual rnay expenence a loss of interesr in work. loss of feelings for family and fiiends, 

anxiety, feus and womes. Feelings of depressed mood rnay also be characterized by feelings of 

worthlessness, undesenhg of help, pessimism. loss of interest in sex and the inability to 

experience pleasure and have fun. Spptoms of depressive episodes affect the thoughts of the 

individual in slowed thinking, difficulty in concentrating. in m a h g  decisions and mixed-up 

thoughts. The individual rnay be preoccupied with failures. expenence a loss of self-esteem and 

rnay have an obsession with certain thou~hts that one cannot seem to turn off such as  harming 

oneseff or others. The individual rnay experience a loss of touch with reality, hear voices 

(hallucinations) or have strange ideas (delusions) (Hilliard 1 992 :4). Symptoms of depressive 

episodes can affect behavioun with slowed taking moving, withdrawal from social contacts 

and crying easily or not at al1 even though one rnight like to and dunng depressive episodes the 

individual rnay excessively use alcohoi and/or non-prescription dmgs (Hilliard 19925). 
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According to Jamison (1996:53), a manic depressive, '1 tlhere is a particular kind of 

pain, elation, loneliness, and terror involved in this kind of madness [manic depression]." 

As Jamison (1 996:53) explains: 

When you're high it's tremendous. The ideas and feelings are fast and 
frequent like shooting stars and you follow them untii you find better and 
bnghter ones. Shyness goes, the right words and gestures are suddedy 
there, the power to captivate others a felt cenainty. There are interests 
found in uninteresting people. Sensuality is pentasive and the desire to 
seduce and be seduced irresistible Feelings of ease, intensity, power, well- 
being, financial omnipotence. and euphoria pervade one's marrow. But, 
somewhere, this changes. The fast ideas are far too fast, and there are far 
too many; ovenvhelming confusion replaces clanty. Memory goes. Humor 
and absorption on friends' faces are replaced by fear and concem. 
Everything previously moving with the grain is now against - you are 
irritable, angry, frightened, uncontrollable. and enmeshed totally in the 
blackest caves of the mind. You never knew those caves were there. It will 
never end, for madness cames its own reality 

Further "[ilt goes on and on, and finally t here are only ot hers' recollections of your 

behavior - your bizarre, fienetic, aimiess behaviors - for mania has at least some grace in 

obliterating mernories. What t hen. after the medicat ions. psychiatrist. despair, depression, 

and overdose?" (Jamison 199633) 

The most commonly used forms of treatment for manic depression are medication, 

psychotherapy and electroconwlsive therapy (ECT). rhese may be used individually or in 

combination with one another and while effective treatment exists for some manic 

depressives, there is no cure and even wit h optimal treatment most patients require some 

level of longitudinal psychiatnc care (Thompson et a l  1984:6; Amencan Psychiatrie 

Association 1994b:X). Hanna (1996b:9) describes the difficult challenges in treating 

manic depression in that: 

Dealing with . . . manic depression.. .ofien seems like a trial and emor 
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approach by both the patient and doctor. Some people find a great 
technique or resource for dealing with the dificult times and live a healthy 
and productive life. Others find it a struggle and seemingly constant battle 
with moods, medications, dietary restrictions, and erratic behaviour. 

Unfortunately, there is a general tendency for therapists to discard manic depressive 

patients because '$0 little is fed back into therapy when the patient is depressed, and 

because, in the manic phase, their exageerated and incessant demands are difficult to 

tolerate" (Davenport et al. 1979: 31). M'it hout treatment, manic depressives face 

substantial and prolonged distress and impairment, as well as the risk of significant 

morbidity and mortality. Funher. without effective treatment, there is a high suicide nsk 

(Kusumakar et al. 1996). According to the American Psychiatrie Association (1994b26) 

and Jarnison (1995:44), in mixed States. filled with rnanic energy and morbid thoughts, 

manic depressives are most likely to atternpt suicide and succeed. 

The essential feature of manic depression with schizophrenic tendencies or 

'kchizoaffective disorder" is a continual period of illness during which at some time, there 

is a major depressive, rnanic or mised episode concurrent with two or more of the 

following symptoms of schizophrenia: delusions. hallucinations, disorganized speech such 

as fiequent derailment or incoherence. goss ly  disorganised or catatonic behavior, negative 

symptoms such as affective flattening. and aloeia or avolition each present for a significant 

portion of tirne during a one month period. or less time if successfùlly treated (American 

Psychiatnc Association 1994a:285. 291). In addition. during the same period of illness, 

delusions or hallucinations are present for at least two weeks in the absence of prominent 

mood symptoms. Mood symptoms are present for a substantial portion of the total 
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duration of schizoaffective disorder (American Psychiatrie Association 1 994a:292). There 

are two subtypes of schizoaffective disorder based on the mood component of the 

disorder: bipolar type applies if a manic episode or mixed episode is part of the 

presentation and major depressive episodes may also occur, and the depressive type 

applies if only major depressive episodes are pan of the presentation. 

According to Gulliver (1996) 10-65% of adults with chronic mental illness (such 

as chronic bipolar disorder and schizoaffective disorder) either reside with their families or 

receive primary care-management from their families, with the majonty (70 per cent or 

more) of caregivers being women ( -4rmst rong 1 994 :99). Female family caregivers of the 

chronically mentally il1 are likely to face the greatest challenges of al1 farnily members of 

the mentally il1 since they 'generally assume the responsibiliries of care, they tend to bear 

the majority of the burden for their il1 relatives" (Solomon and Draine 1995:420; see also 

Cook, 1988; Crotty and Kulys, 1986: Koh and Turner, 1987; Thurer, 1983). Rosen 

(19902) explains that : 

... a lot of energy, as a family member. is spent looking after the needs of 
the il1 family member - making phone calls. trying to find resources, taking 
people to appointments, making sure that the medication is being taken. 
Second, 1 think you [farnily caregiver] spend a lot of your time picking up 
the pieces of plans not finished. relationships broken off, and fkiends who 
are embarrassed or insulted by a tirade of rage. You must pick up the 
pieces of family relationships when you don't show up for a family reunion 
because you had a fight the moment before. You also pick up the pieces, 
literally of things that are broken around the house. 

Given these conditions, as Armstrong and . h s t r o n g  ( 1  996: 14 1 )  argue, the shift to 

"community based care" and the process of dehospitalization or deinstitutionalization has 

not primanly been about retuming care to the home but rather about "turning the home 
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into an institution [in which female family rnembers serve as pnmary caregivers to mentally 

iII family members] without adequate resources." 

Evidently, an understanding of the complexities involved in caregiving by women 

as pnrnary family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 and its accompanying costs and 

benefits have not been incorporated into the design and implementation of Canada's 

mental health delivery systern. mental health policy and legislation. Significant 

contributions will be made to both a theoretical and practical understanding of these 

complexities in this qualitative study through the use of a feminist political economy 

framework and govemance by a sociologist and feminist with: 1)  a belief that women al1 

over the world face some form of oppression or exploitation 2) a commitment to uncover 

and understand what causes and sustains oppression and 3)  a commitment to work 

individually and collectively in ever-yday life to end al1 foms of oppression, whether based 

on gender, class, race or culturel4 (hlaguire l 987: j )  In the following chapter, 1 will 

present a discussion of the guiding theoretical framework and how it serves to fiame the 

context for the design and analysis of rny study presented in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. 

14 As Reinharz (1992) argues. ivomen \\ho teach. research, and publish about women. but who 
are not involved in any wau in making radical social and political changes. wornen who are not involved 
in rnaking the lives of living. breathing nonien niore i-iriblc or lifiing oppression as priorities are not part 
of the actual feminist movement. 



2.0 CHAPTER IWO: THE GUIDING THEORY; 
FEMINIST POLITICAL ECONOMY AND GOVERNANCE 

The conceptual and theoretical tools from sociological tradition are inadequate to 

examine the post-1960s deinstitutionalization expenences of women as primary family 

caregivers of those with chronic mental illness. Contemporary sociological research on 

mental illness has failed to move beyond the work of labelling theorists (Lemert 1951; 

Becker 1963; Szasz 1967, 1973. 199 1 ; Scheff 1983) on deviance, and the research of Bn11 

and Patton ( 1  957, 1962 ), Guffman ( 196 1 ). Stanton and Schwartz ( 1  964), Strauss et 

al.(1964), Belknap (1956). Caudill ( 1 9 5 8 )  and Dunham and Weinberg (1960) on the 

negative effects of institutionalization for patients. This focus has led them to ignore a 

major social consequence of deinstitutionalization that has been the discharge of patients 

to the care of women. Therein lies the justification for the use of a feminist political 

economy fiamework and Foucault's ( 199 1 : 102) notion of govemance in this study; 

moving beyond the inadequate and somewhat outdated conceptual and theoretical tools of 

these sociologists who conducted research in an era when long term psychiatrie 

institutionalization was a fiscal possibility and its effects on patients was a phenornenon of 

concem. 

Political economy is a more pragmatic. holistic and interdisciplinary fiamework 

from which to examine the post- 1960s deinstitutionalization experiences of family 

caregivers of those with chronic mental illness in that it strives to connect the economic, 

political, and cultural~ideological moments of social life and understand society from a 

matenalist perspective. In its early development. political economy "assumed the existence 
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of two Iargeiy separate spheres: a public sphere located in the formal economy and 

dorninated by men, and a pivate sphere confined to the household and managed by 

women" (Armstrong and Armstrong 1985: 167). Research developments in political 

economy have recognized that the public and private spheres were never separate and the 

apparent distinction between the household and the outside world continue to erode 

(Armstrong and Armstrong 1985 : 168). These developments allow the present researcher 

to examine how the ongoing public sphere developments of cutbacks to the provision of 

health and mental health services impact the private sphere of households and female 

farnily caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 in panicular, and recognize that the two 

spheres are undeniably linked. 

As Armstrong and Armstrong ( 1985 176) maintain, there is a need to continue 

developing the traditional political economy framework and work towards "a more wide- 

ranging and imaginative theory and practice. in order to analyze and transform al1 aspects 

of political econorny" with "such theon and practice" taking "sex differences into 

account." Thus, 1 use an interdisciplinary feminist " political economy framework and 

governance as a "wide-ranging and imaginative theory and practice". As Reinharz argues 

(1 992:25Q) "[f]eminists seem panicularly drawn to work on the borders of, and outside, 

- 

'' In this thesis I use a ferninist perspecthc and stri\.e to maintain followving the principles of 
feminist research as outlined by Reinharz ( 1993249. 25 1 ) "(f)eminist researchers atmost always utilize 
feminist theory to frame questions and interpret their dara. Frequentl!. in feminist research, gender of 
femaieness is the variable and po\ver/e\\perience/action and  th^ relation under investigation. Feminist 
social research utilizes feminist theop in pan because othcr theoretical traditions ignore or donnpIay the 
interaction of gender and power. Sorne feniinist researcliers wite that data in feminist research must be 
e-xplained by feminist theoq. In addition to tlic corinectioii nih theon. much feminist research is 
connected to social change and social poli-. questions. Espl ici1 policy recommendations are mica1 in 
feminist research." 
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their fields. As ' co~ec ted  knowers' we [feminists] live in two worlds and find ways of 

bndging or blending disciplines." 

The use of an interdisciplinary feminist political econorny fiarnework and 

govemance in this thesis draws upon a feminist "sociologicai imagination" to bndge and 

examine critical linkages between "the public issues of social stmcture" and "the persona1 

troubles of milieu" (MiIIs 1959:8), the public and pnvate sphere, stnicture and agency,16 

and the state and civil societyl' while taking "sex differences into account" (Armstrong 

and Armstrong 1985: 176). As Milis ( 1959 10) contends. what al1 of us experience 

(including wornen as pnmary family caregivers) "in various and specific milieu.. . is ofien 

caused by structural changes." Funher "[tlo be aware of the idea of social structure and to 

use it with sensibility is to be capable of tracing such linkages among a great vanety of 

milieux. To be able to do that is to possess the sociologicai imagination." 

In this study, forging these linkages are crirical for three reasons. The first reason 

that this linkase is critical is to develop an adequate mode1 in this study to examine how 

the macro caregiving context has creared problems. issues and tensions on a micro level 

for female family caregivers. The second reason that this linkage is critical is to develop an 

-- pp - - - 

l6 For the purpose of this thesis. '*agenq/stmc~ure refen to agenq in terms of intentiodity and 
the causal powers of actors (or agents), n-hereas structure ts con\.entionali! defined in tenns of constraints 
upon acton" (Sibeon 1996: 120). 

l7 F O U C ~ U I ~ ~ S  notion of governance alloivs ihe rescarcher io traverse "the distinction between 
statc and ch51 society" in that governance is "to be found on both. not just on one side, of this cvocative 
dichotomy" (Hunt 1993:306). Female famil' caregivers represent part of civil society in that citd society 
lies apart from the realms of the market and the governnient. and possesses a different ethic. The market 
is governed by the logic of economic self-interest. while go\.ernment is the domain of laws and with al1 
their cwrcive authority (Bradley 1996). Hou.e\.er. ci\.il socieb is the sphere of our basic hurnanity. the 
personal, we~day realm that is got*emed by values such as responsibili-. trust. fraternity, solidari& and 
love (Bradley 1 996). 



adequate model in this study to examine the female family caregiver govemance of 

chronically mentally il1 f h l y  members to manage the contradictions in their roles as 

primary farnily caregivers and as state designated mental health promoters. Finally, these 

Iinkages are cntical to feminist research and social change as they atternpt "to demonstrate 

the reach of the political areas typically assumed to be personal, in addition to areas 

always thought of as political" in that "[a] feminist perspective means being able to see 

and analyze politics and gender conflict" (Reinharz 1 992 - 219-750). 

According to Armstrong and Arrnst rong's ( 1985  176) feminist political economy 

perspective "the persona1 is political.. the private is invariably linked to the public.. .any 

analysis that fails to take this connection h l l y  into account is necessarily flawed." While a 

feminist political economy framework is effective in linking the pnvate to the public and 

providing an understanding of the social. political and economic problems, issues and 

tensions created for women as prirnary family caregivers by the macro caregiving context. 

the framework has its limitations. Feminist political economy has yet to develop a 

purposehl analytical model of inquiry for research into structure and fernale family 

caregivers agency and power that can be used to examine the complex forms of power 

that these women exercise over their family members in order to manage the social, 

political and economic problerns, issues. tensions and contradictions that are present at 

both the micro and macro level. 

The complementary use of the notion of governance in this thesis overcomes these 

limitations by enhancing the feminist political economy framework and serving to build a 
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more purposefui analytical model of inquiry for feminist research into structure and female 

family caregiver's agency and power since "governance is marked by an anempt to hang 

ont0 both structure and agency" (Hunt 1993:269). The notion of govemance as it is used 

to understand a "very specific albeit complex form of power" that is exercised by women 

as primary caregivers of their chronically mentally il1 family members "opens up a space 

that ailows us to break with the common-sense perception that only govements  govem" 

(Hunt 1993 :290). 

Govemance, according to Foucault ( 199 1 : 102). is "the institutions, procedures, 

analyses, and retlections, the calculations and tactics that allow the exercise of this very 

specific albeit complex form of power." Governance and the feminist political economy 

framework serves as a purposeful anaiytical model of inquiry for feminist research into 

stmcture and female family caresiver's a-ency and power, in that ferninist political 

economy and "working through the problematic of govemance will encourage and 

facilitate the bringing together within the same conceptual and political agenda the  politics 

of everyday life [for women as primav family caregivers] and the condensation of power 

in and around the state" (Hunt 1993309) 

Women are increasingiy expected by the state to take on the additional caring work of 

fivnily members with chronic mental iilness given the oneoing pon- 1960s deinstitutionalization 

process, growing fiscal crisis of the state and ensuins cutbacks in health and mental health 

w e .  Scull (1977, 1985, 1986) and Armstrong and Armstrong (1996) note the causes and 

consequences of the post-1960s deinstitutionalization process in that the post-war period's 

growing fiscal crisis of the state resulted in effons to reduce costs and in response to the 
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imperative of cost cutting, the state began to divest itself of responsibility for the 

inaitutional care of the mentaliy ill. The fiscal crisis has both been blarned on social spending 

and used as a justification for cuts in spending (Armstrong and Amistrong 1996:6,7) including 

cutbacks in the provision of health and mental health senices. As the Miniaers of Health and 

Finance (1 992:3 5, 3 6)  maintain: 

Certainiy, the end of the high economic growth rates of the 1960s and 1970s 
provided provinces with an economic rationale for taking a harder look at their 
health care systems. Many of the reform masures which have been 
implemented in the late 1980s and early 1990s respond to coa  pressures 
identified by these reviews (e. g.. new technologies, healt h human resources). 
However, the most sigruficant outcome of these reviews have been the creation 
of a consensus among govemments on the need to change the direction of 
health care away from a focus on institutions and treatment towards a greater 
emphasis on community-based care and health promotion and prevention. This 
implies that the maintenance of an adequately fùnded and efficient health care 
system, and the reaffirmation of historical national health insurance principles 
are preconditions for funher change. In light of this, cost containment is iikely 
to remain an imponant issue during the 1990s. as continued slow economic 
growth coupled with high growth in health care expenditures places additional 
pressures on the fiscal situations of the federal and provincial governments. 

Further, '[wlith the development of new psychiatric drugs which enhance coping capabilities 

and an increase of non-institutional suppon senices. a significant number of patients could be 

discharged from provincial psychiatric facilities and integrated into the comrnunity" (Ministers 

of Health and Finance l992:2 1 3 ) .  

Northcott (1994:77) maintains that over tirne. financial cutbacks have eroded and will 

continue to erode the federal transfen of cash to the provinces, leaving the provinces to hance 

medicare through the powers of taxation relinquished to them by the federai govemment. In 

the face of declines in federal finding. provincial govemments have been lefi to manage the 

growing crisis in hedth care of rising costs and the increasing gap between the health ne& of 
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the population and the capacity of the existing health care system to satis@ them. In nte Fiscal 

Cws of zhe Sbte, O'Connor ( 1973) effectively argues, fiom within a political econorny 

h e w o r k ,  that capitaiist siates penorrn accumulation and legitimation functions. They 'help 

create the conditions for private profit making by providing roads, sewers, highways, utilities, 

communication services, aiqorts, research, and an educated worlborce"and 'help insure social 

harmony by providing a justice system and services for citizens, and by promoting a shared 

value system'tArmtrong and Armstrone 1996:6) The state's two roles of accumulation and 

legitimation are linked since 'ktates van/ their supports for businesses and for workers, as well 

as their stated values, to accommodate changes in the needs of organizations seeking profit" 

(Armstrong and Armstrong 1996:6) O'Connor argues that nates were paying for more and 

more of the coas of accumulation while continuing to allow the profits to be coiiected and 

wntrolled pnvately. Fiscal crises were inevitable as state expenses were increasing more rapidly 

than revenues. Indeed, twenty years later in Canada 'the econornic boom has ended in an 

economic bust"(Armstrong and .hnstrong 19966.7) .As Armstrong and Armstrong (1996:6) 

point out, health care senices (and mental health care services) are very rnuch pan of such 

capitalkt States discussed by O'Connor and state expenditures on the provision of these 

senices are likely to shifi with chanses in accumulation and legitimation. 

Provincial efforts to control the crisis of nsing coas of care in Canada have been 

largely through atternpts to reduce number/duration of contacts with the health care system 

during iihess, attempts to reduce the costs per contact. and rnost recently the reduction of the 

arnount budgeted on health care (Dickinson 1994: 106). As Table I clearly shows, the largest 

category of health resources is expended on hospital a re .  In 1997, for exarnple, it is estimateci 
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that over $25 billion was spent on hospital seMces in Canada. 

Coa control effons in hospitais across Canada are of two general types, eEorts to 

reduce hospital use, and efforts to reduce the duration and the coa of each hospital sewice 

provided (Dickinson 1994: 1 16). As Armstrong and Armstrong ( 199636) maintah: 

Most hospitals treat acutely il1 or injured patients. At these hospitals.. .- 
shortenhg stays, shifiing to out - patient treatment, cutting back on beds and 
staff, contracting out and standardisation - are both widespread and mutually 
reinforcing. They also reinforce the medical mode1 and can endanger patients. 
in hospitals that oEer rehabilitation and long-tem psychiatnc services or 
extended care, simiiar strategies are aiso being used. In addition, govemments 
are seeking to move people out of the institutions into other residential a r e  
facilities or into the comrnunity. 

The political and economic processes of the fiscal crisis and subsequent cutbacks to the 

provision of health and mental health seMces in Canada 'leave gaps to be filled by private or 

voluntary organizations or gaps within famil? or comrnunity (usually filled by women)"(Martin 

Given these cutbacks to the provision of health and mental health services, how can the 

aate expect women as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 to cope under 

these crisis-like conditions with so few resources" How can the state expect these women to 

be effective caregivers under such conditions in which they are likely to incur health and mental 

health problems related to stress and fatipe? How can the state expect these women to 

manage the conflicting nature of mental health policy directives, the Canadian Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms, the Unifom Mental Health Act and provincial mental health 

legislation that exacerbates the challenges that the) face? These are serious questions that 

concem women as primary family caregivers. the chronically mentally il1 and society at large 
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and should have been anticipated and addressed by the state pnor to deinstihitionalization, the 

shift to comrnunity care and the design and implementation of current hedth and mental health 

policy and mental health legislation. 

As Bolton (1 997:A24) argues: 

In recent years, the govemment [in Canada] has closed d o m  a number of 
facilities which offered specialized care to individuah suffering from 
psychiatric disorders. Reducing the number of psychiatnc beds in order to 
Save money is not only inhumane. it is false economics. The mentally 
disordered are merely shified from one pubiicly funded orsankation (the 
hospitals) to another (welfare. the couns. jail et cetera). Moreover, the 
effect on relatives of the mentally disordered . . is equally devastating. 

Ironically, the state (Epp 1988: 17) argues that "as chief caregivers of the chronically il1 

and principal 'health promoters' [and principal mental 'health promoters'] for their 

members, farnilies (and in panicular, women) need more recognition and support for their 

tasks." Further, "[ajt a certain point. family responsibility becomes society's responsibility, 

and caregivers need to be assured that the) will not be expected to shoulder limitless 

burdens" (Epp 1988: 17). Despite these empathetic assertions. the state does expect fernale 

family caregivers to shoulder limitless burdens since "a major problem with the 

implernentation of deinstitutionalization has clearly been the failure to fùnd community 

programs at anything approaching adequate levels" (Scull 1985549) 

The state also maintains that 'the protection and promotion of mental health 

should be a matter of compelling prioritp for eveq  community in Canada" (Epp 1988:23) 

although it has failed to make mental health a compelling priority. Community-based 

services for the chronically mentally il1 across Canada remain consistently 'hnderfunded, 

uncoordinated and unequipped" (Gaudet 1994) To date the term 'tommunity" has yet to 
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be clearly defined in heaith and mental health policy (Armstrong and Armstrong 

1996: 144). The term 'tommunity" as central to the notion of 'tomrnunity based care" in 

mental health policy often refers to private based care in contrast to public institutio~ai 

facilities. Bryson and Mowbray (1 98 1 : 263) critically note rhat '[m]inimization of public 

expenditure is a fundamental plank in consemative economic policy which is served by the 

use of 'comrnunity' to denote certain programs that involve a transfer of responsibilities to 

the local (community) level-which. in practice and just incidentally, usually means to 

women. The 'spray-on' application of community to such strategies might be best seen as 

a sugar coating for a bitter pill ..." 

Most women as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 find 'the 

bitter pill" of the transfer of responsibilities of care and the burdens of caregiving to  be 

ones that they cannot absorb in that the' are already overburdened with paid pan or Full 

time employment as well as unpaid domestic labour. Thus. significant contradictions exist 

between the public interests of the state and the private interests of these women. 

According to Armstrong ( lWN9). several time-budget studies (Clark and Harvey, 1976; 

Haddad and Lam, 1989; Luxton, 1980. Haney. Marshall and Frederick, 199 1 ; Meissner et al. 

1975; Michelson, 1985; Ng and Ramirez. 198 1.  Sinclair and Felt. 1992) indicate that it is 

women who regularly prepare meals, do laundr). clean the house and maintain social contacts. 

While there is Mme variation across class. cultural and regional groups in these studies, the 

overail pattern on the division of labour in the home is remarkably similar in ai l  groups fiom 

coast to coast. As Armstrong (1994:99) maintains: 

Women aiil do wch work even if they have another job in the labour force. They simply 
reduce or elirninate their leisure time and do some tasks less ofien. In dual-earner 
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households with small children, women contnbute alrnost 30 hours a week more tIian 
fitthen to household demands. It is mainly women's cooking, laundry, cleaning and 
ernotional suppon work that increases when people are sent closer to home; mot 
primarily the men's yard and car work or their repair tasks. 

Hence ' [ f l  ew [wornen] have the time and even fewer have the skills to provide the kinds of 

long-term care required by those who are deinstit~tionalized"'~ (Aminrong and Amistrong 

199638). As a result, care of the chronically mentally il1 may be inadequate or 

dangerous. l9 

Evidently, as Aminrong and -4nnstrong arpe  from a feminist political economy 

perspective, developments such as the fiscal crisis in Canada and subsequent cutbacks to the 

provision of health and mental heaith services have enormous implications for households in 

general and for women as prirnary caregivers in panicular. According to Armstrong and 

Armstrong (1996:7) 'the [O'Connor] theoq needs to be revised to include a third role for the 

nate. In addition to encouraging accumulation and legitirnation, States also play a critical part 

in çtnicntring what is provided for publicly in the market and privately in households, in who 

does the work in these spheres and in how it is done." With the shift to cornrnunity care and 

bringing chronically mentally il1 patients 'doser to home*: the state is playing a third role 

overlooked by the O'Connor theory in structuring what care and mental health care is provided 

for publicly in the market and privately in households. in who does the work in these spheres 

(typically women) and how the work is done ( h s t r o n g  and h n r o n g  1996). Beneath the 

18 Ineffective care of the chronicall?- mentally il1 increases the long-term costs not oniy for the care 
recipient but also for the state that has to deal with the consequenaxi in the forrn of the costs of 
transiristitutionalization (Forporino and Motiuk 1 Y 94). 

19 In addition. accordmg to Gaudet ( 1  994.5) "Mainstram health senices and welfare services [in 
the c o m u n i ~ ] .  which operate independently of each other. do not respond well to the special needs of 
the most severely mentally disordered persons. wliose niedical and social needs tend to k closely 
interconnecteci and intensive." 
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veneer of community w e  and bringing patients 'tloser to home"1ies the miseiy of women 

as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 that remains a private misery, 

with potentially long-term social costs that are very difficult to quanti@ (Arnhoff 1986). 

These women's private rnisery and their personal "troubles" that Mills (1959%) 

explains as "a private matter: values cherished by an individual are felt by him [her] to be 

threatened are managed by their govemance of chronically mentaily il1 family members20 

as a complex form of power while managing public "issues". These public "issues" 

managed by women include: deinstitutionalization. cutbacks to mental health senices and 

the contradictory liberal rights and medical model discourses embedded within and 

between mental health policy and le_eislation Their governance of these issues often 

"involves a crisis in institutional arrangements. and ofien too it involves what Marxists cal1 

'contradictions' or 'antagonisms.' (Mills 1959 8) 

Hence, govemance is an anal>~ical tooi that enhances the feminist political 

econorny fiamework in that it provides the feminist researcher with a purposehl analytical 

rnodel of inquiry to observe and examine structure and female family caregivers' agency 

and power in that- 1)  wornen as primaq family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 

are disadvantaged, but not helpless in that the) esercise a complex form of power over 

chronically mentally il1 family members in two sites. both the private and public sphere in 

order to manage the problems. issues. tensions and contradictions that are present at both 

the micro and macro level and 2) this comples form of power is constantly being 

'Dfhe ~alues  that are cherished by wornen as p r i n i a ~ .  famil- caregivers of the chronicallg 
mentally il1 are those that are part of ci\d sotie?. The \.alues of the sphere of basic humanis. are beliefs in 
citizenship rights that are increasingly king tlireatened ui th  the decline of the welfare =te. 
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negotiated and altered within constraints and resistance. As Foucault contends "[wlhere 

there is power, there is resistance"(Foucault 1978:95) and "there are no relations of power 

without resistances; the latter are al1 the more real and effective because they are formed 

nght at the point where relations of power are exercised" (Foucault 1980: 142). 

Further, consistent with Foucauit ( 1 980: 1 98) I contend that governance as a 

complex form of power is relational in that "[iln reality power means relations, a more-or- 

less organized, hierarchical, coordinated cluster of relations." Hence, female family 

caregiver governance of the chronically mentally il1 is relational. As Gordon et al. 

(1996:xiii) note "[claring is not dependent. on what 1 do to you, but on what 1 do and how 

you receive or respond to it. The quality of any caregiving relationship, funhermore, 

depends not solely on the skiils and receptivity of the caregiver but on the receptivity and 

response of the one cared for." Gordon et a l  (1996:xiii) also explain that "[tlirning, 

context, and the ability to perceive a range of human possibilities [are important qualities 

of any caregiving relationship] and in tum. dependent on a social context that supports it." 

This study addresses the govemance of the chronically mentally il1 by female family 

caregivers within a ferninist political econorny framework. What are the problems. issues 

and tensions created for these women by the macro caregiving context? What is the nature 

of the govemance by these women of their chronically mentally il1 family members in 

managing the contradictions in their roles as primary family caregivers and as state 

designated mental health promoters and the resistance of their chronically mentally il1 

family members to this govemance? These are the questions that the analysis of my semi- 

structured in-depth interviews with 15 female family caregivers of chronic manic 
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depressives and schizoaf5ectives in this thesis endeavours to answer. Chapter 3 wiii proceed 

with the methodological orientation of this study. 



3.0 CHUTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

This research consias of a case-study involving in-depth, semi-struchired 

individual interviews with a purposive sample of 15 female farnily caregivers of chronic 

rnanic depressives and schizoaffectives (see Appendix A - Study Questionnaire). The case- 

study was designed to examine: 1) the problems, issues and tensions created for women as 

primary family caregivers of eight chronic manic depressive family members and nine 

chronic manic depressive family members with schizophrenic tendencies (or 

schizoaffectives) by the macro caregiving context and 2) the governance by female family 

caregivers of eight chronic manic depressive family members and nine chronic manic 

depressive family members with schizophrenic tendencies (or schizoaffectives) as a 

complex form of power used to manage the contradictions in their roles as pnmary family 

caregivers and as state designated mental health promoters and the resistance of family 

members. For the purposes of this thesis. the teml "govemance" is defined in its broadest 

sense to include "the institutions, procedures. analyses, and reflections, the calculations 

and tactics that allow the exercise of this very specific albeit complex form of power" 

(Foucault 1991: 102). Funher, for the purposes of this thesis, the term "resistance" is 

defined as to "stnve against, oppose. try to impede. refuse to comply with" (Sykes 

1984:886). 

The decision to interview women in this study was based on consistent findings 

that report that they "are the ovenvhelming majority of care-givers in the home and in the 

cornmunity" (Armstrong 1994: 94). Funher. female family caregivers of the chronically 
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mentally il1 represent a segment of society who are not often listened to or heard. The 

second characteristic of subjects interviewed in this study are their roles as primary 

caregivers. These subjects are the people who corne from the "underside" of 

deinstitutionalization and comrnunity care, people whose opinions on these phenornena are 

seldom sought out and often dismissed. Who understands best what it means to be 

caregiven to farnily members with chronic mental illness? Who could best judge if they 

have been given a Say in the mental health policy and legislation that affects them, their 

family members and society at large? Who are the expens? As sociologists, if we want to 

understand the reality of deinstitutionalization. community care and farnily caregiving of 

the chronically mentally ill, it is best to listen to those who do the work. 

The topic of inquiry chosen by the researcher is a direct reflection of the acadernic 

and social predispositions of the researcher As White ( 1994: 1 16) argues "[tlhe results are 

the consequence of the topic of inquiry and that does reflect our social and humanist bias." 

We are deceiving ourselves as social scientists if we believe that we are not as human as 

the people we study (Myrdal 1969). Indeed. as White ( 1994: 1 16) maintains "[wle are 

scholars with a social conscience. That is why we chose to study what we did. As C. 

Wright Mills noted 'there is a politics of truth' and the choice of what issues to do 

research on is a political act." 

Even though feminist researchers try to study women fiom the standpoint of 

women and generally have access to women's settings, the women that researchers study 

do not always trust them (Reinharz 1992). This was a dilemma for the researcher as a 

feminist. Further, the caregivers were distmstful of professionals. Thus, pnor to the 



interview, 1 disclosed to each subject that 1. too. have expenenced primary farnily 

caregiving for two chronic manic depressive family members. As Oakiey (1 98 1 :4 1) 

writes, "the goal of finding out about people through inte~ewing is best achieved when 

the relationship of interviewer and interviewee is non-hierarchical and when the 

i n t e ~ e w e r  is prepared to invest his or her personal identity in the relationship." Further, 

as Lafond (1994:74) argues '[mJoving beyond our truaed fîiends and acquaintances in an 

attempt to challenge the sti_ma of mental illness is a wonhy task." 

3.1 Sampling 

The subjects in this study represent a purposive sample of 12 ciment and three former 

(one recently divorced from their schizoaffective farnily member, one recently separated f?om 

their manic depressive family member and one recent!? deceased schizoafktive family 

member) caregivers of chronic manic depressives and schizoaffectives. The purposive 

sample represented 15 women from a total of 22 self-identified volunteers who responded to 

interview advenisements (see Appendis B - Inteniew Advertisement) placed at nippon 

groups for those with mental illness and their family rnembers and at social service and 

disability related agencies across Ottawa. Unfonunately. during the firn wo weeks of Januaq 

1997 (approximately three weeks prior to the interview schedule), two self-identified 

volunteers advised the researcher that they were unable to participate in the study due to the 

present stress in their iives of managing chronic mental illness in their respective families. Five 

self-identified volunteen were intewiewed in the pre-test but were not included in the final 

study . 
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The methodology of this study avoided purposive samples obtained exclusively 

from support group members. First, the suppori group families are not representative of 

al1 families of the mentally il1 (Maurin and Boyd 1990; Jones and Jones lW4:76). Support 

group participants are generally white. mamed, better educated, more financially 

advantaged, and more supponive of their disabled family member than the majority of 

family members of the mentally il1 (Jones and Jones 1994:76). Thus, 'ftlo get a diverse 

sample, Hanna purposely shed away fiom nippon groups which she says tend to be white and 

middle class" (Dey l997:tZ). Given this. the lia of subjects represented a cross -section of 

caregivers. 

Ail subjects have identified their farnily member as having been professionally 

diagnosed according to the officia1 nomenclature of the American Psychiatnc 

Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (1994) (currently 

termed DShl-IV), as manic depressive or schizoaffective. The subjects ranged in age from 

20 to 69 years with a mean of 38 years of age. Two subjects identified themselves as havhg 

been professionaily diagnosed accordin3 to the official nomenclature of the Arnencan 

Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statisr ical Manual of Mental Disorders (1 994) 

(currently termed DSM-IV) with manic depression NI subjects and their chronically mentally 

farnily members are members of different kinds of families that include: nuclear, extended, 

blended, childless, lone-parent and Common Law mamages (The Vanier Institute of the 

Family 1991). 

The chronically mentally il1 family members raqed in age from 22 to 68 yean with a 

mean of 43 years of age Nine family members (seven females and two males) were 
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identified as having been professionally diagnosed according to the official nomenclature 

of the Amencan Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (1 994) (currently termed DSM-TV), wit h schizoaffective disorder. Eight family 

memben (two females and six males) were identified as h a h g  been professionally diagnosed 

according to the official nomenclature of the Amencan Psychiatric Association's 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (1 991) (currently termed DSM-N) 

with manic depression. 

3.2 Data Collection 

AI1 research material was collected and analyzed for this study through a feminist 

political economy perspective wi th  the use of Foucault's notion of governance. This study 

utilized a feminist qualitative research methodologi of in-depth semi-stmctured 

interviews. According to White (1991: 1 12). "[tlhere are few issues that are of more 

importance to the scholar than the selection of methodologies for scientific investigation." 

Further, the adequacy of any research methodology depends on the purpose of the 

research and the questions that are being asked by the researcher (Seidman 1993). As 

Benaux (198 1)  argues, it is wrong to apply the methods of the natural sciences such as 

expenmental and quantitative to al1 situations in the social sciences. 

Bertaux (198 1) also maintains that the subjects of inquiry in the social sciences can 

talk and think and if they are given a chance to t hink freely. subjects appear to know a lot 

about what is going on. Further, 1 suppon White's ( 1  994: 1 13) contention that: 

When depth and richness in the research findings are the goal, or the 
purpose is to find the direction of the underlying processes, then qualitative 
methods such as those used in this study are the most appropriate 



(Marshall and Rossrnan 1989). We would argue that uncovering 
experiences is an important method for gaining data. The challenge is to 
get people to relate their experiences and to develop a method of andyzing 
the information. 

Fmally, at the root of in-depth inteniewing is a research interest in understanding the 

experience of subjects and umavelling the meaning of that experience (Marshall and 

Rossman 1989). 

Permission to conduct this study and to inteniew al1 subjects was granted to the 

researcher by Carleton University's Ethics Committee in November 1997 (see Appendix C 

- Carleton University Ethics Committee Clearance). -4 pre-test of the semi-structured 

questionnaire was conducted with five primary female family caregivers of chronic rnanic 

depressives who were not included in the final study. Pnor to the interview, the subjects in 

the pre-test were introduced to the purpose of the study and the method used to 

guarantee confidentiality and anonymity. In addition. al1 subjects were told that they may 

choose not to answer any question at an' time of the interview and may end the interview 

at any point should they wish to do s o  -411 subjects chose to answer al1 questions and 

complete the i n t e ~ e w  in its entirety 

AU subjects agreed to complete a letter of consent (see Appendix D - Letter of 

Consent) and were given a letter of thanks for participation (see Appendix E - A Posi 

Interview Letter of Thanks fiom the Researcher) prior to the interview which outlined 

four community resources that assist family caregivers of the mentaliy il1 and their farnily 

members in the Ontario and Quebec region and listed phone numbers of these community 

resources. The in te~ews  were tape-recorded and the subjects were informed of this well 
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in advance. Before the inteMews staned. subjects were asked to give a pseudonym to 

protect anonymity. With regard to confidentiality the researcher proposed to erase each 

interview tape the following day f i e r  the interview or retum the tape to the subject on the 

following day. Although the subjects were asked to sign an infonned consent forni, the 

researcher has retained the signed consent foms in a securely locked cabinet until they are 

destroyed or retumed afler the thesis defence at the subjects' request. As a result of this 

pre-test, the researcher decided to re-order some of the questions and re-word other 

questions to make them more clear so as not to confuse the subjects in the final study. 

Finally, the semi-structured interview questionnaire was designed. According to 

Reinharz (1 992: 18) "[tlhe use of semi-structural intemiews has become the przncipal 

meam by which feminists have sought to achieve the active involvement of their 

respondents in the constmction of data about their lives." This method is further defined 

by Reinharz ( 1 992: 1 8) as: 

... a qualitative data-gathering technique. It differs from ethnography in not 
including long periods of researcher panicipation in the life of the 
interviewee and differs fiom survey research or structured interviewing by 
including fiee interaction between the researcher and interviewee. Survey 
research typically excludes. and interview research typically includes, 
opportunities for clarification and discussion. Open-ended interview 
research explores people's views of reality and allows the researcher to 
generate theory. 

As Kelly (1 994:8 1)  maintains "it is vinually impossible to understand the complexities of 

human interactions using survey instruments. In general, doing so requires in-depth face- 

to-face interviews." 

The researcher folIowed an intewiew schedule with the same semi-stmctured 
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questions included in each interview. However, there were different clarification questions 

asked in each interview; a factor in the very nch and detailed nature of the data, the 

number of farnily members with chronic manic depression andor schizoafEective disorder 

and the particular expenences that were shared. According to Armstrong (1994:93), 

"[tlhis kind of research instrument, more than other types of research, allows those issues 

to surface that are considered to be imponant by the subjects at the sarne time as it permits 

the coverage of issues critical to researchers. In ot her words. the intrusion of the 

researcher is minimized precisely because the participants have more freedom to address 

issues as they choose." 

The i n t e~ewer  avoided the use of the completely unstructured interview which 

was found dunng pre-tests to confuse and/or intimidate respondents. Instead, semi- 

stnictured questions were used with '-planned" and "floating ' ' prompts to ensure "that 

data are collected for a11 of the categories and relationships that have been identified as 

important" (McCracken l988:X). A variety of these prompts were employed to ensure 

that the issues were thoroughly addressed -411 subjects chose to answer al1 questions and 

complete the i n t e ~ e w  in its entirety. Mer  al1 15 in te~ews  were completed, the tapes were 

transcribed by an independent sewice that knew neither the identity of the caregiver or 

their family members. The transcriber was obliged to ensure that the tapes and transcnpts 

of i n t e ~ e w s  were retained in a securely locked cabinet until cornpletion and submission to 

the researcher (see Appendix F - Cont ractual Agreement wit h Transcriber). 

For the researcher, ensuring activities of prolonged engagement and persistent 

observation is essential so that the qualitative research experience does not become a 
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meaningless joumey into another person's life. Similar to reliability and vaiidity, 

trustworthiness ensures that the data can be believed. Prolonged engagement was used to 

assist the researcher in shaping the in-depth. semi-stnictured i n t e ~ e w  questionnaire with 

the subjects in this study for the purposes of sociological inquiry rather than for the 

exclusive purpose of ethnographic study. This prolonged engagement is the investment of 

sufficient time in order to achieve certain purposes such as leaming the culture, testing for 

misinformation introduced by distonion. and building trust with subjects (Lincoln and 

Guba 1985). This was accomplished first and foremost through my awn first-hand 

expenences as a participant observer in an Ottawa-based farnily suppon group for farnily 

members of persons with depression. manic depression and schizoaffective disorder that 1 

have attended on a bi-monthly basis for 20 rnonths Through careful documentation and by 

watching, listening and asking questions at these support group meetings, female family 

members attending these support groups have indicated some of the relevant factors, 

processes and issues that deserve detailed and critical examination, description and 

explanation in this thesis This was also accomplished through prolonged engagement with 

contacts in psychiatrie hospitals, hospitals. community health centres, non-govemment 

agencies and law firms serving persons with disabilities, governrnent agencies seMng 

persons with disabilities and other community resource staffs in the Ontario and Quebec 

region. The researcher also farniliarized herself with the subjects' joumals of the manic and 

depressive episodes of their family members. the subjects' documentation of exchanges 

with their chronically mentally il1 family members and/or health care professionals as well 

as any other relevant information that would prove usehl when inteMewing the subjects. 
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The purpose of persistent observation is to identi- those characteristics and elements in 

the situation which are most relevant to the problern or issue that is being researched 

(Lincoln and Guba 1985). Cornmon characteristics observed through prolonged 

engagement were fomulated into themes which were explored and developed into the 

working hypotheses. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The researcher reviewed al1 interview data to identiQ any salient points that 

particularly stood out as important thernes Themes from al1 15 interviews were coded, 

compared and similarities were noted. In the analysis of these panicular case-study 

results, comments by subjects fail into three categories. The typical comment is one that 

re-occurs and has no substantial refutat ion in ot her inteniews. It is this kind of response 

that is the primary focus here. The unusual or atypical remark is one that is not repeated 

widely enough to be considered undeniably reflective of the interviews. Very few of these 

have been included, and then only offered as esamples of more typical patterns. The third 

type is the comment that is clearly outside the main response group. It is reponed only on 

rare occasions and is identified as outside of. or contradictory to, the bulk of respondents. 

This comment is similar to an outlier in quantitative data. 

3.4 Methodological Limitations 

The iimitation of the semi-structured intewiews of this study is the issue that the study 

depends primarily upon retrospective data. which presents two dificulties: subjects may 

repress events and may have dificulty recallinz details of al1 episodes of their chronic 
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manic depressive or schizoafEective family members. This was anticipated and identified 

with certain questions in the pre-test. Thus. to reduce these threats to validity, such 

questions were re-worded and asked in more than one manner in the interview. This was 

highly effective in overcoming these limitations. As well, methodological limitations lie in the 

hct that the midy was conducted using a purposive sample of 15 subjects rather than a 

randomly selected sample of a larger number of subjects. However, as with Renzetti' s 

(1992: 13) subjects in her study involvine interviews with abused lesbians, "it is doubtful 

that one could obtain a tmly random sample of a group as hidden and highly stigmatized 

as battered lesbians" and this is also true of female famil y caregivers of the chronically 

mentally il]. Funher with regards to the sample. as McCracken (1 988: 17) writes "the first 

principle is that less is more. It is more imponant to work longer, and with greater care, 

with a few people than more superficially with many of them. For many research projects, 

eight respondents will be perfectly sufficient " Chapter 4 will proceed with the study analysis. 



4.0 CHAPTER FOUR: CASE STUDY ANALYSE; 
FEMALE FAMILY CAREGIVERS OF CHRONIC MANIC 

DEPRESSIVES AND SCHIZOAFFECTIVES AM) THE 
GOVERIVANCE OF MADNESS 

The semi-stmaured interview data with 15 female family caregivers of nine rnanic 

depressive farnily mernbers and eight manic depressive family members with schizophrenic 

tendencies (schizoafEectives) in this study have been collected and analyzed fiom a 

feminist political economy perspective using Foucault's notion of govemance. The inteMews 

produced rich and eloquent descriptions of I ) the problems, issues and tensions created for 

women as pnmary family caregivers by the macro caregiving context and 2) the 

govemance by female family caregivers of îhronically mentally il1 family members as a 

cornplex form of power used to manage the contradictions in their roles as primary farnily 

caregivers and as state designated mental healt h promoters and the resistance of family 

members. WhiIe 1 have arranged their responses to fit into an ordered framework of the 

following: 1 ) the never-ending burden t hat includes: caregiving, domestic and wage labour 

and, social isolation, stressed interpersonal relarionships and stigma 2) crises and 

uncertainties that includes: abuse of care recipient. abuse of caregiver. alcohol and dnig 

abuse and, a potential danger ro thernselves and/or others 3)  exercising skill and its limits 

that includes: monitonng and controlling manic and depressive episodes. monitoring and 

controlling medical cornpliance. monitonng and controlling outpatient hospital treatment. 

monitoring and controlling hospitalization. monitoring and controlling medical file 

information and devaluing caregiver knowledge and 4) mutual help groups, 1 have 
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abbreviated some for the sake of clanty and tned to let the women speak for themselves2'. 

4.1 The Never-ending Burden 

The majority of women in the midy shoulder the never-ending burden of caregiving for 

M y  members with chronic mental illness while doing domestic and wage labour. None of 

the women in the study failed to mention the ongoing demands and tasks involved as 

primary family caregivers of their family members and the problerns, issues and tensions 

around the never-ending burden of caregivine, domestic and wage labour and, social 

isolation, stressed interpersonal relationships and stigma. 

Curegiving, Domestic arid Wuge Labour 

Many women in the study reponed bearing the burden of three jobs: of caregiving 

for their chronically mentally il1 family mernbers. unpaid househoid labour in the home and 

of segregation into low paid, routine wornen's labour. Wornen reponed ongoing demands 

and tasks around bearing this burden such as: 1 )  working al1 day in a daycare and going 

home to do a11 of the cooking and housework. ofien cleaning paint frorn the sink and from 

dishes and cleaning cat unne and feces from the floor during a family member's depressive 

episodes and substance abuse 2) working al1 day in the home as a self-employed 

consultant, doing a substantial share of the housework and supervising the manic and 

depressive episodes of a farnily member 3) working al1 day in the home as a housewife 

while supenising the manic and depressive episodes of two family members and 4) going 

to school a11 day and going home to do a substantial share of the housework, while trying 

2' In order to discinguish the questions of iIie rescircher from the responses of the subjects, the 
researcher's questions are indicated uith a quen notation. 
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to be quiet and other days, being required to miss school entirely to serve as a translater 

between the doctor and a farnily member. 

"~he i l a " ,~  a 24 year-old former daycare worker with cerebral palsy and caregiver 

of her unemployed 4 1 year-old chronic manic depressive ex-comrnon law husband who 

repeatedly refùsed treatment for his chronic mental illness and abused alcohol, dmgs and 

sniffed paint, explained the strain of jugeling caregiving, domestic and wage labour: 

... I have to take the bus home [from work], sometimes he'd be very 
very nice, or mope around and be the easiest person ever. One 
day there was nothing, nothing, nothing done. I came-home and it 
was a total disaster. The dishes weren't done, the meal wasn't 
cooked, nothing. 1 had to spend time at home working, and I had 
mouths to feed. Well. I'm not supposed to be working for al1 that 
much period cause I get exhausted by the end of the day [from 
cerebral palsy] and there was no laundry done, so I had to do that. 
Of course I had to fiIl up the bath with a jug full of water, because 
there was no water running to the apartment. So it was 
just ... sometimes it was really strange, sometimes it was 
hard .... there would be paint in the kitchen sink, ail the time, or on 
rny dishes and I'd ask hirn about it and he wouldn't remember how 
it got there. He would just not know. I mean I'd ask him, "Didn't 
you change the cat's litter?" "No." [he would respond] 'Why 
not?" "Oh because I didn't feel like it or I didn't want to, can you 
change it.. . later.. . okay?" Sol then I'd come home and there'd be 
poop or pee [from the cat] al1 over the floor. 

"Maureen", a 36 year-old home based self-employed consultant and caregiver of a 

46 year-old chronic manic depressive husband. described the never-ending burden of 

supewising the manic and depressive episodes of her family member in that her "number 

one" task was a 'combination of encouragement and reality check. It's sornething 

In this chapter, dl abjects and their caregi\.ers are assigned a pseudonym to protect 
anonymity. The pseudonytn and a more detailed description of the caregivers and their family members 
are provided to the reader the first time the! are disctisssd in iiiis chapier. and at any point afteward they 
are referred to oniy by their pseudonym. 
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we do over and over and over again." Funher she explained, " Finding out how he 

is feeling. If 1 notice he's feeling bad, him resting and not doing much work ... and 

if he S feeling dismurageci a bout it. then encouraging him. finding reasons to 

explain why he might be feeling low aRer seven days or strenuous activity. Take 

a breather, or something like that. or just clanfying the level of the symptom, if its 

really that senous or not. If there is anything I can do. " During the manic and 

depressive episodes of her farnily mernber she would do a more substantial share of the 

housework as she added. "then 1 would Say secondarily. js if he's feeling low for 

several days in a row, then 1 will do a much more substanfial share of the 

house work. " 

Similarly, "Eleanor". a 18 year-old housewife and caregiver of a 24 year-old 

chronic manic depressive son and a 22 year-old chronic manic depressive son, descnbed 

supeMsing the manic and depressive episodes of her two family members as "fs]itfing up 

somefimes ail night. or al1 day, a couple of days talking to them [Mo sons with 

chronic rnanic depression] they get bad headaches" and "trying fo keep it 

relatively calm at home" and deaiin9 with their erratic behavior while trying to be 

supponive: 

... sometimes there'd be problems at school, writing notes or skip 
classes. Friends wondering what the heck is going on because of 
behavior problems ... once I had to cal1 the police because Jake and 
Cory got into a big fight, a physical fight. I'm trying to think, just 
trying to be supportive, being there for them to talk to, keeping a 
close eye on how they're feeling. 

"Lynda", a 26-year old university student and caregiver of a 48 year-old female 
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chronic manic depressive mother with schizophrenic tendencies, recalled the never-ending 

burden of performing household tasks and the demands as a pnmary family caregiver from 

early childhood as a schoolgirl: 

When we [she and her sister] came home after school we were not 
allowed to go outside and play with our friends, we had to corne 
home immediately, the T.V. could not be on, the house had to be 
spic and span, we had to be quiet, silent.. . we were supposed to be 
silent, out of the way and so we were taught to cook and clean. I 
was cooking at the age of 6 or 7, making meals over the stove, 
doing it wrong.. . getting a slap across the face by my dad. 

Further, she would be required to miss school entirely to serve as a translator between the 

doctor and her mother who would insist "don1 go to S C ~ O O ~  today because I want to 

go to the docior's, you have to help me translate cause 1 can't speak Englishw and 

?bis was going on for 15- 16 years " 

For these women there can be no holiday from this never-ending burden. Maureen 

and Janice reported: 1 )  trying to supervise the manic episode of a family mernber while on 

a sightseeing train dunng a vacation and 2)  tryine to supervise the manic episode of a 

farnily member while unexpectedly off medication during a holiday. Maureen described 

trying to supervise her husband's unexpected manic episode while they were on vacation: 

... he was so high and he became so high near the end, we were 
alone on a sightseeing train and he wanted to get up and started 
walking up and down the cabin, and I just said to him, 'If you don? 
sit down, beside me right now in this seat, then the minute we get 
back to town, we're packing ouf bags, we're going to the airport 
and we're going back to Ottawa on the first plane that could go," 
and that was it. 
Query: And how did he respond? 
He was really angry, he sat down with great difficulty. 

"Janice", a 42 year-old business owner and operator and caregiver of a 41 year-old 
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manic depressive husband also descnbed trying to supervise an unexpected manic episode 

after his decision to come off of his medication before going on holidays without her 

knowledge of his decision to d o  so: 

... he was off the Lithium ... we were in the hotel, I said that I was 
going to lie down for a rest and would he let me know if he was 
going to go out, so I could go with him. He never let me know and 
he went off and left me and then he came back and bought al1 
these things for himself ... like a raft to go in the ocean with al1 sorts 
of equipment. He said, "I've been feeling so much better. Now I've 
corne off it, I have so much more energy." And I said, 'Weil, I've 
noticed that you've had a bit more energy and you seern a lot more 
enthused but there's something else in your personality. It's kind of an 
aggressive thing." So he listened to what I said but then he started 
going into a sort of depression after we came back from Our holidays. 
Then he started to realize what had happened was that his body 
started to respond to the chernical changes and he realized that he 
was heading to a depression and then it started to get bad and he 
started taking Lithium.. . 

Based on these women's narratives. it is clear that the responsibiiities and never-ending 

burdens of caregiving are dificult to absorb Many of these women are already 

overburdened with paid part or full time employnent as well as unpaid domestic labour 

and reponed additional social isolation. stressed interpersonal relationships and stigma that 

accompanies this never-ending burden. 

Social ~sokition, Stressed Interpersorrd Relatio risir ips and Stigma 

Ail women in the study reponed experiences of social isolation, stressed 

interpersonal relationships and stigma from friends, neighbors and relatives. Women 

reported social isolation, stressed interpersonal relationships and stigma from friends, 

neighbors and relatives such as: 1)  not being able to receive friends in the home for fear of 
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her two family member's manic and depressive episodes 2) not being able to leave the 

home because of household duties that needed to be performed for the farniiy member 

dunng manic and depressive episodes 3 )  not being able to receive fnends in the home 

because of past behavior of the farnily member dunng manic and depressive episodes and 

the consequential labeling of the farnily member and stigrnatization of mental iilness in the 

family 4) not being able to leave home for fear of two family mernbers harming themselves 

and/or other family members or damaging the home and for fear of what the neighboun 

might hear and/or see during their manic and depressive episodes and the consequential 

labeling of the family members and stigmatization of mental illness in the farnily and 5) the 

loss of friends because of disclosure of the mental illness of the family member and the 

consequential labeling and stigmatization of mental illness in the family. 

"Gail". a 44 year-old unemployed person with a disability. caregiver of a 68 year- 

old chronic rnanic depressive mother and 10 year-old chronic manic depressive brother 

descnbed the social isolation of the never-ending burden of caregiving for two family 

members as "I just don't have a life, my life is totally hinged on mother and 

brofher.. . .there are very few [friends] now because of my situation at home." 

Further, she explained not being able to receive friends in the home for fear of her two 

family members rnanic and depressive episodes: 

I donJt have friends over because you just never know if mother or 
John are going to blow up or an embarrassrnent is going to occur. 
You know, thatJs going to blow it for you. So. you just don't have 
people over anymore. My times of going out are very limited. If I do 
go out it's only for short periods of time. that sort of thing. 

Lynda recalled the painhl social isolation of growing up as a child of a mother 
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with chronic schizoafEeaive disorder and not being able to leave the home because of 

household duties that needed to be performed for her mother during manic and depressive 

episodes: 

Well first of all, right off the bat, I had to spend a lot of time in the 
home doing a lot, parenting, taking on the role of a parent, so 
therefore your needs or my needs are secondary. I didn't have a lot 
of friends. 1 had a few close friends. I seldom went out. I guess I 
was really just a homebody. 

"Tracey", a 20 year-old high school student and caregiver of a 48 year-old chronic 

manic depressive mother with schizophrenic tendencies. recalled the painhi stigma and 

social isolation of being called the "schooi freak" as a child. Tracey also recalled not being 

able to receive fnends in the home because of past behavior of her mother dunng manic 

and depressive episodes, the consequential labeling of her mother and the stigmatization of 

mental illness in the family: 

... when I was a child, I had no friends. I couldn't bring my friends 
home because my mom would yell at them, and 1 did bring my 
friends home and my mom did yell at thern, and I was known at 
school as the school freak because of my mother. I was the only 
five-year-old with no friends. I had one friend. l went to her house, 
and that was about it. She came over sometimes. She was the 
closest thing 1 had to a friend. 1 had her as a friend until I was 
about eight or nine, and my mom got worse by then. 

Eleanor reported her experiences of social isolation, stressed interpersonal 

relationships and stigma from friends. neiehbors and relatives as a caregiver of two 

chronic manic depressive family members and not being able to leave home for feu  that 

they would harm themselves and/or other family members or damage the home. Eleanor 

aiso reported fear of what the neighbours might hear andlor see during their manic and 
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depressive episodes, the consequential labeling of the family rnembers and stigmatization 

of mental illness in the family: 

I didn't have a life. I just stayed home most of the tirne cause I was 
afraid to leave the house ... because of what might happen while I 
was gone. what they might Say or do to their siblings or what they 
might do to themselves or the house. What would go on, what the 
neighbors would hear or see or whatever. I had to go to church. I 
couldn't give that up, it was kind of rny salvation for a long tirne. 
Sol 1 didn't Say too much even to the Minister but at least my faith 
helped. Sometimes I felt that was the only thing 1 had. 

JaNce reponed the social isolation. stressed interpersonal relationships and stigrna 

and the loss of friends because of the dixlosure of her husband's rnani~~de~ression, the 

consequential labeling and stiematization of mental illness in the family in that "[@me 

fnends have cut him off and: 

. . . one of my friends that I was friendly with, she did eventually leam 
that he had manic depression and she repeated it to some other 
friends that 1 had in Toronto and I felt that there was some distance 
there because of it. 1 think through the years as we've gotten older 
everybody struggles and you realize that life is not that easy so it has 
affected the friendships. 

These women quickly learn that there is little cornmunity in community care and 

find themselves faced with social isolation. stressed interpersonal relationships and stigma 

as a result of others responses to the disclosure of their family members manic depression 

or schizoaffective disorder, responses to the behavior of chronic manic depressive and 

schizoaffective family members and the demands that they face as caregivers that require 

that they put the needs and wishes of their family members before themselves. These 

wornen also reported high levels of burnout or emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation, 

and reduced personal accomplishment that accompanies the social isolation, stressed 
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interpersonal relationship and stigma that they face. Thus, "[wlhen caring ceases to be 

voluntary but rather becomes a necessary and never-ending burden, violence can 

result."(Armstrong and Armstrong 1 996: 142) 

4.2 Crises and Uncertainties 

None of the women in the study failed to mention the crises and uncertainties 

involved in their roles as prirnary family caregivers and state designated mental health 

promoters that include: abuse of care recipient. abuse of caregiver, alcohol and dmg abuse 

and, a potential danger to themselves and/or ot hers. 

Abuse of Care Recipient 

Over half of al1 of the women in the study reported that t hey had abused their care 

recipients fiom the Frustration of caregiving and fmstration with their family members 

fiequent manic and depressive episodes and refusai to comply with medical treatment. 

These women reported physically and verbally abusing their family rnembers. Tracey 

reponed hstration in dealing with her rnother's frequent manic and depressive episodes 

and her refusal to comply with medical treatment for schizoaffective disorder and revealed 

that she hit her mother several times 

I hit my mom a couple of times. The last time I hit her, I was 15 or 
16. She threatened to charge me, and I'd never do that again. 
Even if she did provoke me. I would never do it again because it's 
not worth it. She was paranoid. She thought I was getting rny 
friends to laugh at her, gang up against her and humiliate her. She 
thought that I set her up to be humiliated in front of rny friends. and 
it was a coincidence. that's al1 what happened. It was a bit of a 
coincidence that my friends were there at the same time she came 
to my house to pick me up. She argued with me for an hour in the 
car, and I took my hand sideways and whacked her arm and I gave 
her a pretty nice bruise. She has circulation problems ... she bruiçes 
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pretty easily. 

"Monica", a 24 year-old unemployed person and caregiver of a 24 year-old female 

chronic manic depressive sister with schizophrenic tendencies also reported mistration in 

dealing with her sister's fiequent manic and depressive episodes and her refiisal to comply 

with medical treatment for schizoaffective disorder reported that she pushed, punched and 

grabbed her sister and revealed that "[<;jometimes when she was in her manic phase 

we would both physically push or punch or, I would grab her hand. Sometimes 1 

would grab her, 1 would yell at her sometimes.' 

"Diane", a 56 year-old teacher and caregiver of a 29 year-old chronic manic 

depressive daughter with schizophrenic tendencies reponed frustration with her fiequent 

manic and depressive episodes and her refusa1 to comply with medical treatment for 

schizoafEective disorder and revealed that she verbally abused her daughter: 

. . . when I was extremely exhausted and extremely angry I said something 
like 'l'm sorry you were born" or something like that. I did it very rarely, it 
is a horrible thing to Say, that understandable with the stress I had. I said it, 
once in four years and certainly I apologized for it and she knew the 
circumstances that we were through.. . very severe, hard times. She never 
holds anything against me and I never hold anything against her. I was 
seriously stressed. What can you expect? 

The fiequent episodes of farnily members who refuse to comply with medical treatment 

also Ieaves many of their caregivers vulnerable to abuse that perpehiates a cycle ofviolence. 

Abuse ofcaregiver 

The majonty of women in the study reponed being abused by their farnily members 

with muen t  manic and depressive episodes who refused to comply with medical treatrnent. 

These women reported that they had been verbal1 y. physically, psychologically and sexually 
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ebused by family members. 'Nicole" , a 50 year-old unemployed person and caregiver of her 

57 year-old chronic manic depressive ex-husband with schizophrenic tendencies who 

refused medical treatment for his chronic mental illness reported that he withheld money 

for necessities, verbally harassed and pushed her. psychologically abused her, brutally 

killed her farm animals and withheld sex: 

In his severe high, he wouldn't give me a cent. In his severe low, 
he still gave me no money. This lasted three years ... '94, '95, 
'96 ... the abuse was bad. A lot of verbal abuse. He would try to 
pick an argument and I'd realize that he was trying to pick a fight 
and so I would walk away and not Say anything. 
Query: How did he respond tu tlzis? 
He would back off. Once, though when he was at the end of his 
manic high in the end of June 1992 he lost control and shook me 
and pushed me violently into the kitchen wall. I was hysterical and 
I told him I was calling the police. I told him it was physical abuse. 
Query: Any other kind of abuse? 
Yes, once I bought a cow in 1975. 1 paid $500 for it. Just because 
the cow couldn't have calves. he slaughtered it. He didn't ask my 
permission. He just cut her head off and put it on the front fence. 
He just killed and butchered her and put her in the freezer to eat in 
the winter. It was my cow and not his. He said she couldn't have 
calves so we had to do something with her. He said, twice he tried 
to put her in the truck to seIl her, but twice she jumped out. 
Query: Any other fornr of abuse? 
Yes, ernotional. I knew I had to have my horse put down in 1990. 1 
asked my neighbor to put him down by shooting her by rifle. The 
animal doctor said it was faster to shoot an animal than with a 
needle. 1 told my neighbor when I was ready I'd cal1 him and make 
an arrangement because I wanted to Say goodbye to my horse and 
take some pictures. I had this horse since she was three months 
old to 18 years old. She was like my child. I didn't want her to 
leave the farm, I wanted her to be buried on the farm. However, 
my husband wanted it his way. Paul did it when I took my dad to 
the hospital. He just killed my horse. I couldn't believe that they 
killed my horse without telling me. I gave him a tongue lashing. 
He had Terry, the neighbor, shoot the horse. Actually, he had 
sorne men come and pick her up aftenvards. I got on the phone 
with these men and gave thern hell. I told them I wanted my horse 
back arid I wanted her back now. I told them that they had no right 



to pick up my horse from Paul. I was the horse's owner, not Paul. 
They had deboned the horse and skinned it. They used the meat 
for dog's food. I got off the phone and told Paul that he was a 
fucking bastard and that I had the horse for 18 years, I raised her, I 
trained her, I Iooked after her and I spent time in the stable when 
she was sick, they deboned her. I said, 'The horse is now dog 
food.. 
Query: Any other abuse? 
Yes, sexual. During the low, there was no sex at all. He slept with 
his back to me. 

"Amanda", a 3 1 year-old business owner and operator, and caregiver of her 59 

year-old chronic manic depressive mother with schizophrenic tendencies recalled how her 

mother, who also refused medical treatment for her chronic mental illness, threw cutlery 

and darted knives and forks into the wall and threw the cutlery drawer at her: 

She would throw knives and forks.. . 
Query: Where? Wh nt hnppenerl? 
Weil, that kitchen wall got very.. . 
Query : How ? 
No one would ever talk about it. There would be holes and then 
my dad would come along and fiIl thern with putty. 
Query: How ~vould she do tlrnt? WItnt hnppened? Were you eating ? 
I don? know, just.. . yeah.. . we would be eating and we would put 
our elbows on the table or we picked the fork up with the wrong 
hand, or ... and one day, I remember. she just picked the whole knife 
and fork drawer and just whipped it at us. 
Query: But hmv would there bc holcs on the tvnll? 
There would be holes on the walls from her stabbing them into the 
wall. My father would fiIl them with putty, so for years. even up to 
the time I was 18, my parents could never have anyone in the 
house anyway, but my father would putty [the holes], or whatever, 
and you could see it. The kitchen wall was off white. It was a 
constant reminder every time you walked in the kitchen. 

Tracey recalled how her mother who refùsed medical treatment for her chronic 

mental illness broke her belongings on her dresser with a wooden spoon: 

She'd go through moods. She would get upset, and violent. She 
broke a few things in the house. She broke some of my things. 



When I was about eight or nine, she used to corne into rny 
bedroom with a wooden spoon. There was stuff ail over my 
dresser. She'd take it. swing it around, knock al! my toys on the 
floor. Sometimes things broke. She would make me clean it up, of 
course. and she'd be sure that I did clean it up. I'd listen, because I 
knew if I didn't get out of her way, she'd hit me. 

Monica described how her sister who refised medical treatment for her chronic 

mental illness psychoIogically taunted her about meeting their birth mother and physically 

attacked her: 

She keeps making these connections with the bible, gets 
messages on the radio. It doesn't quite add up like she's got 
bigger connections on the TV and the radio. She'll make up 
something and it gets really out of hand. She'll Say she met out 
birth mother. I tell her it's impossible. She'll Say she knows our 
birth mother, she's met her and I Say, "Give me a break." Then I 
Say, "Okay what did you do today with her?" She says. "It kind of 
hurts, it kind of hurts. Leave me alone!" and 1 Say, "Can we 
contact her?" She says "No ... don't ask any questions." She goes 
on and on. She thinks we're laughing at her. 
Query: m e n . .  . what do you snj o r  (Io? 
I started to smirk because I think it's kind of funny. She started to 
attack me. She fired off at me. 

Eleanor described how her sons who both refùsed medicaI treatment for their 

chronic mental illness pushed and hir her: 

Physically 2 or 3 times he pushed me, once I fell into the corner of 
the chair and he cracked my ribs. .. . it was one of these bad 
episodes, whatever. Another time I was mad at him for something 
and I got annoyed, I went to . .  I was going towards him to talk to 
him but he got this scared animal look on his face and put his feet 
up and he pushed his feet out and hit me in the stomach and that 
threw me off. 
Query: Do you know how oki Ire ivns? WtIt these hvo differen f episodes? 
14, it was about the worse time, both. 
Query: What did y ou sajr or do idzen Ire did tlzis? 
Well, he was really shocked at what happened to me, but it hurt. It 
physically hurt and the incident when I fell, he kicked me in the 
stomach and I fell there was a kind of dead silence for al1 the kids 



who were there, and then he said "oh mum, I'rn so sorry.' 
Query: And how'd you respond to thaf? 
Well I wuld hardly breathe so 1 said, "l'II be okay, just leave me 
alone." 
Query: And the other episodes? 
Well you just kind of pick yourself up and you walk away. 
Quety: What about Goy ? 
1 think once he shoved me, thatxs it. 

These women that abuse their care recipients and expenence abuse fiom care recipients are 

ofien caught in cycles of violence perperuated by the frequent manic and depressive episodes 

of their farnily members, their refisal to comply with medical treatment and the unpredictability 

of harxn to thernselves andior others that ofien accompany these episodes. 

ACcohoC and Drug Abuse 

Many of the women in the study reponed that their family members abused dmgs 

ancilor alcohol and that they also refused to comply with medical treatment for their 

chronic mental illness that served only to exacerbate their manic and depressive episodes. 

Sheila, whose ex-cornmon law husband refùsed medical treatment for his chronic mental 

illness and abused dmgs, reportedly asked him "why he couldn't get otfthe drugs Pst 

and go see his doctor, get help, but if was always the same story. Well later. 

when the baby cornes. Then the baby was here and he wouldn't go. So then 

once the baby was here, he wouldn't go. he wouldn't go periodW Further, she 

reported that he abused alcohol: 

He came home one night, his breath smelled, with this smirk on his 
face, grinning and I wanted to wipe that smirk off his face because 
he hadn't been home in about two weeks now and it was a grin that 
I couldn't bear, I just took him and I slapped his face and tried to 
knock it out of hirn and I said, 'Go to detox because, if you don't 
I'm calling the cops to corne pick you up for the night cause I don't 
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want to see pu.'' He ended up in detox. 

Nicole, whose ex-husband refused medical treatment for his chronic mental illness 

and abused aicohol reported that, " When he is low, he is quiet, won Y express 

himself. He looks down and dnhks a lot.. . .A lot of mood swings, nice to you in 

the morning but ihree hours later, he was rude. "Further she explained that he 

abused dmgs "He . . . smokes cigarettes and pot [duting a manic episode] which he 

never does any other time. He really wants to be a real cowboy. He put an ad in 

the papers looking for women during his high in January, February and March of 

7996. The ad said, that he was single looking for someone special and that he 

was physically fit and financially secure, a non-smoker. Once, 1 found a woman's 

underpants in my bed. " These women have to contend with the fiequent manic and 

depressive episodes of their family members. their refùsal to comply with medical treatment, 

their alcohol and/or dmg abuse and the potential danger to themselves ancilor others that 

often accompany these episodes. and as the majority of caregivers reponed, ofien lads  to 

arrest . 

A Potentiaal Danger to Tltemselves arin/or Otliers 

The majority of women in the study reporred that the manic and depressive 

episodes of their chronic manic depressive and schizoaffective family members often 

included behavior that was a potential danger to oneself and/or others with one 

schizoaffective family member committing suicide during a depressive episode. Women 

reported behavior that was a potential danger to oneself and/or others dunng manic and 
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depressive episodes such as: 1) a family member that had tried to rob a restaurant 2) a 

farnily member that discharged a gun through the ceiling of the house and drove the car 

into the garage door and 3) a family member that went walking through the woods in the 

winter in a nightgown. Funher, one woman reponed that she hid sharp objects for fear 

that her sons would use it on themselves and/or on other family members and another 

woman reponed that her father-in-law stood at the house window ready to discharge a 

rifle pointed out the window at helicopters 

"Ingrid", a 69 year-old retiree and caregiver of a 42 year-old chronic rnanic 

depressive daughter with schizophrenic rendencies who refused medical treatment for her 

chronic mental illness reponed that when her daughter left home temporanly to stay with 

some friends she tried to rob a restaurant during a rnanic episode: 

... in '93, '94. She was living in Mont Clarmont with Karen and Bryan 
at the time. She was out of the house, went into Clara's Roasted 
Chicken and Ribs, said that she had a gun and they had to evawate 
al1 the people from Clara's. The police came and she didn't have a 
gun. She didn't. She did spend the night in jail ... a few hours, I think. 
Again, she wasn't staying at my place at the tirne. Then that was over 
and very luckily, her brother-in-law Kevin, my little daughter's 
husband, a well known lawyer.. . . he did go to a court house a few 
times and he got it quashed.. . 

Amanda whose mother rehsed medical treatment for her chronic mental illness 

described how her mother dunng a manic episode discharged a firearm through the ceiling 

of the family home "[sIhe shot the gun through the ceiling. 1 was in bed. Next 

morning, everybody woke up, there was a big hole in the roof. but no one would 

talk about it." She recalled how her mother during another manic episode " drove the 

car into the garage door once" and also recalled her mother's fiequent "death walks" 
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She went out a couple of times in the winter, she went walking in 
the woods. We didn't know she was gone. .. she usually came back 
within half an hour or the police brought her home. She was just in 
her nightgown. She always said she was gone for a "death walk" 
and never ... she would never come back and it would always be 
winter.. . 

Eleanor, whose sons refiised medical treatment for their chronic mental illness 

stated that she hid sharp objects for fear that her sons would use it on themselves and/or 

on other £'âmiIy members during manic and depressive episodes as she explained she Wied 

to hide anything that was sharp. Cause 1 was afraid somebody might come afier 

themselves or somebody with it." 

"Sophie", a 24 year-old college student and caregiver of a 42 year-old chronic 

manic depressive father-in-Iaw who refùsed medical treatment for his chronic mental 

illness reported that her father-in-law stood at the house window ready to discharge a rifle 

pointed out at the helicopters durine a manic episode: 

He [chronic rnanic depressive father-in-law with schizophrenic 
tendencies] would be feeling paranoid. Paranoid. He would think 
that the phone line was bugged. 1 know that one day he came 
home and he erased every movie that he recorded and every game 
that we copied on the computer. He would look at the window with 
his rifle, look outside at any time of day. any time of night ... "Look 
outside, something just happened," or, I don't know, I know that 
one night, a helicopter came and it flew over the house, but it [the 
helicopter] was too low, and that the helicopter was against the 
law. 1 knew, but we couldn't do anything much about it, and they 
directed their light into our windows, and Patrick started yelling 
after them, with the gun in his hand, and saying, 'You won't get 
me! You won't get me, god damned son of a bitch!" He was 
yelling that it was the FBI who was coming to get him because of 
the games that we recorded on the computer and the movies that 
we did record. 



She also descnbed his depressive episode that tragicaily ended in suicide: 

He was so depressed that he said, "Oh, I should kill myself. I'm 
gonna do it." And I started to cry and ... "No David, this is not the 
door out of this. I know you have pain, I know you're suffering, but 
this is not the way out. There are other things. You can go see 
another doctor, you can go to a psychiatrist, you can call, see 
what's available to help and he said, "Nobody can help me." He 
said, "1 just wanted the pain to go away and they can't take my pain 
away." 
Query: How did you respond to that ? 
I just started to cry and then I stopped talking to him and then I 
went to my room, closed my door and just cried. 
Query : Did yourfuther-in- lm e i w  tqV to pltysicnl~ hnrm his body, 
himself or.. . ? 
He killed himself. After Christmas he asked Sean if he had a 
beautiful Christmas and he said, "1 love you, son," and everything, 
and Sean had said that it was a beautiful Christmas he had, and I 
think it was the 3rd of January. He got one of his guns out and 
he'd hold it a bit. He put his gun behind his sofa, his chair in the 
living room, because in the morning he wanted to shoot 
squirrels.. . squirrels. But normally he'd never do that. Normally 
hetd just take the gun in the morning and shoot them. That's when 
1 realized that he was going to commit suicide. He stayed in the 
bed with my mother-in-law al1 night, which he never did all the time 
I knew him. That was too obvious, he was going to kill himself. So 
Saturday morning, the 4th of January, my mother-in-law went to the 
hair salon and during. I think it was about 9:30, I heard the 
gunshot. 1 woke up, sat down in my bed ... I didn't want to realize 
that it was him. We lived in the woods, so l just put in my mind, it 
was the neighbor who shot a cat or something like that. I didn't 
want to realize that. I just got back to sleep and I'm a light sleeper, 
like I told you, because when he shot himself, I heard his last 
breath, that it was a breath, and that's the last one I heard after 
that. Around 1 O:3O, Lucille came back from the hair salon, and 1 
heard the door open, and I didn't want to wake up. And after I 
heard her yelling, as if yelling ... ripping, inside, like then I knew that 
it was true, what I heard, and I had been shaking a lot, and Sean 
asked me what was happening, he heard his mom crying and he 
ran to the living room and he saw his mom and father, and he just 
ran towards the body and just jumped on the body, saying and 
yelling, "1 love you, daddy, I love you, daddy," and l was standing in 
the entrance of the living room, in the middle, I couldn't go 
backwards, I couldn't go forwards and my legs couldn't go. My feet 
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were frozen to the ground, and I just watched my father-in-law, with 
a hole in his head, and my husband yelling after his father. It took 
half an hour to do something else, you know, he was just yelling 
and crying and after half an hour she started to running around in 
circles in the kitchen and she kept looking at the body and I was 
alrnost peeing in my pajamas. I looked at Sean and I told Sean that 
we should cal1 the police. 

Five of the women in the study reported the dangerous use of fire by family 

members during manic and depressive episodes that were clearly a danger to themselves 

and others. Women reported the dangerous use of fire such as: 1) a family member had set 

themselves on fire 2) a family member repeatedly set fires in the backyard 3) a family 

member set a fire in the dining room and 1) a family member lit candles and piaced them 

dangerously close to bedroom cunains. "Ruth". a 48 year-old sales clerk and caregiver of 

a 52 year-old chronic manic depressive sister recalled that her mother had set herself on 

fire during a depressive episode " When she was really depressed. She set her 

quilted housecoat on fire while she was wearing it." 

Tracey described how her mother repeatedly set tires in the backyard during a 

rnanic episode: 

My mother may never have ever been in trouble with the police, but 
she does break the bylaws repeatedly. We're not allowed to start 
fires in our backyard. She has a pit that she starts fires in, and ifs 
not allowed because the grass could al1 blow up and there's a lot of 
farrns out there. and it could ruin the crops. 

Monica recalled how her sister set a fire in the dining room during a manic 

episode: 

... she'd burn things, she'd engrave things on walls, in orbs in 
glasses, and spray things in the house ... I just rernernber her 
saying there was an instance Easter time when around 1995, 1 had 
not corne up, but she had taken the arm of a chair, a muffin, a 



Kleenex, threw it in a bowl and s h e  took it and she  lit it on fire. It 
was  in my parent's house, s h e  put it in sort of a bin area out front. 
She lit 20 candles, some on the wooden wall unit over the dining 
room and she  had a tiki torch, s h e  lit that, and she  made a fire and 
she watched it die down.. . s h e  said [mother] she wuld  have started 
a house fire, because the candles that  were on the wall unit, it was 
wooden wall unit. Mom put al1 the candles  out, the way Kyla 
described it, it was  like J e sus  Christ has risen, he  has risen, it was  
to purge u s  of al1 our sins. She w a s  getting al1 these religious 
ideas and she was mixing them up, it w a s  al1 very confusing, we 
didn't understand where al1 this was coming from, my dad had a 
very bad reaction to that. 

Eleanor recalled how her son lit candles and placed them dangerously close to 

bedroom curtains dunng a manic episode. 

. . . I used to have terrible worries about candles. Jake was 
obsessed with candles, and had to have lit candles al1 over the 
place, and sometimes they were really close to his curtains and 1 
would just think, if he catches his room on fire ... 

These women have to contend with the frequent manic and depressive episodes of their f a d y  

members and the unprediaability of h m  to t hemselves and/or ot hers that often accompanies 

these episodes. Little wonder that man- of the chronically mentally il1 are caught up in the 

criminal justice system (Porporino and hlotiuk 1991) which causes additional tension amongst 

these women and their family members, 

4.3 Exercising Skill and Its Limits 

While these women are socially, politically and economically disadvantaged by the 

macro caregiving context, t hey are not hel pless. These women reported exercising a 

complex form of power in the governance of their chronically mentally il1 family members 

in order to manage problems, issues. tensions and contradictions that are present at both 
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the micro and macro that includes: 1 )  monitoring and controlling manic and depressive 

episodes, 2) monitoring and controlling medical cornpliance, 3) monitoring and controlling 

outpatient hospital treatment, 4) monitoring and controlling hospitalization, and 5) 

monitoring and controlling medical file information. 

However, these women reponed that this complex form of power has its 

Limitations in that it is constantly being negotiated and altered within constraints and 

resistance by their family members These women also reported that this complex form of 

power has its lirnits in mental health legislation and policy and the contradictory Iiberal 

rights and medical model discourses that devalues caregiver knowledge and reinforces the 

rights of chronically mentally il1 family members both to receive and to refuse treatrnent. 

They reinforce and reject the medical model of rnadness and present a paradox that grants 

contradictory liberal nghts to chronically mentally il1 family members of involuntary 

admission and detention cnteria; informed consent; capacity to consent; substitute 

consent; compulsory treatment; confidenriality and disclosure of clinical records; and 

review conditions to the chronically rnentally il1 

Monitoring and Controllhg Mariic and Depressive Epkodes 

Al1 wornen in the study reported the governance of their farnily members in 

monitoring and controlling their rnanic and depressive episodes, with resistance such as: 1) 

governance dunng a hypo-manic episode prior to work only to be met with resistance in 

that the family member decided to go to his office in this episode 2) govemance during a 

manic episode of fiaudulent charges and excessive spending only to be met with resistance 
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in that the family member rehsed to rectiS the charges and excessive debts and 3) 

govemance during a manic episode of delusional accusations of theft only to be met with 

resistance in that the family member refused to address her false accusations. 

Maureen descnbed how the govemance of her manic depressive husband was met 

by his resistance when he decided to go to his office and work in a hypo-manic episode 

despite her insistence not to do so: 

.. . he [husband with chronic manic depression] in a hypo-manic 
period prior to getting too high, he's extremely productive, he loves 
to work, he wakes up early in the morning and, or will stay up late 
at night working in the office. If he has outside work at this point, 
its very wearing because he does not recognize if people can see 
that he's getting high, or if he's speeding up too much. 
Quev:  What do you say or do during tJte ninnic episodes? 
Well, once he realizes he's manic itJs better because he wants to 
do something about it, before it gets worse. 
Query: Does he realize tJzis on Jzis own ? 
No, I'd have to tell him, and l'd have to tell him quite a few times. 
Queiy: Okay, then how does he respond when you tell hinz ? 
Irritated, it's not so much to say that he is hypo-manic it's me 
saying, 'Andrew, I really don't want you to go into that office at 
7:30 in the morning, and if there is any of this work you can do at 
home, do it at home instead, don't go into the office," and for him, 
he feels so good. 
Query: And how does he respond nfrer rlrnt? 
Yes, he feels like he can get away with it. 
Query: Haw you euperienced con frontdon, or conflict around how to 
deal with his manic episodes RI ~ n y  point? 
Oh yes, definitely yes. 
Query: Can you tell me a bit ohou t the conflics thnt you 've had? 
Well, they're like arguments, me raising my vsice, getting very 
angry, telling him what Ifm going to do, what he can do, what he 
can't do. 

Ingrid described how the governance of her schizoaffective daughter was met by 

her resistance in her refusal to recti6 fraudulent charges and pay excessive debts incurred 



during a manic episode: 

Q u q :  What other conflits about h a  behavior or the way th& she looked 
or my of her feelings in the mnia  thm you 've sqoerienced with hm? You 
rnendoned emlier about the way she &essed? 
Her dress wasn't acceptable. Comments she's made. The comrnents 
she's made. I would react to them, I got very angry and took the phone 
from her, when she tumed out to be calling Gemany or sornething. 
Qu.y.- Were thex other things thnt she had done durhg the m<uiio? 
Spending money of course. She gave $500.00 just to somebody on 
the street and things like that. 
Query: Why? When she d d  things like thot . . . giving the N U O .  00 tkat was 
a problem during the mnnin? Mat Jtnppened when she din thut? Wkose 
money was if? Cun you tell nie wlrd hnppcncd? 
That was the money from the bank. She'd taken $5000.00. 
Query : M m  had happened bricfry nbout this time with the 65000. OU? Was 
it in a manic eplrode? 
It rnust have been manic. Yes. 
Query: Gu, you tell me briefry nbout whnt happeneri ivith the bank? 
Well she did this and she wasn't living here, so I wasn't aware of it 
right away. 
Query: What didshe do? Cun you tell me n bit about what happened? H m  
did she get the rnoney? 
Well she put an envelope in the bank saying that she was depositing 
$5000.00 or $2500.00 I'm not sure. She put the deposit in and then 
the next day she came to do a withdrawal on that money. She actually 
had $600.00 in the bank and the rest was $4000.00 that she had 
taken out and apparently one of the things was, she walked out of the 
bank and gave $500.00 to somebody at the Birckdale Shopping Plata 
or something like that. 
Query : So she gave freeb of lt er n ~ o n q  ? 
Yes. and she bought a purse for $150.00, then she bought boots for 
$200.00 and then the money was gone. She bought me something. It 
happened that I got a present and I didn't know and she would go out 
to a restaurant or something. 
Query: How did you respond ivltcn you henrd about it or what did you suy 
to hm when you heard about it? 
Well I wrs very upset and angry with her. She was probably in the 
hospital at the time. I'd gone to the bank and said that I would be 
responsible for her retuming the money, not that I would hand them 
$5000.00. So there was an agreement made out. I was involved in it. 
She signed a paper. 
Query: H m  àïii she respond to you geRing involved in th&, with the 
agreement thaî you n d e  fivith tJt c bnnu? 
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... she got very cooperative when she wasn't rnanic. She realized that 
something was wrong. She was very mperat ive about it. She wasn't 
angry at me for making the arrangement that she had agreed to. But it 
was only because she was rnanic that it happened and there was a 
question of her signing over. She got $900.00 [federal government 
assistance for perçons with disabilities] a month at that tirne. She 
signed $600.00 [out of her assistance cheque] to pay back the debt 
and she kept $300.00. They [the bank] were very considerate of her. 
Query: H m  did she rerpond tu you being p m  of thm agreement? 
Originally when I found out she was still rnanic. I said I'm going to go 
to the bank and she said, "No, it's none of your business." That was 
her initial response at that time. 
Query: H m  did you respond wlten slte said tlrnt it 's none of your business? 
Well, I said "It is my business because you've created another felony 
and the police could be brought in. You could go to jail. It's that sort of 
an offense. You've got to make some sort of amends. You've got to try 
and pay it back." 

Tracey descnbed how the govemance of her schizoaffective mother was met by 

her resistance in her refusa1 to address her delusional accusations of theft during a manic 

episode: 

I confront her [mother with chronic manic depression with 
schizophrenic tendencies] every time that she's manic because she 
always picks a fight with me, so I have to confront her and I have to 
defend myself. 
Query: Can you briefly give nac an ei-nntplc of whnt hnppens during a 
mainic episode? 
Well, she was getting paranoid that I was slealing her things, like 
with the napkins. 
Query: What happened? Were you nt hcr phce? 
I was at her place for a couple of days. She accused me of taking 
al1 her napkins and hiding them on her so she would think she was 
crazy. She forgot to check the laundry basket because that's 
where they al1 ended up after dinner the previous few days and she 
cornpletely forgot about it and she thought I was lying when I said I 
wuldn't find a napkin and she said, "You hid them on me." 
Quety: And how did you respond? 
After about five or ten minutes of her running around the house like 
a fool, I said, "Check the laundry basket." And she did, and she 
said, 'You're right, they're al1 here." And every time after 
sornething's gone missing, I Say, "Remember the napkins?" Her 



response is, "1 don't want to talk about napkins. We're talking 
about this now." 

Some wornen reported that at tirnes they would not attempt the govemance of 

chronic manic depressive and schizoaffective family members for fear of resistance from 

chronically mentally il1 family members and for fear of exacerbating these episodes with 

potentiai hann to themselves a d o r  others. This interview with Gai1 clearly iiiustrates the 

chronic episodes of her two family mernbers and her fear of resistance: 

Things are dark and things are gloomy [for her rnother]. I think she 
[rnother] often expresses that she wants to tear her clothes off and 
that sort of thing. It's a very dark and gloomy type of thing for her. 
Query: What about the behnvior nnd nppenrnnce of her d u h g  the 
depressive episodes? 
She' s quite angry. There' s a lot of anger. Her tone of voice is a lot 
harsher. 
Q u q :  What about appearnnccs? 
I guess she doesn't look too good. 
Query: And what do you sny or do in response tu her behnvior and 
appenrances during her depressive episodcs? 
Well nothing much. I don't feel that I have the freedom to voice my 
thoughts, my openness, my feelings. 
Qrtery: M a t  &in& of feelings cfucs your broflter a ~ e r i e n c e  dunng these 
episodes [depressive/? 
He's much quieter. He's more withdrawn; he's that sort of way. He 
doesn't talk rnuch. 
Query: And what k i n k  of feelings rhcs p u r  brotlter erperience during 
his manie episode? 
I don't know because he's never really told me what he feels or 
how he feels. 
Query: Mat kindr of beltnviors (focs he exhibit during his manic 
episodes? 
Like I Say. He's quite withdrawn and he's very quiet. He'll probably 
go off in his room and Iisten to the radio or go out at one o'clock in 
the moming for a walk. 
Query: Mth his manic episodes? In nznnin? 
Yeah. He'll go out for tvvo hours at one o'clock in the morning. He 
wouldn't know where he's going or else hopefully he won't have 
another attack that he's going to do something foolish. 
Query: mai do you SUI* or do nbouf ltis bcltnviors in his manic 



qisodes? 
I don't really do anything, you learn about what to Say, what to do 
and how to do it because I'rn afraid it's going to trigger something 
more serious or whatever. 
Query: Do yoic feel like that about both of them [mother with chronic 
manie depression and brother with chronic mnnic depression and 
schizophrenic tendencid? 
Yes. 

While women in the study reponed the govemance of their farnily members in monitoring 

and controlling their manic and depressive episodes it is likely to be met with resistance 

that most often has dificult and sometimes tragic consequences for both caregivers and 

family members involved such as criminal charges, harm to themseltes andor others. 

These women also monitor and control medical compliance in the govemance of their 

family members to try to monitor and control the manic and depressive episodes of their 

family rnembers and prevent these criminal charges. harm to themselves and/or others. 

Monitoring and Controllhg Medicd Complia~ice 

AI women in the study reponed the insistence upon medical compliance in the 

govemance of their farnily members. with nine of the 17 chronically mentally il1 family 

members refused to comply with medical treatment for their manic depression and 

schizoaEective disorder. This resistance is facilitated by current mental health legklation, in 

that consent is necessary before a chronic manic depressive and schizoaffective family 

member can receive treatment in Quebec (Gaudet 199422). In Quebec, treatment cm be 

given without consent to chronically mentally il1 family members only in an emergency 

situation, where a psychiatrist believes, "on reasonable and probable grounds", that the 

patient is in imminent danger. Similarly. in Ontario. treatment can be given by a 
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psychiatnst without consent from a chronic manic depressive and schizoaflective family 

member only if the person is suffering and is at risk if the treatment is not administered 

promptly. Thus, in Quebec and Ontario, effons by these women to administer treatment to 

family members and insist on medical compliance without their consent may be met with 

resistance and prove to be both significantly challenging and hstrating for these women 

left ro rely solely on the judgement of a psychiatnst in determinhg "need" in order to 

adrninister involuntary treatment, as required by the provincial mental health legislation of 

Quebec and Ontario. The legitimate authority to diagnose chronic manic depression and 

schizoaffective disorder and prescribe medicat ions rest s wit h psychiatnsts and medicai 

practitioners while these women are given the responsibility of overseeing medical 

compliance and managing symptorns and behaviours of their chronically mentally il1 family 

members. 

These women reported that medical compliance for their chronically mentally il1 

family members was important to: prevent harm to themselves, prevent manic and 

depressive episodes, help them function and control manic depression as a biochemical 

disorder. Monica insisted that medical compliance was important and reported "1 think it's 

really important to keep them [manic depressives and schizoaffectives] from 

damaging themselves, and to prevent episodes from coming around." Again, 

Nicole insisted that medical compliance was imponant and stated that "it stops the 

severe highs and lows. lt keeps them on a level where they are not so high and 

low. lt helps them function throughout daily life." Similady, Amanda argued that 
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medical compliance was important and maintained ''it's [manic depression and 

schizoaffeclive disorder] chernical, right? So yeah, if it can help. ' 

The majority of women in the study reponed the governance of their farnily 

rnembers in using expianations of mental illness embedded within the medical mode1 of 

madness to emphasize the significance of medical compliance and persuade them to take 

their medication, with resistance such as: 1) comparing manic depression to diabetes and 

having to 'fix the imbalance" to convince a family member to take medication only to be 

met with resistance in that the family member refused to take the medication 2) insisting 

that one had to 'hdjust to the right medical levels of medication" to convince a family 

member to take rnedication only to be met with resistance in that the family mernber 

refused to take the rnedication and 3)  comparing manic depression to diabetes and 

epilepsy to convince a family member to take medication only to be met with resistance in 

that the family member refûsed to take the  medication. 

Nicole described how the governance of her schizoaffective husband was met by 

resistance in his objection to medication: 

I tried speaking to him. 1 told him, "You have an imbalance in your 
headn and 1 touched his head to show him. I said, "You need the 
medication to control this." 1 also said ... touching my own stomach 
that rny pancreas does not work and if I don7 take medication, I will 
get a bad case of diabetes. That is, 1 don't have enough insulin to 
take care of the sugar that goes into the blood. Therefore, I take 
insulin needles, and regulate it by rnedication. I told hirn that he 
does not have enough serotonin in his brain, so the doctors made 
pills to fix the imbalance in your head. He said if he takes the 
medication he will become addicted to it. He said he does not want 
that. I said he has to take it because his illness is physical and he 
needs the medication. He said he did not want to take pills and 
have people know he had a mental illness. He was too proud. 
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Eleanor recalled how the govemance of her manic depressive son was met by 

resistance in his refùsal to take his medication: 

...[ Il tried to explain to him that it was like a person with diabetes 
they had to. or by right. you had to test, you had to do bloodwork 
and observe how the person was feeling and adjust to the right 
medical leve!s of medication but it took time. But it didn't work and 
besides he didn't want to take the stuff it was scary stuff. He 
objected and now, I don't know whether he is on anything or not. 

Monica explained how the govemance of her schizoaffective sister was met by 

resistance in her objection to medication: 

... rnost of the time I would Say. "You're not going to get better if 
you don't start taking it regularly and properly." I tell her it's like a 
diabetic taking insulin, that works, or an epileptic taking medication 
to prevent a seizure. You need to take that medication. I have to 
keep explaining to her a lot of times she blames herself for her 
mental illness. But I Say, "You have a chemical imbalance, it's just 
like someone with a pancreas that doesn't produce insulin. You 
need to take that to stabilize yourself and you need to be on it for a 
period of time. Because if you are not on it and you don't eat 
properly and you don't take it the right times you'll start to mess 
everything up. Your brain will start to get messed up again." I just 
try to ernphasize how important it would be to take it properly 
because if she doesn't take it she is not going to get better. 

The rnajority of women in the study reported the govemance of their manic and 

depressive family members in their insistence that their family members take their 

medication, with resistance such as: 1 ) surveillance for the purposes of medical 

compliance oniy to be met with resistance in that the family member refused to take 

medication 2) providing containers for medication only to be met with resistance in that 

the family member would not take the medication and throw it away and 3) putting 

medication in cereal and milk only to be met with resistance in that the family member 
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would not dnnk the milk in suspicion. 

Nicole described the governance of a family member through medical cornpliance 

by surveillance that was met with resistance in that the family member refused to take 

medication: 

I watched him night and day, and it was hard to get him to take the 
medication. Once, I had to cal1 his sister who spent a m o l e  night 
explaining to hirn how important it was to take it. Well, when he 
stopped, he was in a high and you cannot reason with him. 

Ingrid reported the govemance of a family member by providing containers for 

medication that was met with resistance in that the family member refused to take the 

medication "forgetting them or throwing them a way a few tirnes." S he said " 1 'd give 

her the containers. Take fhree a day and she'd forget. She wasn't interested in 

faking it, she wasn 't responsible. " 

Gail descnbed the govemance of a farnily member by deception by putting 

medication in cereal and milk that was met with resistance in that the family member 

refûsed to take the medication : 

. . .he is now taking medication without him knowing it, and I believe 
the lithium is helping. 
Query: How is if thnt ke doesn 't knoiv? 
Because he doesn't think that he has an illness or he doesn't think 
that he needs any medication. 
Query: But is he tnking it b j  kis cltoice? 
No he's taking it without knowing it. We [Gail and her mother] 
administer it. Half a tablet in the moming in his cereal. 
Query: Ok 
That's the lithium, but at nigh! he takes another medication, which 
he doesn't take al1 the time, because that's harder to give to him, 
because sometimes he takes orange juice rather than milk, and we 
put it in the milk. Like last night mother put it in his milk, but he 
didn't take the milk, he took the orange juice. It's easier to hide it in 
the milk than it is in the orange juice. 



Query: If he k got suspicious does he ever Say aylhing? 
Well, we Say, "Here, we've poured you your milk." 
Q u q :  Has he ever got suspicious and asked you anything about it? 
Yeah. He has. 
Query: How do you usually respond when he dues that.. . or your 
mother? Who respondr? 
Just a brief point for you. We ask.llDo you want to empty the 
carton?" 
Query: Does hepersin or dues he drink it? 
Sometimes he won? drink it. Sornetimes he'll go and get some 
more from the carton. In that case it's just left and it will get thrown 
out. 
Query: What idealiy ~vouldyou like to do about your brother? What 
wouldyou Say was the i&l situntion about delenling with how he's not 
taking the medication? Your tecltnique now of ndnrinistering his 
medication is that the ideal solution tltat you 'la found? 
What else is there? You run out of ways how to do it. 

These women reported that the governance of family members through medical 

compliance is met with resistance because of side effects and other demands of long-term 

treatment and various types and dosages of medication that may be burdensome nich as feeling 

iü, ceasing to menstmate, weight gain and feeling constricted. Monica explained that for her 

sister with schizoafEective disorder. medical compliance was often met with resistance 

because she felt il1 on various dosages and kinds of medication 

... there will be times where you know she'd go off and Say, '1  don't 
want to take them ... l don't like the way they make me feel." There 
were times where she'd be on the wrong dosage or she's not on 
the right kind. There were a lot of times when she was in the 
hospital, the last time she was in treatment, they put her on 
different medications trying to find the right combinations and she 
was getting pretty bad side effects. So I kind of could understand 
why she wasn't taking it properly because it's not until recently that 
she was put on the right combination. Before in the hospital she 
was put on too strong of a dose or other types of drugs. 

Diane noted that for her daughter wit h schizoaffective disorder, medical 
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compliance was often met with resistance because she ceased to menstruate and gained 

weight : 

Her meds stops her having periods, and she doesn't like that, she 
also thinks it makes her put on a little weight, I think eating has 
something to do with it, makes her put on a little weight, I would 
Say she is ambivalent. 
Query: What do you Say or do about i f? 

I Say, 'Well, I see that your injections are corning, I see that you 
are a little crosser than you used to be." I Say, 'The choice is 
yours you may turn up and get your rneds and you are entirely 
welcome here, but if you choose. if you do not take your meds, 
then it is very clear, I choose not to have you here." 

Ingrid stated that for her daughter with schizoaffective disorder, medicat compliance was 

often met with resistance because she felt constricted 

I know that the Haldol.. . this is not what she's taking now ... this 
thing will tranquilize an elephant. I feel that she must have felt so 
constricted under Haldol. I thought that because naturally she 
wanted to break out and she said, " 1  can't stand it, restricting, 
restricting" and then she'd go and take cocaine or sornething. 

These women also reported that the governance of family members through 

medical compliance is met with resistance because of reluctance to give up the experience of 

manic episodes of euphoria, increased energ. creativity, heightened self-esteem and ability to 

focus that accompanies these episodes. Eleanor stated that for her son with chronic manic 

depression, medical compliance was ofien met with resistance because he was afiaid of 

losing his creative abilities: 

. . . Jake was afraid that if he took his lithium that al! his creative 
abilities would disappear. .. . he was afraid of that because he's 
always been very visual, very creative. always liked drawing. I 
guess he has designed for years and years and we didn't know 
about it, and very musical, incredibly musical, and I think he was 
afraid it would dull his brain or something, and 1 know that was the 
thing he was afraid of. 



Q u q :  So what didyou do about it, ivhen he wouldn 't take his 
medication ? 
There wasn't a hell of a lot I could do, l just encouraged hirn to do it 
and he said no. 

Despite this govemance, over half of the wornen were unable to persuade their family 

members to take their medication. Many factors including denial, ambivalence and side 

effects contributed to family members resistance to medical cornpliance. The safeguarded 

rights of chronically mentally il1 family members in mental health legislation also facilitated 

their resistance. These women also monitor and control hospital outpatient treatment in 

the governance of their family members to try to monitor and control the manic and 

depressive episodes of their family rnembers and secure professional treatment for their 

episodes. 

Monitoring and Controllhg Hospirnl Otr rpnrierzt Treatment 

The majority of women in the study reponed the govemance of their manic and 

depressive family members in using psychiatrists or medical practitioners for outpatient 

hospital treatment, with resistance such as: 1 ) govemance in using a psychiatnst and this 

was met with resistance in that the family member refùsed to go to the appointment 2) 

govemance in using a psychiatrist and this was met with resistance in that the family 

member became very hostile and refused to go to the appointment and 3) govemance in 

using a psychiatnst and this was met with resistance in that the farnily member becme 

very defensive and refùsed to go to the appointment. 

Sheila described the govemance of a family member by using a psychiatrist that 

was met with resistance in that the family member refused to go to the appointment she 
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'Wied, 1 tned getfing him into see a psychiatrist and there was no way of getting 

him there, there was no way. Well, 1 called the nexf day to set up an appointment 

and she [the psychiatrist] said yes she could see me the very next day and he 

just didn't want to go." 

Diane described the govemance of a farnily member by using a psychiatrist that 

was met with resistance in that the family rnember becarne very hostile and refûsed to go 

to the appointment: 

We couldn't get her near a doctor for the first I would Say two to 
three months when she could no longer function at school. She felt 
everybody was looking at her, she was very uncornfortable, she 
stayed home, and she quit school, in other words Cegep. Then I 
becarne very il1 with pneumonia very soon after. At the hospital I 
met a very wonderful lady physician at the time, a general 
practitioner an excellent doctor, and I told her why, what I was 
dealing with. 
Query: Do you remember dm gew thnt IVRS in? 
Oh yes, it was I would Say in about '88 would it bel it was four 
years from her diagnosis, four years from whatever I said before 
anyway. I told her about this problem with my daughter, the 
abusive behavior.. . 
Query : Did your daughter willinglj go in ? 
I think reasonably willingly. I didn't have a problem or anything, I 
didn't drag her. 
Query: Was there any kind of resistnnce? 
I think there was resistance towards pretty well everything, 1 don't 
recall a srnile on her face for three or four years. 
Query: What did she sny or do, d i e n  d i e  thought you might have 
recommended her? 
Probably fuck-you or something, but after that, I may have set 
down a few guidelines, and pardon me for that language, but I was 
being her, she. I think we were getting to the point of if you're going 
to live here and we want to keep our health, you're going to have to 
get in a car with us and see a doctor. I just got over pneumonia, 
and I don't plan to be sick again if I can avoid it, for my health, and 
we went over and the doctor saw something pretty serious, her hair 
was out in a funny way and of course the scowl on her face. She 
had a permanent scowl for about four years, then she set her up 
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with a doctor, a psychiatrist at St. Antoine's Hospital. We got there, 
and she did go for a year at our insistence, sometimes, she pretty 
well went most of the time, again, reiuctantly I guess she didn't 
want to be out in the street. I didntt want to put her out in the street, 
but tough love is cnielty with a really sick person but anyway we 
got her to the doctor finally he said 'family meetingn. I thought this 
was much better. 
Q u q :  So ke called the famil'y meeting, so hmv did your daghfet  react 
to that? 
She wasn't going to go and I said "If you do not go get in the car 
with us we are going. we have planned and waited for this day for 
quite some time and I said if you do not get in the car with us, you 
must make other accommodations, you will be removed, you will 
not live here." So she got in the car and we left, and we got there 
and she did listen to him, and she was very angry, but she was 
genuinely frightened at being.. . al1 of her friends had gone, they're 
gone through university and they got degrees, she was stuck in a 
basement for four years, enough is enough. So she did go. 

Nicole described the governance of a family member by using a psychiatrist that 

was met with resistance in that the family member became very defensive and refbsed to 

go to the appointment: 

. . . he would Say that he was not sick. In July of 1994, my girlfriend 
Marie set up an appointment with a psychologist and psychiatrist 
for him because in July of 1994, he slept on the sofa for 24 days. 
Once a week, I bathed him, I brought al1 his meals into the living 
room. We tried to get him to go to the psychiatrist and 
psychologist. But he would not go. Marie tried to get him to go 
because he would not listen to me at all. Marie could not convince 
hirn either. In fact when Marie and Paul had a one on one 
conversation, he switched the whole conversation of going to the 
psychiatrist and psychologist to al1 his problems were my fault. 1, in 
his eyes, needed help and not him. 1 told him, he was using me as 
an excuse to cover his problems. 1 told hirn that if I was the real 
cause of his problems, I would stop doing everything that he did 
not want me to do. He just ignored me and tuned me out. 

While women in the audy reported the _eovernance of family members in using 

psychiatrists or medical practitioners for outpatient hospital treatment, many women were 
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unable to persuade farnily members to attend appointments with psychiatrists or medical 

practitioners without resistance. Denial was the primary factor that cuntnbuted to family 

member resistance to appointments with psychiatnsts or medical practitioners. These 

women also monitor and control hospitalization in the governance of their family mernbers 

to try to monitor and control the manic and depressive episodes of their family members 

and secure long term in-patient treatment for their episodes. 

Monitoring and Controllhg Hospitalization 

The majority of women in the study reported that the govemance of their manic 

and depressive faMly memben was met with resistance. ~esistance to hospitalization is 

facilitated by current mental health legislation Under Quebec legislation, a chronically 

mentally il1 family member cannot be admitted involuntarily, without a psychiatric 

examination; however, if a physician finds that the person poses a senous threat to himself 

or others, that person can, under section 2 1,  can be held for 24 hours in order to undergo 

a psychiatnc examination (Gaudet 1994 20 ) .  Involuntary admission of a chronically 

mentally il1 farnily member in Quebec requires two psychiatnc assessments (with the sarne 

conclusion) within 96 hours. In Ontario. however. one physician may give authority for 

involuntary admission of a chronically mentally il1 family mernber based on the potential 

danger posed by the person. 

These women reported resistance to using hospitalization in the govemance of 

chronically mentally il1 farnily members such as: 1) governance in using a hospital for 

emergency hospitalization and this was met wirh resistance in that the family member used 
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the Mental Health Act to avoid hospitalization 2) governance in using hospitalization oniy 

to be met with resistance in that the family member got out to write an exarn and didn't 

report back to the hospitai and 3 )  govemance in using a hospitalization for emergency 

hospitalization and this was met with resistance in that the family member ran fiom the 

hospital grounds. Monica descnbed the governance of a family member by using a hospitai 

for emergency hospitaiization that was met with resistance in that the family member used 

the Mental Health Act not to be adrnitted: 

We were given a really hard time when we came in. I donJt think 
anyone took us seriously. 
Query: Were you ever denier1 nny infornlntion or did your sister ever 
deny any information about trentnicnt or nnything? 
I don? recall them [the social worker] going over the workings of 
the mental heath act [at the hospital]. 
Query: M e n  was the Mental Hcdtli Act rnised ivith the social worker? 
I think it was when I asked.. . when I wanted to admit her. 
Query: What year luas thnr? 
1995. 
Query: So what happened rltnt time gou iunnted to admit her? 
I brought her in. We walked into emergency and the lady at the 
desk ... they didn't take us seriously ... I think they thought we were 
a lot younger then we were. A long wait and finally we got to see 
the social worker. We talked to her a little bit. Kyla talked to her, 
not much else happened after that ... I remember talking with her 
and she said I think that we should keep her. It would be advisable 
for her to stay here for a few days. She said but we can't keep her 
against her own will here. They probably told me about the Mental 
Health Act. They didn't really go into detail. I never got any kind of 
sheet on the Mental Health Act, just sort of Iike it has to be her 
choice to stay here. 
Query: Did she wont to stnj th cre? 
No, no. She didn't think she was sick. She didn't think anything 
was wrong with her. 
Query: How did the situarion end? 
We ended up going home. I think when they were talking with me 
for a little while and they talked to her and they brought us together 
afterwards and talked with both of us ... I think they made it look 
less serious, when we were together then when we were giving our 
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Query: H m  did your sister respond at that point to the contact thatyou 
kad Lad with these professionnls? 
Pretty bad l y. 
Query: Wkat did she say? Do you remenaber? 
She was very on the defense. I don't believe that at that point she 
thought there was something wrong. She'd Say I'm fine. They'd 
ask her questions like name, marital status. She'd give her name, 
date, whatever and she'd go, "What do you think 1 am sick or 
something?" I'd go Kyla, I'd go into some of her behaviors, '1 
don't think that's exactly average behavior, I mean I think you've 
got some problerns that you have to sort out." Maybe I wasn't 
always sensitive and go, "Kyla I think you might be sick." The 
social worker whomever we talked to said yeah, 'We think that she 
should stay here for a while for observation." She was not 
compliant at all. 
Quev: Wkat ideal& WOU Id you likc to du nbout tJant contact with 
pro fessiinals? 
I think I would have liked for her to spend enough time with us. I 
think they did not spend enough time with us. I think they were 
trying to rush everything to get us out. 1 think they should have 
gone over a little more with the Mental Health Act. I don't really 
think they took us seriously ... what was going on ... I think she [the 
social workers] was kind of making light of it. I think 1 would have 
liked for it to be taken a little more seriously. I don't think they took 
us very seriously at al 1. 
Query: Whnt did they exphin to sou nbout the nzcntd henth nct, if you 
can recall? 
I don't even remember the words Mental Health Act. I just 
remember thern saying she has to be the one that wants to stay 
here, you can't force her against her will that's the law. That's al1 I 
rernember I don't remember her going over the mental heath act, 
like the director mentioned in that letter. No one read us the riot 
act. I never saw any sheet, Mental Health Act, and how it runs. I 
found out from research and talking to other people later on. 

Ingrid described the govemance of a family member by using hospitalization that 

was met with resistance in that the family member got out io write an exam and didn't 

report back to the hospital: 

Query: In terms of the hospitnlilntions, how mnny of them have been 
voluntary out of the thirîpsopen ? Wcrc t h e  nny nt dl? 
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Well none of them were really voluntary. There were times before 
certification where she would fun away and I'd have to bring her back 
[to the hospital grounds]. 
Query: 1s there any resLslnnce in doctors or others? 
Well, doctors have to have the word, Dr. Kovic said to me. But 
certification means that if they leave the hospital, it's the hospital's 
responsibility to find them. m e y  have to phone the police. They're 
responsible for bringing her back if she is certified, but if she's not 
œrtified she's just cornmitteci. Committed that's the word I was thinking 
of, but they're not certified. If she's cornmitted and she leaves the 
hospital, I have to find her. They don't usually certify hem for longer 
than twenty-four or thirty-six hours. but they can repeat it. 
Query: Were there ewr m y  tinres rlint you broughr her into the hospital 
and ailempted to get cmtcntion for Arinnne and not obtained if? 
Well, you don? usually get certification the moment you take them in. 
Maybe a few times when she was crazy. crazy, crazy. 
Query: And were there tintes d t e n  you felt h t  she shouI<t, and they feft 
that she shouid not be cettijïed? 
Well, there was a mistake made one day. One day they took her in 
and she was writing exams at Bridgeton University and I got a f o m  
from the doctor that could take her in the exam and then go back to 
the hospital and that happened a couple of times; and then the third 
time the dodor was very apologetic. That was the only way she could 
get out, so she probably was certified. She got to write the exam and 
then sornebody missed something and she got out with a girlfriend 
and she got manic again. 

Monica also reponed the governance of her family member by using a hospital for 

emergency hospitalization was met with resistance in that the family member ran fiom the 

hospital grounds: 

... there have been times where we have gotten ont0 the premise 
and she sort of runs off. 
Query: How does she respond tu tlzis? 
1 think a lot of the times she gets verbally aggressive. Sometimes 
physically but I don't think she's terribly thrilled about it [to go to a 
hospital emergency room]. 

Further resistance to hospitakation is facilitated by cuts to mental health care services and 

problems in providing community-based services to the chronically mentally il1 that tend to 
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be underfunded, uncoordinated and unequipped to deal with the severity and chronicity of 

certain mental illnesses (Gaudet 1994). 

The women in this study reponed long waiting penods due to undemaffing as a 

result of mental health care cuts that facilitated resistance. Ingrid and Nicole reported the 

following: 1) resistance to hospitalization in the family member fleeing fiom the hospital 

waiting room and 2) resistance to hospitaiization in leaving from the hospital room and 

attempting suicide. Ingnd described the long waits due to lack of staffas a result of mental 

health care cuts that facilitated her daughter's resistance to hospitalization in fleeing from 

the hospital grounds after her twentieth visit to emergency: 

. .. what I thought after she was going to the Glenview Hospital and al1 
the files they had. It shouldn't have been such long waits. That was 
interminable. Just waiting in the emergency. They can just run away 
and do ail sorts of things. It's long waiting periods. You know, if they 
had a patient that they knew was there every seven months, at the 
twentieth time they came, they should have been able to look up a file, 
you know. not have these ages of waiting. 

Simiiarly, Nicole described how her husband was lefl unattended due to 

lack of hospital staff as a result of mental health care cuts that faciIitated her 

husband's resistance to hospitaiization in fleeine from the hospital grounds: 

... she admitted him and they were supposed to corne and give him 
his pills to sedate him and a psychiatrist was supposed to corne 
and speak to hirn and nothing happened. He was left in the room 
for a few hours by himself. When he was left alone, at that time he 
was in psychotic paranoid state, but none of the doctors or nurses 
knew this or picked up on this. So he would wander around the 
room and Say to the nurse that he wanted to go for a walk around 
the parking lot. The nurse allowed hirn but said he could not leave 
the hospital premises and that he had to be back in a couple of 
minutes. He did and masked it. He put on a smile and very 
friendly and acted normal. 
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As Nicole fùnher explained, this resulted in his near fatal suicide attempt: 

He left the hospital and walked to the mountains behind the bushes 
in the freezing rain and snow. He got lost, took his belt off and 
hung it on a tree to hang himself. But it didn't work because the 
buckle broke off. He fell and 1 guess he slept for a while because 
he was unconscious. He woke up and I guess that he realized, he 
wanted to live for me. And, then he walked to his brother's house 
and got there at 2:00 am. He had a big, thick red mark around the 
front of his neck from the belt. 

While women in the study reporred the govemance of their family members in 

using hospitalization with family members many women were unable to hospitalize family 

members that were a danger to themselves andlor others without resistance. Denial and 

ambivalence contributed to family members ' resist ance t O hospitalization. The safeguarded 

nghts of chronically mentally il1 farnily members in mental health legislation and long 

waiting periods in emergency rooms as a result of mental health care cuts also facilitated 

their resistance. These women also monitor and control medical file information in the 

govemance of their family members to t- to monitor and control the manic and 

depressive episodes of their family members and their medical cornpliance. 

Mon itoring and Con trolliizg Medicd File I/iform atio n 

The majority of women in the study reponed the govemance of their manic and 

depressive family members in attempts to obtain medical file information of family 

members, with resistance. Resistance to obtaining medical file information is facilitated by 

mental health legislation. Ontario and Quebec include confidentiality provisions in their 

mental health legislation, despite the fact that confidentiality is required under professional 

codes of medical ethics. Information about chronically mentally il1 family members is 
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gathered and provided to facilitate effective treatment for the patient, in some cases after 

the patient has been discharged to a community facility. Hospital sta f f  have a stria duty to 

keep al1 information fiom psychiatnc records confidential, in consideration for chronically 

mentally il1 family members and the potential consequences of the improper release of 

information. 

These women reported the govemance of chronically mentally il1 farnily memben 

in attempts to obtain medical file information of family members, with resistance such as: 

1) govemance in trying to secure medical file information of family members with 

resistance through the use of the Mental Health Act with guidance counselors, general 

practitioners, and psychiatnsts complying with the legislation and 2) governance in trying 

to secure medical file information of a family member with resistance through the use of 

the Mental Health Act with psychiatrists complying with the legislation. 

Eleanor reports the govemance of a family mernber by trying to secure medical file 

information of family members that was met with resistance in that family members used 

the Mental Health Act and guidance counseling. eeneral practitioners, and psychiatrists 

complying with the legislation: 

I don? know if he's on any medication and itJs very frustrating 
because once they reach a certain age. you could be going, and 
I've heard this from other people, you could be going through hell 
at home, but your hands are tied, because once they reach a 
certain age, "Sorry we canJt tell you anything." 
Query: Has this happen eci beforc? 
Yes, oh yes. 
Query: With wkich of your sons? 
Both of them. 
Query: And can you tell me n littk bit about tltnr? Have you eirpetîenced 
ihis wiih Jake or Cory evcr befure? 
Yes, with both of thern. 



Query: Wirh any profssionals tlint p u  've been in contact with? 
Oh, yeah, lots of pediatricians, general practitioners and whoever 
they were seeing, psychiatrists or even some guidance wunselors 
at school, 'Oh, I'm sorry it's confidential information we can't tell 
you anything." And you could be going through absolute hell with 
thern if they won't tell you anything. 
Query: Wth Jake with whom and did you mer, with what professioonals 
did you mer erperience barriets of confillentinlity ? 
Guidance wunselors at school. 
Query: Wkat year, do you remember? 
Oh at 14, 15. When he was going through high school with a 
guidance counselor. 
Query: What huppened at thnt tirnc? 
Well I knew his behavior was weird and I really had no idea what 
was going on at school and I didn't know what his behavior was 
like at school and I made an appointment to talk to the guidance 
counselor and I knew he'd talk to them. They wouldn't tell me 
anything because it was confidential and I went in and I tried to Say 
well this is what's going on at home and IJm very worried and I 
know its not normal and they çaid, "I'm sorry I can't talk about it." 
Query: Were there ony othcr prufessionnls ~ v h  ere you rnn into these 
problems with Jake, experienccd bnrricrs? 
The psychiatrists at the hospital, they're not allowed to talk about it. 
about what the other person said and the general practitioners. My 
sons asked me to make an appointment with the general 
practitioner's for Cory, because he was feeling depressed. Yet 
when I saw Patrick, who's a friend of mine. cause I taught his kids, 
'I'm sorry I can't Say anything." "Did you see Cory, did you see 
him?" "Yes," and he couldn't Say anything cause itJs confidential. 
1 mean how the heck do you know? It would be nice to know, well 
yes the medication is helping, no it's not, we're assessing the 
levels. It's very important to send them in too. I mean it's like 
beating your head against a brick wall. they won? Say anything and 
how in heaven's sake can you help yourself and them if you don't 
know what's going on? 
Query: At any point do you feel tlznt Cary or Jnke have asked the 
professionals to secure confiïicntinlit~* so you ivould no? hase access to 
information? Who's choice do you feel that it tuas? 
Well it's law and I think maybe if 1 were in their shoes I would feel 
much better about talking to somebody if I knew it stayed here and 
maybe this wouldn't get back to my mother, but then it's very 
frustrating if somebody finds you in that episode and your hands 
are tied. Nobody will tell you anything, nobody will help you, won't 
Say yes they're on their medication. no they're not on. we're trying 
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to address the levels, make sure that they go back. That was the  
problem with Jake. He wouldn't go back for the blood test to check 
his lithium levels, so they could adjust it and I tried to explain that 
like people with diabetes or I have a thyroid problem and you have 
to find out what the proper level is. 

"Maggie", a 23 year-old college student and careeiver of a 44 year-old fernale 

chronic manic depressive aunt reponed the govemance of a family member by trying to 

secure medical file information with a family member that was met with resistance in that 

the family member used the Mental Health Act with psychiatnsts complying with the 

Iegislation "when she did get to see a psychiatrist, it was very secretive. Even 

though if a family member requested to be in the room, whatever, that [sic] could 

give information, cause she knew if 1 was in the roorn to give information, they 

could give information to me." 

While women in the study reponed the govemance of their manic and depressive 

farnily members in attempts to obtain medical file information of family members many 

women were unable to obtain medical file information on family members without 

resistance. Privacy was the primary factor that contributed to family members' resistance 

to releasing medical file information. The safeguarded rights of chronically mentally ill 

family members in mental health legislation facilitated their resistance. 

Clearly, for these women the governance of their family members has its 

limitations in trying to manage the problems. issues and tensions, and the contradictions 

they face in their roles as pnmary family caregivers and as state designated mental health 

promoters. The govemance of family members through monitoring and controlling manic 

and depressive episodes, monitoring and controlling medical compliance, monitoring and 
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controlling outpatient hospital treatment, monitoring and controlling hospitaiization and 

monitoring and controlling medical file infonnation is constantly being negotiated and 

aitered within constraints and resistance by their farnily members. Further, this complex 

form of power has its Iirnits in that family rnember resistance is facilitated by mental health 

legislation and poiicy. Mental health legislation and policy refuses information to these women 

fiom psychiatrists or physicians, provides inadequate information about chronically mentally ill 

famly memben, provides inadequate mental health services to these women and their farnily 

members, excludes these women when they accompany the family member to emergency, 

ignores these women's knowledge to the derriment of the family member and contradictory 

legislation and policy repeatedly reco-pises the right to refuse care as more important than the 

nght to care even in situations where intervention and prevention is required. This places 

severe limitations and constraints on women in the Sovernance of family members in 

managing their roles as primary family caregivers and state designated mental health 

promoters of their chronically mentally il1 family members. 

Devaluing Caregiver Kmwledge 

The rnajonty of women reported that when family members were taken to the 

hospital during manic or depressive episodes. the family members, physicians and 

psychiatrists denied caregiver knowledge of their episodes, they denied that family 

members posed a danger to themselves and others and, physicians and psychiatrists 

misdiagnosed and rninimized the severity of their family members syrnptoms and 

behaviors. Most often when family members were taken ro the hospital emergency room, 
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the farnily member was not adrnitted to the hospital and retumed home with the caregiver 

while they rernained a danger to themselves and others. 

Ingrid reported that a psychiatrist denied her accounts of the seventy of her family 

member's manic episode: 

I know for example when she was at the Glenview and she was an 
out patient and a very young psychiatrist, from Getmany, a 
physician who was deciding to become a psychiatrist, and Arianne 
was one of his patients, he used to be a trainee and I knew during 
that period she was becoming a bit manic and I went and told him 
that. and he said no, no she's just fine and so the third time I went 
and said she's really manic and he agreed to cal1 in the senior out 
patient psychiatrist, and so we were sitting there quiet enough and 
the senior psychiatrist came. I've forgotten his name and she told 
hirn that there was something bad that was going on and this older 
man was getting upset, " 1  can insist that you stay in the hospital" 
and she said, "No you can'tn and she ran away. That was ... l mean 
I knew that Arianne was getting rnanic and this psychiatrist didn't 
know it until he called in the senior fellow ... 

Monica tragically recalled how a psychiatrist denied her accounts of the seventy 

of her family member's depressive episode. denied that she posed a danger to herself and 

others and misdiagnosed and minimized the severity of her symptoms and behaviors: 

... they had her in the first three times, the first time it was a 
"nervous breakdown." The second time "a quick kind of you 
kno w"... and the third 'here's some Prozac, cal1 me in the morning 
kind of thing of treatment" and we went home again ... , and the 
fourth time it was okay, she has got an established kind of record 
here [at the hospital]. We've been here this many times, it had to 
corne to a point, where she's trying to kill herself and they literally 
have to be in the act of doing something. in order for them to get 
hospitalized, they have to be. I knew that night [the third time] she 
was going to overdose, but I had to let her do it, because if I didn't 
let her do it, then I wouldn't have a reason for bringing her in. Like 
they wouldn't think it was severe enough, according to what they 
put in the records, they didn't feel that any of that was a threat to 
herself, a threat to me or to anybody else, they didn't feel that she 
was a big enough threat to herself or anyone else. I knew by hirn 
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[the psychiatrist] giving her the Prozac, whatever drugs they gave 
her she was going to take them all. I was going to take them from 
her and monitor them and 1 thought no, I know she is going to take 
them al1 so I am going to let her take them al1 and it's ail sick but I 
had to do it ... because 1 didn't force her to take them al1 but I knew 
that she was going to do it. But if I didn't let her, the way the mental 
health system works is the person literally has to be doing 
something that is like in danger of themselves at that time, at the 
irnmediate time before they'll get any kind of hetp. Although I'm 
glad I came up in time before she stabbed herself, 1 think that if she 
had not done that and tried to overdose 1 don? believe that we 
would have even gotten in. There's no way because that's just how 
it works and you have to be in the middle of actually doing some 
kind of suicide, actually like lashing out at somebody physically. 
They have to see Iike proof. It would be like trying to prove 
battering or trying to prove like an assault and it would have to be 
actually in front of them for them to do something about it. So it got 
to that point. 

AU women as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally itl should be 

included in the development of treatment and aflercare plans of their farnily members as well as 

in the planning and development of local mental health services. As Gai1 succinaly put it: 

There ought to be more communication. I think that there are gaps 
and doctors ought to be more involved with other family rnembers 
in situations like this. I think that that's the fault of the medical 
profession. 1 know that there's a bit of confidentiality there and they 
think that you can't tell other family members but 1 think when 
you're a close-knit family and you're al1 together in the household, 1 
think that the general practitioners ought to tell the others in that 
case. 

Women as primary family caresivers of the chronically mentally il1 and '[tlhe family has 

a vested interest in the outcome of treatment . . . since the patient is likely to return home 

foiiowing this treatment. Families oflen are responsible for caring for the patient as an 

outpatient and making cenain the patient takes medication and attends treatment sessions. 

However, families are generally involved oniy tangentially in the basic legal and ethical issues." 
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(Sadoff 1983:3 1) Involvement in the treatment and aflercare plans of family memben and 

comrnunity support for women is essential to maintain and enhance their roles as primary 

M y  caregiven and aate designated mental health promoters. 

4.4 Mutual Help Groups 

Six women reported attending mutual help groupsU on a regular basis. Al1 of these 

women reponed that the groups were effective in helping them to manage some of the 

problems, issues and tensions created for women in their roles as primary caregivers and 

state designated mental health promoters of chronic manic depressives and 

schizoafl?ectives. These women reponed that mutual help gave them a place to: 1) 

disclose, share and relate experiences with others 2) assist one another with information 

on how to recognize and manage the manic and depressive episodes of their chronic manic 

depressive and schizoaffective family mernbers. which helps women deal with cnsis and 

uncertainties 3) have access to newsletters and hot iines for women and 4) have access to 

information and referral services and educational prograrns. 

Ingnd explained that attendance at a mutual help group provided a place to talk 

about problems and get suppon: 

... to just talk with people. That's a great thing. It's somewhere you can 
talk to people. That's what you want so desperately to do, is talk.. . .it 
was a great help for me meeting other people with the same kind of 
thing; having to wpe with the same problems ... and really before I 
went to . . A  just felt that I was alone in the world. I don? know ... if I did 
know other people like this. ..it seems so common now, but it didn't 

The public tends to use "suppon group" as a generic term to refer to e-xperiential peer led 
groups or professionally controlled groups or an! and al1 ~arieiies (Lavoie et al. 1994:xiv). Increasingly, 
-chers in the a m  use "support group" to d e r  priniarily to professionally otvned groups and to use 
seChelp group. muhial help group or mutual aid self-hclp group to those that are primarily owned by 
consumers (Lavoie et al. 1991:siv). 
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then. It's a great suppo rt... and very nice families. 

Diane revealed that attendance at a mutual help group provided a place to disclose 

mental illness in the farnily, make fiends and find encouragement: 

You disclose in a way you do not disclose at work, I don't want to 
spi11 rny guts out at work. These people have been down this road 
and they have tips, and if they don? have tips they have friendship 
and encouragement. 

Nicole reported that attendance at a rnutual help group provided a place to educate 

themselves and the family about chronic mental illness: 

It helped me because I got al1 the information from the pamphlets 
and papers. It taught me about the illness and how to deal with it. 
I could bring this information to educate family to better understand 
the illness. 

Eleanor explained that attendance at a rnutual help group provided a place to feel 

less alone, less helpless and less friehtened 

... I could talk to other people and sometimes you'd get little tips on 
how to handle the situation. mostly everybody had a sense of 
humor which really helped. .. . it made a very big difference because 
you feel so alone and so helpless, frightened and I think families 
must go through a lot of the same feelings as the patients 
themselves do. 

Never, Nicole also reponed having to travel to Ottawa on a bi-monthly basis from ni 

Quebec to attend a mutual help group because "/r]here is nofhing in Manou" in terms 

of mutual help groups. Sophie, also living in rural Quebec remarked that "[tlhere was 

nofhing in Laduc" and without transponation she remains unable to attend a mutual 

help group in Hull or Ottawa. 

Lynda remarked that "there's no organisation set up within the East lndian 
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cornmunity in Toronto.' Gai1 reponed that "1 find if quite good. 1 find that once a 

month wasn't suffiCient for my own needs. I fnd that 1 ne& more than once a month. 

Mutual help groups are needed to expand to many mral areas where women as primary 

farnily caregivers are without suppon and resources. They are also are needed to represent 

the needs of diverse cultures where women as primary family caregivers are also without 

suppon and resources. These groups that exist in the present and future need to consider 

bi-monthly meetings and car pools for wornen who as primary family caregivers are 

without adequate support and resources. 

Clearly, while these women suggest a beneficial role for the expansion of mutual 

help groups to assist al1 women with the crisis-Iike conditions and tensions emerging from 

social, political and economic forms of their oppression as primary family caregivers of the 

chronically mentally iU these groups are not accessible to al1 caregivers for reasons that 

include: overburden, location. stigmatization. culture and langage. With the ongoing 

process of deinstitutionalization and the shifi to community care. it is essential that the 

state strengthen services for women as primav family caregivers of the chronically 

mentally il1 by expanding rnuch needed cornmunity services such as respite care, twenty- 

four hour crisis hotlines, and cornmunity health. and mental health centre counselling, 

ducation, crisis intervention and mutual help goups Chapter 5 concludes the study with 

recommendations for refoms and innovations on several fronts and suggestions for 

fûnher sociological research on wornen as prïmary family caregivers of the chronically 

mentaily il1 using the effective mode1 of a feminist political economy fiamework and 

Foucault's (1% 1 : 102) notion of govemance. 



5.0 CK4PTER FIVE: COhrCLUSION 

In concluding this study, 1 am mindfùl of a poem 1 read a year ago in Carleton 

University's The CharIatun---a poem written by Tess Van Straaten, a young woman who 

had grown up as a pnmary caregiver to a manic depressive father with schizophrenic 

tendencies: 

Volces in his head 

My father once told me 
Something is to be said of those 
who ride a tiger 
a saying from his native bleeding Afrika 

Bandaids of democracy cover her bloody broken bones 
My father still bleeds 

From the stronghold of schizophrenia 
he screamed: 
words hound, close around, 
fencing us in 

So-called sanity artificially restored, 
my father told me I would learn from the sea 
as it responds to the seagull's cry- 
But he never did 

In bouts of manic depression 
he blamed evil in al1 the books piled up 
so inviting but not invited 

Doctors, pills, injections, the birth of my sister 
made him well again 
But you cannot bury disease, 
it silently seeps into the watersystem 

Messages from the Sanitarium read: 
"Corne tomorrow at the silencing hour, 



between the moments, we'll meet the Music Master." 
I never went 

In spells of misdiagnosed agony 
he lost one daughter and guilted the other- 
an eleven-year blaming herself for mental illness 

He wanted to silence the False Prophets 
Yet was one himself 

The last time I saw him, 
My father stood on railway tracks- 
trying to see infinite time, 
trying to see if the future held hope 

He wanted to build Jerusalem 
in the ecosystem of his mind 
But the evangelists are wrong- 

You can find faith too late 

March 21, 1996: 16 

As a sociologist and ferninist who has also esperienced pnmary family caregiving 

of two chronic manic depressive family members. 1 fear that many women as pnmary 

family caregivers and their chronically ment ally i l1 famil y members living wit h inadequate 

support and resources such as Van Straaten and her father rnay one day say the same; that 

they too may one day "find faith too late." The caregivers in this study live a "cornmon, 

and growing, nightmare." (Spears 1998:C 1 ) As I have maintained throughout this study, 

the macro caregiving context has created sienifkant problems, issues and tensions on a 

micro level for female family caregivers. 

Together, the feminist political economy framework and Foucauit's notion of 

govemance have served as an effective analytical mode1 in this study to reveal and help 
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understand the problerns, issues and tensions that women face on a micro level that 

include the never-ending burdens of caregiving. domestic and wage labour and, social 

isolation, stressed interpersonal relationships and stigma; the cnses and uncertainties of 

abuse of the care recipient, abuse of the caregiver and, alcohol and dnig abuse; the 

potential danger of chronically mentally il1 family members to themselves a d o r  others; 

and family members fiequent manic and depressive episodes and resistance to medical 

compliance, outpatient hospital treatment. hospitalization. monitoring and medical file 

information. These women tw to manage the problems. issues and tensions, and the 

contradictions in their roles as prima- farnily caresivers and as state designated mental 

health promoters through female family careeiver Sovernance of farnily members with 

resistance from their farnily members This resistance is facilitated by mental health 

legislation that safeguards the rights of chronically mentally il1 family members as well, it is 

facilitated by the contradictory liberal riehts and medical mode1 discourses in mental health 

policy and legislation that in practice. reinforce the rights of the mentally il1 both to receive 

and tci refuse treatment. 

What needs to be done to reduce these women's never-ending burdens of 

caregiving, domestic and waee labour and. social isolation, stressed interpersonal 

relationships and stigma? What needs to be done to reduce the crises and uncenainties of 

abuse of the care recipient, abuse of the caregiver. alcohol and dnig abuse of the family 

member and, the potential danger of the family member to themselves andor others? What 

needs to be done to reduce the challenges that these women face in the governance of 

their family members manic and depressive episodes, medical compliance, outpatient 
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hospi ta1 treatment. hospitalization, monitoring and medical file information? What needs 

to be done to increase the chance that these women's problems, issues and tensions d l  be 

disclosed and detected? And what needs to be done to increase the effectiveness of the 

state and society's response to these ursent problems, issues and tensions? 

The challenges are not simple. The solution will Wrely require a holistic approach 

with necess- reforms and innovations on several fronts that include: better 

understanding of the financial and personal reality of community care, the rote of dmg 

therapy and the balancins of rights and responsibilities among the state. caregivers and the 

chronically mentally ill. First, one important area of concern is medication. Lithium was 

approved by the An~erican Food and Dmg Administration for treating manic depression in 

1970. Today. it remains the standard stabiliziny treatment (Royal Ottawa Health Group 

1 997. Jarnison 1 995) despite its tremendous side effects and the fact that 30 to 40 per cent 

of manic depressives are Lithium resistant @uke and Hochman 1992: 137). As this study 

found the majority of chronically mentally il1 family members resist medical cornpliance 

because of nesative side effiects. It is hstrating that more effective treatments have not 

emersed in the past 30 years. Research on new dm% therapies remains the responsibility of 

drug companies. These companies, whose primary concern is profit, have little reason to 

do funher research. Hence we see how macro level structures related to treatment impact 

on micro level experiences with little or no means for people effected to create change. 

Second, health and mental hedth policy and legislation are in need of major 

reforms. Clear operational definitions of "community are"  which recognize the role of 

wornen as pnmary careevers in conjunction with caregivers are utilized. These definitions 
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must be reflected in health and mental health policy that addresses the needs of the 

chronically mentally il1 and their femaie family caregivers. Curent practices place them at 

risk. 

Third, the state needs to actively recognize and reform the contradictory liberal 

nghts and medical mode1 discourses embedded within and between mental health policy 

and, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the Uniform Mental Health Act and 

provincial mental health legislation on the chronically mentally ill. There is a need for a 

balance of rights between the care recipient and the primary caregiver acting in the best 

interests of the chronically mentally il1 family member. This is perhaps the rnost difficult 

issue to reconcile. Past abuse of psychiatrie patients has demonstrated the problems of 

limiting patient nghts. This study reveals the human costs of having no extraordinasr 

limits. Finding a balance will be dificult but necessaq. 

Fourth, the state must recognize the problerns. issues and tensions facing women 

as primary family caregivers of the chronically mentally il1 and muct provide support for 

those women. Non-intmsive, non-sti~matizin~ and supponive financial, educational, 

counseling and emotional assistance should be made more available to these women who 

indicate a need. Clear procedures need to be developed with. and, across sectors 

conceming how to arrange the necessary referral and other supports for women and their 

chronically mentally il1 family members that include: social service agencies, advocacy 

organizations, health and mental health care providers. the police, and the legal profession. 

Govemments should consider using funding and policy rneasures to ensure that the 

various organizations involved in assistins women and their chronically mentally il1 family 
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members make it a p60rity to recognize and address problems, issues and tensions in the 

Fifth, family caregiver, advocacy and other organizations with a stake in the well- 

being of women as primary family caregivers should be encouraged and fùnded to mount 

community development initiatives that will break down the social isolation of these 

women. More advocates are needed in the community who are knowledgeable about what 

it means to be women and live as primary caregivers of the chronically mentally ill. These 

advocates can be infomed about strategies to empower other caregivers and can play an 

essential public education role by raisin au-areness in the community about the 

prevalence, nature, causes and remedies of chronic mental illness in the family. 

Siah, women as primary caregivers of the  chronically mentally il1 also need access 

to education and training regardine chronic mental illness and how to respond to their 

farnily members. The same education and training has traditionally been required for 

workers in the social service, mental healt h care and the educational community. It 

provides workers with credentials that contribute to their knowledge being valued. These 

initiatives would empower panicipants not only to take reasonable steps to anticipate. 

detect, prevent and respond to the problem of chronic mental illness but also aid them in 

communicating and working with medical health professionals. 

Finally, it is important that the communities who most need to be more infomed of 

chronic mental illness and the family have access to the findings of current and future 

research. Ail academic research o n  the subject. afier publication, should be worded in 

layperson terminology and widely disseminated where it is most needed in the comrnunity 
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Socioiogists and ferninist researchers workine in the social problems area must proclaim 

an ongoing cornmitted, critical and radical role to both social change and social theory. 

More extensive research is required to funher develop the theoretical and practical 

understanding of female family caregiving and the eovernance of madness and to build on 

the findings of this study. Feminist political economy and Foucault's notion of govemance 

have proven useful for revealing not only the reality of community care but how private 

troubles reflect publidmacro changes. As the  macro-context changes we need to remain 

concemed first with the consequences for women and second with focusing on supporting 

primary caregivers for needed changes 
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APPENDIX A 

STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 

As you know, 1 am conducting a study on the experiences of women as caregivers of 
chronic mmk depressives. I'd Iike to begin with some generai questions about you and 
the farnily member or members that you care for. 

1- In what year were you bom? 

2- Were you born in Canada? 
Prompts: 
If no. where were you bom? 
When did you amive in Canada? 
How did it happen that you came to Canada? 

%Who in your family has ever been diagnosed with manic depression? Have you been and 
are you currently a caregiver for this family member or these family memben with manic 
depression? 

4-In what year was XXX (and XXX) barn' 

5-Was XXX (and XXX) born in Canada'? 
Prompts: 
If no, where was XXX (and XXX) bom? 
When did XXX (and amve in Canada? 
How did it happen that XXX (and XXX) came to Canada? 

6-Was XXX (and XXX) biological parents born in Canada? 
Prompts: 
If no, where were they born? 
When did they arrive in Canada? 
How did it happen that they came to Canada9 

7-Were your biological parents boni in Canada? 
Prompts: 
If no, where were they born? 
When did they arrive in Canada? 
How did it happen that they came to Canada? 

8-In what city do you live? 
Prompts: 
Have you always lived in that city? 
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If no, how long have you lived in that citf Where else have you lived, when and for how 
long? 

9-In what city does XXX (and XXX) live? 
Prompts: 
Has XXX (and XXX) always lived in that city? 
If no, how long have they lived in that city? Where else have they lived, when and for how 
long? 

10-Does XXX (and XXX) live in your household? If yes, for how long? 
Prompts: 
If no, for how long? What are the sources of XXX (and XXX) income? 
Has this amount of income changed before and afier the diagnosis of XXX (and XXX)? 
Have the sources of income changed before and afier the diagnosis of XXX (and XXX)? 

1 1-Who else lives in you household? 

12-What is the approximate annual income of your household? 
Prompts: 
What are the sources of this income? 
Has this amount of income chaneed before and afier the diagnosis of XXX (and JOCX)? 
Have the sources of income changed before and afier the diagnosis of XXX (and XXX)? 

13-What is the last year of education that you have completed? 

14-What is the last year of education that XXX (and XXX) completed? 

15-Are you employed? 
Prompts: 
If yes, what is your occupation? 
How many hours a week do you work at your occupation both at home and at your job 
site? 
Are you employed on a contract or permanent basisq 

16-1s XXX (and XXX) employed' 
Prompts: 
If yes, what is (and XYX) occupation' 
How many hours a week does XXX (and XXX) work at hidher occupation both at home 
and at hifier job site? 
1s XXX (and XXX) employed on a contract or permanent basis? 

17-How reiigious are you? 
Prompts: 
If religious, do you attend a place of worship? [If yes, what place of worship and how 
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often] 
Do you pray? [If yes, how oflen] 
Are you involved in activities organized by or related to your place of worship? [If yes, 
what kind of activities and how ofien]? 
Have you always been this involved in your religion? 
Do your religious beliefs and/or activities help with how you manage the manic and 
depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? 
If yes, when do you find that your religious beliefs andor activities help with how you 
manage the manic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXQ? 
How do you find that your religious beliefs andior activities help with how you manage 
the manic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? 
Why do you feel that your religious beliefs and/or activities help with how you manage the 
manic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? 

18-How religious is XXX (and XXX)? 
Prompts: 
If religious, does XXX (and XXX) attend a place of worship? [If yes, do you know what 
place of worship and how ofien] 
Does XXX (and XXX) pray? [If yes. do you know how ofien] 
1s XXX (and XXX) involved in activities orsanized by or related to this place of worship? 
[If yes, do you know what kind of activities and how ofien]? 
Has XXX (and XXX) always been this involved in your religion? 
Do you feel that XXX (and XXX) religious beliefs and/or activities help with h i d e r  
manage the rnanic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? 
If yes, when do you think that XXX (and XXX) relioious beliefs and/or activities help 
XXX (and XXX) with how s/he manages the manic and depressive episodes of XXX 
(and XXX)? 
How do you find that XXX (and XXX) religious beliefs andor activities help XXX (and 
XXX)with how s/he manages the rnanic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? 
Why do you feel that XXX (and XXX) religious beliefs and/or activities help XXX (and 
XXX) with how s/he manages the manic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? 

Now 1 would like to ask you about your esperiences as a family caregiver of a chronic 
manic depressive or chronic manic depressives What I am trying to do is understand 
family caregiving fiom a woman's point of view. I have some questions that 1 would like 
to ask you, but 1 want you to know that 1 believe that you are an expen in this area 
because it is you who give the care and you who knows what goes on between you and 
your family member(s). Because of this. please feel free to add any information that you 
believe is imponant that 1 don't ask about and please feel free to tell me if you think any of 
rny questions aren't relevant or miss the point. 

19-1 was wondering, if anyone else in your family has been formally diagnosed as having a 
mental illness or if anyone else has experienced mental health problems? 
Prompts: 
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If yes, who, for how long, with what, when was it diagnosed or symptoms showing, 
by whom was it diagnosed, is it being treated. how 

20-When was XXX (and XXX) formally diagnosed with manic depression? 
Prompts: 
By whom? What were the events that took place that eventuaily lead to this diagnosis? 
What were the circumstances the month before, week before and on the day the diagnosis 
took place? Would you Say that the manic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX) 
are controlled about the same, better or worse than before their diagnosis? Why, please 
explain. 

21-What kind of responsibilities does caregkin~  for XXX (and XXX) consist of? 

22-What ways do you organise your life to care for XXX (and XXX)? 
Prompts: 
Has caregiving for XXX (and XXX) affected your rnarriage ? 
If yes, how (before and afier diagnosis) 
Has caregiving for XXX(and XXX) affect ed y Our relationships and fiiendships? 
if yes, how (before and after diagnosis) 
Has caregiving for XXX (and XXX) affected your healthl 
If yes, how (before and after diagnosis) 
Has caregiving for XXX (and XXX) affected your incorne? 
If yes. how (before and after diagnosis) 
Has caregiving for XXX (and XXX) affected your work (unpaid and paid labour)? 
If yes, how (before and after diagnosis) 
Has caregiving for XXX (and XXX) affected your studies? 
If yes, how (before and afier diagnosis) 
Has caregiving for XXX (and XXX) affected your family life? 
If yes, how (before and after diagnosis) 

23-What do you think would happen to XXX (and XXX) if you weren't there to help 
them? 

Now I'd like to ask you some questions about the treatment of XXX (and XXX) for 
manic depression and your, XXX's (and XXX's) uses of sewices in the community. 

24-1s XXX (and XXX) currently taking prescribed medication for manic depression? If 
no7 
did XXX (and XXX) ever take prescribed medication for manic depression? Why did 
they stop? How else is it being treated? 
Prompts: 
If yes, how is it being treated? Are you or were you ever in contact with any of the 
profession al^^ psychiatrist. physician and/or therapist treating XXX (and XXX) manic 
depression? If yes, for how long are and/or were you in contact? Can you please tell me 
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about this. Does this contact help or hinder the control of their manic and depressive 
episodes? How? What did you Say andor do during this contact? How? How does XXX 
(and respond to this contact? What ideally would you like to do about this contact 
with psychiatrist, physician andor therapist treating XXX (and XXX) manic depression? 
Do you think your farnily member takes their medication for their manic depression 
regularly as prescribed? What makes you think that? If no, what do you say andor do 
about it? How does XXX (and XXX) respond to this? Have you ever experienced 
problems with XXX (and XXX) around the issue of them taking their medication for 
manic depression regularly? If yes, what do you Say andor do and how does XXX (and 
XXX) respond to this? What ideally would you like to do about them not taking their 
medication for manic depression regularly? Has their medication changed over the time of 
their diagnosis? If yes, how rnany times3 Why? Has this helped or hinder the control of 
their rnanic and depressive episodes? 

25-Do you know if XXX (and XXX) sees their psychiatrist, physician and/or therapist 
about their manic depression as regularly as you feel they should? 
Prompts: 
If no, can you tell me why they do not? What do Say andlor do about it? How does XXX 
(and XXX) respond to this? What ideally would you like to do about them not seeing their 
psychiatrist, physician and/or therapist about their manic depression as regularly as you 
feel they should? Has this changed over the time of their diagnosis? If yes, how? Why? 
Has this helped or hinder the control of their manic and depressive episodes? 

26-Do you know if XXX (and XXX) sees their psychiatrist, physician andor therapist 
about their manic depression as regularly as XXX (and XXX) feels s/he needs this care? 
Prompts: 
If no, can you tell me why not? What do say and/or do about it? How does XXX (and 
XXX) respond to this? What ideally would you like to do about how XXX (and XXX) 
feels about the need for this care? Has this changed over the time of their diagnosis? If 
yes, how? Why? Has this helped or hinder the control of their manic and depressive 
episodes? 

27-Has XXX (and XXX) willingness to see t heir psychiatrist, physician andor therapist 
about their manic depression changed over the time of diagnosis? 
Prompts: 
If yes, can you tell me why you think this has occurred? What do say andor do about it? 
How does XXX (and XXX) respond to this? What idealiy would you like to do about it? 
Has this changed over the time of their diagnosis? If yes, how? Why? Has this helped or 
hinder the control of their rnanic and depressive episodes? 

28-Has XXX (and XXX) psychiatrist. physician and/or therapist changed over the time of 
their diagnosis? 
Prompts: 
If yes, how many times and why? What do you Say and/or do about it and how does XXX 
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(and XXX) respond to these changes? What ideally would you like to do about it? Has 
these changes helped or hinder the control of their manic and depressive episodes? 

29-Has XXX (and XXX) ever been in trouble with the police? 
Prompts: 
If yes, when? In what city? What happenedg 
How did you find out? What do Say and/or do about it? How does XXX (and XMC) 
respond to this? What ideally would you like to do about it? 

30-Was XXX (and XXX) ever taken or have they voluntarily gone to art emergency 
hospital roorn for their manic depression? [if no, have either of you considered this as an 
option, why or why not, tell me about this. do you think do you this would help? who and 
how do you think this would help] 
Prompts: 
If yes, in what city did they go to an emergency hospital room? What were the 
circumstances that lead to this? 
To date, do you know how many times have they gone to an emergency hospital room for 
their mank depression? 
To date, how many times have you taken thern? 
What do Say and/or do about it? How does S X X  (and XXX) respond to this? What 
ideally would you like to do about it? 
Do you feel this helps? When and how7 

3 1 -Was XXX (and XXX) ever hospitalised for their manic depression? [if no, have either 
of you considered this as an option. why or why not. tell me about this, do you think do 
you this would help? who and how do you think this would help] 
If yes, in what city were they hospitalised? What were the circumstances that lead to this? 
To date, do you know how many times and for how long they have been hospitalised for 
their manic depression? Have t hey experienced 0-4. 5-9, 10- 14, 15- 19 etc. hospitalizations 
per year? 
Before and f i e r  diagnosis? 
What do Say and/or do about it? How does XXX (and XXX) respond to this? What 
ideally would you like to do about it? Do 'ou feel this helps? When and how? 

32- Can you tell me about your views towards permanent institutionalisation of chronic 
manic depressive family members as a rneans of managing their manic and depressive 
episodes? 
Prompts: What length of time do you consider to be long term institutionalisation of 
chronic rnanic depressive family members? What are your views towards long term 
institutionalisation of chronic manic depressive family rnembers as a means of managing 
their manic and depressive episodes? 
What Iength of time do you consider to be shon t e n  institutionalization of chronic manic 
depressive family members? What are your views towards shon tenn institutionalisation of 
chronic rnanic depressive family members as a means of managing their manic and 
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depressive episodes? 
Can you tell me about your views towards having chronic manic depressive farnily 
members reside at home with family as a means of managing their manic and depressive 
episodes as an alternative to institutionalisation? For chronic manic depressives what do 
you recomrnend as a living arrangement. at this point given your expenences? Why? Is 
living at home with farnily members a suitable living arrangement for chronic manic 
depressives? Why? 

33-Has XXX (and XXX) ever been or is s/he currently involved in any outpatient 
activities or programs with a hospital? [If no, have either of you considered this option, 
why or why not, tell me about this, do you think do you this would help? who and how do 
you think this would help] 
Prompts: 
If yes, in what city? Tell me about this esperience? How and who do you think this has 
helped? 

34-Have you, XXX (andior XXX) ever attended a family suppon group in the 
cornmunity? [If no, have either of you considered this option, why or why not. tell me 
about this, do you think do you this would helpq who and how do you think this would 
help 1 
Prompts: 
If yes, in what city? Tell me about this esperience. how and who do you think this has 
helped? 

35-Have you, (and/or XXX) ever used a crisis or distress phone-in centre when trying to 
manage the manic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? [If no, have either of you 
considered this option, why or why not. tell me about this. do you think do you this would 
help? who and how do you think this would help] 
Prompts: 
If yes, in what city? Tell me about this esperience. how and who do you think this has 
hel ped? 

36-Do you think it is imponant to rake medication to control the manic and depressive 
episodes of manic depression? 
Prompts: 
Why or why not? 

37-Do you think it is important to see a therapist. physician andlor psychiatnst to control 
the manic and depressive episodes of manic depression? 
Prompts: 
Why or why not? 

Now I/d like to ask you some questions about your relationship with XXX (and 
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38-Can you tell me what your relationship with XXX (and XXX) has been like before and 
after hidher diagnosis? 
Do you see or hear frorn them ofien? Tell me about the time you spend together? 

39-Cm you tell me about a typical day when you are dealing with XXX (and XXX)? 
Prompts: 
How do you organise your daily activities around canng for XXX (and XXX)? 

40-Have you ever been abused by XXX (and XXX)or have your ever abused _2- (and 
XXX)? 
Prompts: 
If yes, when? What happened? 
What did you Say and/or do? How did XXS (and XXX) respond? 

I'd like to ask you some questions about the depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX). 

41- What kinds of feelings does XXX (and XXX) expenence dunng their depressive 
episodes? [feeling sad, low blue. hopeless. helpless, useless, guilty, ashamed and 
remorsefûl] What kinds of behaviours does XXX (and XXX) exhibit during their 
depressive episodes? ] What kinds of appearances does XXX (and XXX) display during 
their depressive episodes? 
What do they Say, do and appear like9 M'hat do you say and/or do? How do XXX (and 
XXX) respond? 

42-Do you experience confrontations around how to deal with or respond to the feelings 
they experience, the behaviours they eshibit or the appearances they display dunng their 
depressive episodes? Can you tell me about this9 

I'd like to ask you some questions about the rnanic episodes of XXX (and XXX). 

43- What kinds of feelings does XXX (and XSX)  experience during their manic 
episodes? 
[very elevated mood, feeling high. overactive. elated, euphoric and ecstatic] What kinds of 
behaviours does XXX (and XXX) exhibit during their rnanic episodes? ] What kinds of 
appearances does XXX (and XXX) display during their rnanic episodes? What do they 
Say, do and appear like? What do you say and/or do? How do XXX (and XXX) respond? 

44-Can you tell me approximately how many rnanic and depressive episodes that XXX 
(and XXX) expenence every year. before and afier diagnosis? 
Prompts: 
Do they experience 0-4, 5-9, 1 0- 14. 1 5- 1 9 etc. manic and depressive episodes per year? 
Before and afler diagnosis? 

45- Do you expenence confrontations around how to deal with or respond to the feelings 
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they expenence, the behaviours they exhibit or the appearances they display during their 
rnanic episodes? Can you tell me about this? 

46-Has loqi (and XXX) ever tned to physically h a m  their body, themselves andor 
O t hers? 
Prompts: 
If yes, when? In what city? What happened? How did you find out? What did you do? 
What kind of support did you have from farnily, friends, police and hospital? C m  you tell 
me why you think this has occurred? What did you Say ancilor do about it? How does 
XXX (and XXX) respond to this? What ideally would you like to do about it? 

47-Has XXX (and X X C )  ever tried to commit suicide? 
Prompts: 
When? In what city? What happened? 
How did you find out? 
What did you do? 
What kind of support did you have from farnily, fiends, police and hospital? Can you tell 
me why you think this has occurred? What did you Say ancilor do about it? How does 
XXX (and XXX) respond to this? What ideally would you like to do about it? 
What if anything can be done to prevent suicides of manic depressive farnily members? 
1s there anything that family caregivers can do to prevent suicides of manic depressive 
family members? 
1s there anything that rnanic depressives themselves can do to prevent their own suicide? 

1 have final question to ask before we finish this interview 

48-Are there any resources that have helped you. XXX (and XXX) before and after their 
diagnosis? 
Prompts: 
When did these resources help? In what city? How do you feel they helped? Why do you 
feel they helped? To To date, what additional resources could have helped you, XXX (and 
X 3 X  manage the manic and depressive episodes of XXX (and XXX)? Who should be 
responsible for the expansion and/or creation of these resources? 

Thank you for your participation in this study You will receive a summary of the results 
of this study once it has been defended and your responses will help to broaden curent 
research on the 
expenences of family caregivers of mental illness with a view to proposing 
recommendations that will facilitate this caregiving process. 



INTERVIEW ADVERTISEMENT 

Are you a woman who is a primary family caregiver of a chronic manic depressive? 

If yes --- 

Would you be willing to share your confidential and anonymous expenences with a 
researcher for a university study? 

If yes --- 

I am seeking women as pnmary farnily caregivers of chronic manic depressives to take 
pan in a M.A. thesis study on their qualitative expenences. The i n t e ~ e w  will not exceed 
2.5 hours and will take place in a safe location of your choice. Through the i n t e ~ e w  
process, you may choose not to answer the given question(s) and you may terminate the 
interview or withdraw fi-om the study at any time you wish to do so, without penalty. As 
well, as a participant, you will be provided with a summary of the results of this study after 
the thesis defense. With regard to confidentiality and anonymity, the researcher will take 
the following steps: the researcher will erase each interview tape after the thesis defense or 
at your request, they will be retumed to you afier the thesis defense; the researcher will 
eliminate any identifying information from the transcripts of the interview, fiom the thesis 
product, and fiom any speeches. research. anicles or books not yet written or published; 
and although you will be asked to sign a consent form. the researcher will destroy this 
f o m  or at your request, it will be returned to you afier the thesis defense. For more 
information on taking pan in this study please contact Lisa at 746-9474. 



APPENDIX C 

CARLETON UNIVERSITY ETHICS COMMITTEE CLEARANCE 

@ Carleton 
U N I V E R S I T Y  

Ofiïcc of Restnrch Services 

DATE: Novunbu 22, 1996 

10: . L k  J.Hurna . 
Cqt. of Sociology aqd AnthropoIogy 

FRDM: h e  Burgess 
Director of Research Suvices 

RE: Your application for etbics dearance 

Yout application hrs been reviewed by the CarIeton University Ethics Cornmittee, ind 
your proposal ('hiuiic Depression, Fanale FaMly Caregivers, ad the Governuicc of 
Madnes:") has been found to be éthicaily acceptLble. 

The Ccmm*ttec, in giving this dccision, rrked that you 1) recain the tapes in a securely 
locked cabinet uniil thcy are erasedlrctumd; and 2) that you retah the tranwripts, uith 
no ideatifjing infom2ii04 in a securcly Iocked cabinet, for a rtasonabk amouni of t h e .  
(They are the database an which conclusions are rnade.) 

cc.  ProE K. Kelly 
cc. Prof. Hugh Armstrong 



APPENDIS D 

LETTER OF CONSENT 

This is to acknowledge that 1 understand that the study that 1 am agreeing to 
participate in is on the qualitative expenences of fernale family caregivers of chronic manic 
depressives. This study is being conducted by Lisa J. Hanna, in partial filfilment of the 
requirernents for the master or ans degree in sociology, in the Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology at Carleton University. 1 have been assured by the researcher that my 
interview for this study is completely voluntary, that this i n t e ~ e w  will not exceed 2.5 
hours and that it will take place in a safe location of my choice. 1 have also been inforrned 
of my right not to answer any given question(s) and that 1 may terminate the interview or 
withdraw fiom the study at any tirne should 1 wish to do so, without penalty. The 
researcher will provide me with a suminary of the results of this study after the thesis 
defence. 

With regard to confidentiality. 1 understand that the following precautions will be 
taken by the researcher: the researcher will erase each i n t e ~ e w  tape f i e r  the thesis 
defence or at my request, they will be returned to me afier the thesis defence; the 
researcher will retain the tapes in a securely locked cabinet until they are erased/returned; 
the transcnpts of the tapes will be retained with no identifying information, in a securely 
locked cabinet, for a reasonable amounr of time decided by the principal researcher of this 
study; the researcher will eliminate any identifjing information from the transcripts of this 
interview, fiom the thesis product. and from any speeches, research, articles or books not 
yet written or published; and althoush 1 will be asked to sign this informed consent form, 
the researcher will destroy this form or at my request. it will be retumed to me after the 
thesis defence. 

In the event that 1 have questions or concerns about this inteniew process 1 may 
contact the supervisor of this study. Dr  Katharine Kelly (613) 520-2600 ext. 2624, 
Department of Sociology and Anthropolog. Carleton University. 

Date: Respondent : 



APPENDIX E 

A POST-INTERVIEW LETTER OF THANKS FROM 
THE RESEARCHER (LISA J. HAMVA) 

Thank you for participating in the study that 1 am conducting on the expenences of 
women as primary family caregivers of chronic manic depressives. 1 wili be contacting you 
in a confidentid and discreet manner by phone so that 1 can arrange for you to receive a 
summary of the results of this study once it has been defended in the Spring or Summer of 
1997. Your responses will help to assist other families through the broadening of cunent 
research on manic depression and the family as well, the results of this study will ailow for 
funher recommendations to mental health policy and services on a federal and provincial 
level. 

COMIWUNIT'Y FESOURCES AVAILABLE TO ASSIST FAMILY MEMBERS 
WITH THE CEMLLENGES OF MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS 

The following is a list of select resources available in the city of Ottawa to assist you with 
nay questions and concems that you may have in the management of mental health 
problems in your family. If you do not reside in the city of Ottawa and require assistance 
with any questions and concems that you may have about the management of mental 
health problems in your family these resources will be able to direct you to other services 
available in your city. 

The Cannliinn Mental Henlrh Associntion (Onni un - CnrIeton Branch) fosters 
community acceptance, works to improve availability of services for people with mental 
health problems and their families, and promote integration. For more information contact: 
(6 13) 73 7-779 I 

Depression, Manic Depression hfutunl Support Group is a local organization seMng the 
national capitol area. Dedicated to al1 who have experienced depression or manic- 
depression, their farnilies and fiiends, or others interested in mutual suppon for people 
afGected by mood disorders. DMD's goal is to help one another cope, provide information 
on the nature of mood disorders, and foster public awareness. Telephone (613) 526-5406 
for idonnation (24 hour information hotline - recorded message) 

Onmua Distress Centre 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, someone answers the phone and 
provides confidential help - befriending. crisis intervention, referrals. 
Telephone: (6 l3)23 8-33 1 1 

Royal Onmua Hospital Social workers offer information and support to family members 
and fkiends who have mental health problems. Contact the following individuals for more 
information: JO Weston, M.S.W., C.S.W. (6 13) 722-652 1 (ext.6256) or 



VirginiaLafond, M.S.W., C.S.W (613) 722-6521 (ext. 6610) or 
Marian Hallick (6 13) 722-652 1 (ext. 63 60) or 
Donna Homer (6 13) 722-652 1 (ext. 642 1) 



APPENDIX F 

CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT WITH TRANSCRIBER 

This is to acknowledge that 1 understand, as the sole transcnber of the interview 
tapes belonging to Lisa J. Hama's study on the qualitative expenences of fernale family 
caregivers of chronic manic depressives, conducted in partial fulfilrnent of the 
requirements for the master of aris degree in sociology, in the Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology at Carleton University that 1 am required to take the following 
precautions with regard to codidentiality and anonymity: al1 research content and matter 
related to these tapes, to the transcripts on diskette and to the overall study will be kept 
arialy confidentid both during and afier the period of transcription to ensure 
confidentiality and anonymity to al1 panicipants in the study; through the duration of the 
transcription of the original interview tapes, both the original tapes and the transcripts on 
diskette will be retained with no identifying information, in a securely locked cabinet until 
they are returned to the researcher; I will not keep in my possession any other copies of 
these original interview tapes except for the original interview tapes and the original 
transcnpts on diskette in my possession through the duration of the transcription and will 
retum al1 original interview tapes and ori~inal transcripts on diskette to the researcher; in 
the event that the transcripion is cornpleted or terminated for any reason, 1 will not keep 
in my possession any copies of these original interview tapes in any fom and will retum al1 
original i n t e ~ e w  tapes and al1 original transcripts on diskette. 

Date: Transcriber: 

Principal Researcher: 
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